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UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

STATE OF NEW JERSEY, et al.

Petitioners,
¥,

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY,

Respondent.

No. 05-1097 and
Consolidated Cases

Utility Air Regulatory Group ("UARG") submits this certificate as to parties, rulings and related

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1), the undersigned counsel for Respondent-Intervenor the

cases.

A. PARTIES AND AMICI

All parties and amici are listed in the brief of Government Petitioners State

of New Jersey, et al. except for Intervenors State of Maryland, WEST Associates, and

National Mining Association and for Amicus State of West Virginia, Department of

Environmental Protection.

Rule 26.1 Disclosure Statements:

i) UARG is a not-for-profit association of individual electric generating companies and

national trade associations that participates collectively in administrative proceedings, and in

litigation arising from those proceedings, that affect electric generators under the Clean Air Act.

UARG has no outstanding shares or debt securities in the hands of the public and has no parent

company. No publicly held company has a 10% or greater ownership interest in UARG.

ii) Duke Energy Indiana, Inc., Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc., and Duke Energy Ohio, Inc.,

together f/k/a Cinergy Corporation, are publicly-held companies that are the operating business

CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES~ RULINGS~ AND RELATED CASES



units of Duke Energy Corporation. Duke Energy Indiana, Inc. generates, transmits, distributes,

and sells electricity in the State of Indiana. Duke Energy Kentucky, Inc. generates, transmits,

distributes, and sells electricity in the State of Kentucky. Duke Energy Ohio, Inc. generates,

transmits, distributes, and sells electricity in the State of Ohio. Each company is wholly-owned

by their parent company, Duke Energy Corporation (a Delaware corporation). No other

publicly-held entity owns 10% or more of any of the Petitioners’ stock.

iii) PPL Corporation ("PPL") is a corporation organized under the laws of the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. There is no parent corporation or publicly-held corporation

that owns 10% or more of the outstanding units of PPL.

iv) PSEG Fossil is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of

Delaware. PSEG Fossil is wholly-owned by PSEG Power LLC.

v) Florida Power & Light Company ("FPL") is a corporation organized under the laws of

the State of Florida. FPL is the principal subsidiary of FPL Group, Inc. ("FPL Group"), an

investor-owned company trading on the New York Stock Exchange. FPL Group owns 100% of

FPL’s stock.

vi) NRG Energy, Inc. ("NRG") is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of

Delaware. There is no parent corporation or publicly-held corporation that owns 10% or more of

the outstanding units of NRG.

vii) The National Mining Association ("NMA") is an incorporated national trade

association whose members include the producers of most of America’s coal, metals, and

industrial and agricultural minerals; manufacturers of mining and mineral processing machinery,

equipment, and supplies; and engineering and consulting firms that serve the mining industry.



NMA has no parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates that have issued shares or debt securities

to the public, although NMA’s individual members have done so.

viii) The Edison Electric Institute ("EEI") is a nonprofit trade association that represents

investor-owned electric utility companies. EEI has no parent company, subsidiaries or affiliates

that have issued shares or debt securities to the public.

B. RULINGS UNDER REVIEW

References to the final actions by EPA at issue in these consolidated cases appear in the

brief of Government Petitioners.

C. RELATED CASES

The matters under review have not been previously heard in this or any other court.

There are no related cases pending before this court.

Respectfully submitted,

F. William Brownell
Lee B. Zeugin
HUNTON & WILLIAMS LLP
1900 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 955-1500

Dated: May 18, 2007 Counsel for the Utility Air Regulatory Group
FINAL: July 23, 2007 on behalf of all Respondent-Intervenors included on

this Brief
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PERTINENT STATUTES AND REGULATIONS

All applicable statutes, regulations and legislative history are contained in the briefs of

Respondent U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") and of Petitioner State of New

Jersey, and to the extent not therein, are set forth in the addendum to this brief.

ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. Did EPA Administrator Browner’s December 2000 notice purporting to list electric

utility generating units ("EGUs") under § 112(c) limit the discretion of future EPA

Administrators to determine under § 112(n)(1)(A) whether EGUs should be regulated?

2. Is EPA’s May 2005 rulemaking determination that it is neither "appropriate" nor

"necessary" to regulate EGU mercury emissions under CAA § 112 lawful and supported by the

record?

3. Is CAMR lawful and supported by the record?

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

When Congress overhauled the Clean Air Act ("CAA" or "Act") in 1990, it had a clear

vision for controlling hazardous air pollutant ("HAP") emissions from EGUs and from other

sources. In general, Congress provided that § 112 regulation begins with categorizing sources,

then moves to rulemakings to set stringent technology-based standards, and then further

mlemakings to address any unacceptable residual risk. In contrast, Congress concluded that this

general framework did not make sense for EGUs.~ Congress knew that other parts of the 1990

1 See 136 Cong. Rec. S 16899 (Oct. 27, 1990) (Senator Burdick noted: "a full control
program in the United States requiting dry scrubbers and baghouses to control mercury
emissions from coal-fired EGUs would double the costs of acid rain control with no expectation
of perceptible improvement in public health"); 136 Cong. Rec. H12934 (Oct. 26, 1990) (Rep.
Oxley stated: "if the Administrator regulates any [EGUs], he may regulate only those units that
he determines -- after taking into account compliance with all provisions of the act and any other



Amendments, notably the Acid Rain program, would impose substantial compliance

requirements on EGUs that would reduce indirectly EGU HAP emissions. As a result,

information on the public-health implications of any remaining HAP emissions, as well as the

efficacy and costs of further control, required further study.2 Consequently, Congress did not

apply the new HAP-control framework to EGUs, but rather asked EPA to decide whether to

regulate EGU HAP emissions after imposition of the other CAA requirements. This broad

delegation took the form of CAA § 112(n)(1)(A), which requires EPA to study EGU HAP

emissions and to determine if further regulation is "appropriate and necessary."

The two central issues in this case relate to how EPA carried out this broad delegation of

authority under § 112(n)(1)(A). The.first~s w.heih+r certain findings made by EPA’s

Administrator in December 2000, in the closing hours of the Clinton Administration, precluded

subsequent Administrators from exercising the discretion Congress delegated EPA in § 112(n).

The second is whether the subsequent interpretations and policy judgments that EPA made in

carrying out those tasks were reasonable and adequately supported.

As the long history of EPA’s efforts to implement §112(n)(1)(A) shows, the December

2000 finding did not limit the discretion of future Administrators under § 112(n). Moreover,

EPA’ s subsequent rulemaking actions were reasonable and fully supported by one of the most

extensive records ever compiled under the CAA.

A. The Clean Air Act

Section 112 was added to the CAA in 1970. The 1970 Act required EPA to make a risk-

based determination in order to regulate substances as HAPs: EPA may regulate substances

Federal, State, or local regulations and voluntary emission reductions -- have been demonstrated
to cause a significant threat of adverse effects on the public health").

2 See id.
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"reasonably ... anticipated to result in an increase in mortality or an increase in serious ...

illness," to a level that protects public health with an "ample margin of safety." CAA

§ 112(a)(1). Under this provision, EPA regulated a number of HAPs emitted from industrial

source categories other than EGUs. See 40 CFR Part 63.

As for EGUs, EPA found that the combustion of fossil fuels produces extremely small

releases of a broad variety of substances that are present in trace amounts in fuels and that are

removed from the gas stream by control equipment installed to satisfy other CAA requirements.

EPA found that these HAP releases did not pose hazards to public health. See 48 Fed. Reg.

15,076, 15,085 (1983) (radionuclides). In the case of mercury specifically, EPA found that

"coal-fired power plants ... do not emit mercury in such quantities that they are likely to cause

the ambient mercury concentration to exceed" a level that "will protect the public health with an

ample margin of safety." 40 Fed. Reg. 48,297-98 (1975) (mercury); 52 Fed. Reg. 8,725 (1987)

(reaffirming mercury conclusion).

In 1990, Congress expressed concern that the risk-based approach to HAP regulation of

the 1970 CAA was time-consuming and expensive to implement for non-EGUs. See S.Rep. No.

101-228, at 131-33 (1989), 1990 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News at 3385, 3516-18. Congress

therefore designated 189 chemicals as HAPs under § 112(b) and instructed EPA in § 112(c) to list

categories of "major" stationary sources of HAP emissions for the development of control

technology-based emission standards under § 1 t 2(d). These technology-based standards are

referred to as "maximum achievable control technology" or "MACT" standards and are based on

the emission reductions achieved by the best controlled similar sources. 42 U.S.C. §7412(d). To

de-list a category or subcategory of major sources from this technology-based program, EPA

must make a risk-based determination. CAA § 112(c)(9). For non-EGUs, therefore, the 1990



CAA changed the risk-based determination from a threshold for HAP regulation to a criterion for

"de-listing" a major source category.

By contrast, in 8112(n)(1)(A), Congress instructed EPA not to regulate EGU HAP

emissions until it completed a study of the "hazards" to public health "reasonably anticipated to

occur" as a result of EGU HAP emissions, and after considering the impact of "imposition of the

requirements of this Act" on those emissions. As part of that evaluation, Congress also directed

EPA to "develop and describe ....alternative control strategies" (which EPA has always

understood to include emission trading strategies3) for any HAP emissions that "may warrant

regulation under this section." Finally, Congress told EPA to regulate HAP emissions from

EGUs under 8112 only to the extent it found, after rulemaking, that regulation was "appropriate

and necessary after considering the results of the study" required by 8112(n)(1)(A).

In implementing provisions such as 8112, CAA 8307(d) provides rulemaking procedures

that apply in lieu of the Administrative Procedures Act rulemaking requirements. In

8307(d)(1)(C), Congress directed that these procedures "appl[y] to...any regulation under

section 112... (n)."

Apart from 8112, 8111 is one of a number of other CAA programs used to regulate EGU

emissions. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subparts D and Da. Section 111 standards for EGUs

cover substances such as particulate matter that is comprised, in part, of listed HAPs, and

substances such as sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides whose control results in reduction of

HAPs. See 48 Fed. Reg. at 15,085. Section 111 authorizes EPA to establish "standards of

performance," 42 U.S.C. 8741 l(a)(1), for new and existing sources in source categories that

"cause[], or contribute[] significantly to, air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to

3 See 65 Fed. Reg. 79,830 (a trading approach will be considered when standards are

developed).

4



endanger public health or welfare," 42 U.S.C. §7411 (b)(1)(A). Standards of performance must

reflect "the degree of emission limitation achievable through application of the best system of

emission reduction." 42 U.S.C. §741 l(a)(1) (emphasis added). Recognizing the potential

overlap between § 111 and § 112 regulation, Congress directed that the Administrator may

prescribe § 111 standards of performance for existing sources only for an "air pollutant ... which

is not ... emitted from a source category which is regulated under §112 of this title," 42 U.S.C.

§7411(d)(1) (emphasis added).4

In sum, EPA can regulate EGU HAP emissions under § 112 only if it determines, after

rulemaking, that regulation of specific HAP emissions is "appropriate and necessary" to avoid

"hazards" to "public health," and only after considering the impact of other CAA requirements

and "alternative control strategies." Furthermore, regulation of a source category cannot occur

simultaneously under § 111 and § 112; EPA must choose one or the other.

B. Mercury

Mercury is a naturally occurring element in the Earth’s crust that is released into the

environment as a result of both natural processes, such as volcano eruptions and reemission from

oceans and soils, and manmade processes such as gold and ore mining, municipal and medical

waste incineration, fossil fuel combustion, and chlorine manufacturing. EPA has estimated that

total global emissions of mercury are about 5,000 tons per year: 1,000 tons from natural sources,

2,000 tons from manmade sources and 2,000 tons from release of mercury into ambient air that

has been deposited on soil or in water. 69 Fed. Reg. 4,658. Mercury is a global pollutant. Much

4 The statutory language of § 111 (d)(1) is confused because the 1990 CAA contained two
different and conflicting amendments that were included in the legislation signed by the
President. The House-created language is quoted above. EPA’ s brief explains how EPA
reconciled these two amendments. See EPA Br. at 98-118.
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of the mercury emitted enters the global pool where it circulates in the atmosphere for up to one

year before depositing on soil or in water.5

EPA estimates that U.S. coal-fired EGUs emit about 45 tons of mercury annually, or

about 1% of worldwide mercury emissions. Furthermore, EPA estimates that only about 30% of

EGU mercury emissions (13.5 tons) deposits in the U.S. (By comparison, about 75% of the

mercury that deposits in the U.S. originates from sources outside the U.S.) As a result, U.S.

coal-fired EGUs contribute only about 8% of the total annual mercury deposited across the U.S.

See 70 Fed. Reg. 16,019.

In nature, mercury is found in elemental, organic (methylmercury) and inorganic forms.

69 Fed. Reg. 4,657. The primary route of human mercury exposure is by consumption of

methylmercury in fish. 69 Fed. Reg. 4,658. Methylmercury is principally formed by microbial

action in the top layers of sediment in water bodies, after mercury has precipitated from the air

and deposited into those waters. Once formed, methylmercury bioaccumulates in the aquatic

food chain, ultimately reaching large predator fish consumed by humans. See Utility Study at

7-1 (JA100).

Fossil fuel combustion by EGUs produces trace amounts of three forms of mercury:

elemental, particulate, and gaseous ionic. 70 Fed. Reg. 16,011. EGUs do not produce or emit

organic forms of mercury, like methylmercury. The mercury deposited in the U.S. as a result of

EGU emissions must be transformed in the environment into methylmercury before it can enter

the food chain and contribute to human exposure. As EPA recognizes, only a fraction of the 13.5

5 See Study of Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions from Electric Utility Steam Generating
Units -- Final Report to Congress, at 7-7 (Feb. 1998)(the "Utility Study") (Docket No. A92-55-I-
A-90)(SJA325).
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tons of EGU mercury emissions deposited in the U.S. actually enters water bodies, and only a

fraction of that deposition is transformed into methylmercury.6

C. EPA’s §112(n)(1)(A) Rule

Shortly after enactment of the 1990 CAA, EPA began updating information on the types

and amounts of HAPs emitted from the combustion of coal, oil and gas by EGUs. EPA also

collected information on the health effects of those HAPs, and conducted modeling to determine

how those emissions may affect public health. The products of these efforts were reported in the

Mercury Studyv and the Utility Study, published in December 1997 and February 1998,

respectively. The Utility Study did not contain a § 112(n)(1)(A) regulatory determination

whether regulation of certain HAPs under § 112 was "appropriate and necessary." Utility Study,

at ES-1 (JA65). Instead, EPA stated that it "believes that mercury from coal-fired utilities is the

HAP of greatest potential concern and merits additional research and monitoring" to inform a

regulatory determination. Utility Study, at ES-27(JA91). EPA also noted a "potential concern"

about nickel emissions from oil-fired plants, but noted that "significant uncertainties" exist about

the form and health effects of those emissions.

Following issuance of the Utility Study, EPA undertook several efforts to advance its

understanding of mercury health effects and of the quantity and form of mercury emissions from

6 See Regulatory Impact Analysis, Section 3 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6194)(JA 1964-
2022).

7 Mercury Study to Congress (Dec. 1997) (the "Mercury Study") (Docket No. A92-55-I-
A-125). The Mercury Study is a "state-of-the-science" report focused on mercury emissions
from all sources, the health and environmental effects of those emissions, and technologies for
controlling mercury. 42 U.S.C. §7412(n)(1)(B).



coal-fired EGUs.8 At Congress’ direction, EPA asked the National Academy of Sciences

("NAS") to review the toxicological effects of methylmercury and to make recommendations

regarding an appropriate reference dose ("RfD"). The NAS National Research Council panel

found that EPA’s RfD for methylmercury was "scientifically justified.’’9 EPA also issued two

information collection requests to EGUs. The first required all coal-fired EGUs to collect coal

samples throughout 1999 and to analyze those samples for mercury content. The second

required approximately 80 EGUs to conduct stack sampling of their mercury emissions over a

three-day period. EPA never undertook a corresponding effort to obtain information about

nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs, the nickel species emitted, or the risks such emissions

might represent.

On December 14, 2000, days before the Clinton Administration left office and well

before EPA could complete the data collection and research it said was necessary to make a

§ 112(n)(1)(A) determination, then-departing Administrator Browner published, without any

rulemaking, a "notice of regulatory finding." This notice announced her "conclusion" that

regulation of mercury emissions from coal-fired EGUs and nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs

was "appropriate and necessary" under § 112. 65 Fed. Reg. 79,825 (Dec. 20, 2000). Because

necessary research had not been completed, the notice neither described the increment of

emissions whose control was "necessary and appropriate" under § 112, nor the "alternative

control strategies warranted to address those emissions under this section." Indeed,

Administrator Browner acknowledged that EPA could not at that time quantify the amount of

8 In the Utility Study, EPA identified eleven areas where additional mercury research was

needed. Utility Study, at 14-8 and 14-9 (SJA326-327). EPA’s post-Utility Study work focused
on four of those areas of scientific need.

9 National Research Council, Toxicological Effects of Methylmercury, at 9 (2000)

(Docket No. A92-55-I-A- 137) (SJA329).



methylmercury (the form of mercury of health concern) in U.S. fish attributable to mercury

emissions from domestic coal-fired EGUs. 65 Fed. Reg. 79,827.

Administrator Browner explained "it is unnecessary to solicit...public comment on

today’s finding [because]... [t]he regulation developed subsequent to the finding will be subject

to public review and comment." 65 Fed. Reg. at 79,831, cols. 1-2. In that future mlemaking, she

explained, EPA would consider alternative control strategies, including "economic incentives

such as emissions trading." Id. at 79,830.

UARG, one of the parties on this brief, sought review of the December 2000 notice in

this Court.~° UARG planned to argue that Administrator Browner’s "appropriate and necessary"

finding was not factually justified and that EPA had violated CAA §§ 112(n)(1)(A) and 307(d) by

issuing the finding and by purporting to list EGUs under § 112(c) as a "major" source category

based on that finding. In response, EPA filed a motion to dismiss advising this Court that

"[b]ecause the decision to add coal and oil fired electric utility steam generating units to the

source category list is not yetfinal agency action, it will be among the matters subject to further

comment in the subsequent rulemaking.’’ll On July 26, 2001, this court granted EPA’s motion to

dismiss.

Following the December 2000 notice, EPA conducted a comprehensive § 112(n)(1)(A)

rulemaking. In that rulemaking, EPA considered a number of regulatory options, including: (1)

no further regulation of EGU mercury emissions, or (2) adoption of legislative rules regulating

EGU mercury emissions under § 112(d), or (3) adoption of legislative rules under § 112(n)

lo Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA. No. 01-1074 (2001).

11 EPA’s Motion to Dismiss, at 9 (emphasis added); see also EPA’s Reply in Support of

Motion to Dismiss, at 4 ("the entire predicate for EPA’s finding determination and listing
decision (both legal and factual) is susceptible to further comment and administrative review");
70 Fed. Reg. 15,996.
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addressing any EGU emissions that are "appropriate and necessary" to regulate, or (4) adoption

of legislative roles under other CAA sections that make further controls inappropriate and

unnecessary under § 112.12 EPA also completed extensive scientific and technical studies to

address the areas of research need identified in the Utility Study.~3 Commentors submitted

detailed technical information on EGU mercury emissions and on the health consequences of

those emissions.14 The result is a mlemaking record that is the most detailed record ever

developed by EPA to support regulatory action under § 112.

In particular, EPA conducted extensive modeling to analyze how changes in mercury

emissions from coal-fired EGUs would affect U.S. mercury deposition and methylmercury levels

in fish for a range of cases.~5 EPA’s analyses included an alternative scenario assuming zero

mercury emissions from all EGUs. The modeling showed that total mercury deposition in the

U.S. is not significantly impacted by mercury deposition from EGUs, and that EGUs contribute a

"relatively small percentage" to fish tissue methylmercury levels in the U.S. 70 Fed. Reg.

16,019-20. More importantly, the modeling showed that the implementation of other

requirements of the Act produces the vast majority of the reductions in U.S. mercury deposition

and in U.S. methylmercury levels in fish tissue that can be achieved by controlling mercury

~2 See 69 Fed. Reg. 4,652.

~3 EPA’s factual results and conclusions are presented in a series of technical support

documents ("TSDs") and other technical reports contained in the mlemaking record, and
numbering several thousand pages.

14 See, e.g., UARG Mercury Comments (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-2922); UARG
NODA Comments (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-5497); EPRI Mercury Comments (EPA-HQ-
OAR-2002-0056-2578); EPRI NODA Comments (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-5502).

~5 EPA’s modeling is summarized in the preamble to the §112(n)(1)(A) role. 70 Fed.

Reg. 16,011-25.
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emissions from coal-fired EGUs.16 Thus, EPA concluded "[t]hat modeling reveals the

implementation of section 110(a)(2)(D), through CAIR, would result in a level of [mercury]

emissions from Utility Units that would not cause hazards to public health." 70 Fed. Reg.

16,004.

On March 29, 2005, EPA concluded its § 112(n)(1)(A) rulemaking. Regarding mercury,

EPA found that "[b]ecause this new information demonstrates that the level of Hg [mercury]

emissions projected to remain ’after imposition of’ section 110(a)(2)(D) [i.e., CAIR] does not

cause hazards to public health, we conclude that it is not appropriate to regulate coal-fired Utility

Units under section 112 on the basis of Hg emissions." Id. at 16,004. EPA similarly concluded

that it is not appropriate or necessary to regulate nickel from oil-fired EGUs, because it "do[es]

not anticipate that the remaining level of utility nickel emissions will result in hazards to public

health" based on "(1) the significant reduction in total nationwide inventory of oil-fired Utility

Units; and (2) the changing fuel mixtures being used at the remaining units." Id. at 16,007-08.

EPA therefore removed EGUs from the § 112(c) list because the December 2000 notice "lacked

foundation" and because § 112 regulation was neither appropriate nor necessary. Id. at 15,994.

D.    The Clean Air Mercury Rule ("CAMR")

On the same day EPA issued its § 112(n)(1)(A) rule, it decided to regulate further

mercury emissions from coal-fired EGUs under CAA § 111. 70 Fed. Reg. 28,606. EPA decided

not to regulate oil-fired EGUs under § 111 on the ground that "there are fewer oil-fired units in

operation and that Ni [nickel] emissions had diminished since the Utility Study." Id. at 28,611.

16 See id. The control equipment installed to meet EPA’s "Clean Air Interstate Rule"
("CAIR") and other CAA requirements will remove most of the ionic and particulate mercury
presently emitted from EGUs -- the two forms of mercury that can deposit in the U.S. (elemental
mercury generally does not deposit in the U.S. but enters the global pool). See Effectiveness
TSD, at 1 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6186)(JA 1873).
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EPA interpreted the term "standard of performance" in § 111 (a) to include emission trading

systems and determined that the "best system of [mercury] emission reduction" for existing

EGUs was a national cap-and-trade program that ensured that (i) mercury emissions were limited

in accordance with the "best system" of emissions control, and (ii) that mercury emissions from

coal-fired EGUs -- both existing and new -- were capped so total emissions could never increase

in the future as new facilities were built to meet increased electricity demand. 70 Fed. Reg.

28,616 col. 3, 28,617 col. 2.

CAMR sets emission limits for new EGUs and establishes a nationwide cap-and-trade

program for mercury emissions from all coal-fired EGUs. Total mercury emissions from all

EGUs are capped at 38 tons per year ("tons/yr") in 2010 and 15 tons/yr beginning in 2018.

CAMR’s cap-and-trade program is implemented through state plans developed under § 111 (d).

Based on the extensive analyses performed for the § 112(n)(1)(A) regulatory determination, EPA

found that the additional mercury controls required by CAMR would result in "relatively small"

additional reductions in mercury deposition in the United States when compared to the

imposition of other CAA requirements, including CAIR, and that going beyond CAMR to zero

emissions would produce little or no health benefits. 70 Fed. Reg. 16,019-20.

E. Petitions for Reconsideration

After EPA published its § 112(n)(1)(A) rule and CAMR, two petitioners in this case filed

petitions seeking reconsideration of both CAMR and EPA’s § 112(n)(1)(A) rule regarding coal-

fired EGU mercury emissions and oil-fired EGU nickel emissions.~7 On October 28, 2005, EPA

agreed to reconsider these decisions. EPA requested additional comment on several aspects of

its § 112(n)(1)(A) rule, including its legal interpretation of § 112(n)(1)(A), the detailed technical

~7 No petitioner has challenged EPA’s decision not to regulate EGU nickel emissions

under § 111.
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and scientific analyses of the impact of EGU mercury emissions on public health, and

information on oil-fired EGU nickel emissions. 71 Fed. Reg. 33,390.

After considering the petitions for reconsideration and the additional comments received

in response, EPA found no reason to make any substantive revisions to its § 112(n)(1)(A) rule or

CAMR. 71 Fed. Reg. 33,388. EPA’s detailed 306-page response to comments18 addresses,

among other issues, petitioners’ claims (1) that mercury hot spots exist or will be created by

EPA’s regulatory actions,19 (2) that EPA analyzed only mercury exposures resulting from the

self-caught freshwater fish exposure scenario,2° (3) that EPA had failed to consider the

background levels of mercury (even though EPA analyzed the case where EGU mercury

emissions were reduced to zero and found that "virtually none of the risks to public health

stemming from the global pool would be reduced"),21 (4) that EPA misused certain surveys of

tribal fish consumption,22 and (5) that a small group of tribe members were theoretically exposed

to methylmercury levels above the RfD.23

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

EPA’s § 112(n)(1)(A) rule and CAMR are the culmination of the most extensive § 112

rulemaking ever undertaken. Congress treated EGUs differently from all other sources under

18 Response to Comments: Reconsideration of Final Section 112(n) Revision Rule and

CAMR, May 31, 2006 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6722). Petitioners make no mention of
EPA’s Response to Comments nor do they explain why EPA’s rejection of their factual claims in
that document was unreasonable or made without considering their claims.

1916. at 134-52 (JA3803-21).

20Id. at 118-24 (JA3796-802).

21Id. at 41-46 (JA3742-47).

2~Id. at 66-78 (JA3767-79).

23Id. (JA3776).
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§112, requiring EPA to study EGU HAP emissions to determine whether further § 112 regulation

of EGUs was "appropriate" and "necessary." EPA’s March 2005 decision that § 112 regulation

of EGUs is neither "appropriate" nor "necessary" comports with the language of § 112(n)(1)(A)

and is supported by an extensive factual record.

Petitioners’ principal challenge to EPA’s §112(n) rule rests on a faulty claim that a

December 2000 notice and listing of EGUs as a major source category under § 112(c) bound all

subsequent EPA Administrators to regulate EGUs under the § 112(d) MACT provisions. EPA

has consistently maintained that the December 2000 notice was not final agency action and that

parties had the right to comment on the legal and factual bases for that notice during subsequent

rulemaking proceedings. When EPA completed its § 112(n) rulemaking and issued its final

determination that regulation of EGUs under § 112 was not "appropriate" or "necessary," EPA

was required to withdraw the non-final listing of EGUs under § 112(c) because the factual

predicate for § 112 regulation no longer existed.

As explained in detail in EPA’s brief, CAMR is consistent with the language of § 111.

Petitioners primary factual challenge to CAMR, namely that mercury "hot spots" may be

created, was fully considered and rejected by EPA during the rulemaking process.

ARGUMENT

I. EPA’s May 2005 §ll2(n)(1)(A) Rule Is Lawful and, as a Result, There Is No Basis
for Including EGUs on the §112(c)(1) List.

In the § 112(n) rule, EPA found that it was neither "appropriate" nor "necessary" to

regulate any EGU HAP emissions (including mercury and nickel) under § 112. While petitioners

sought administrative reconsideration of EPA’s § 112(n)(1)(A) determination not to regulate oil-

fired EGU nickel emissions, they did not seek review of, or otherwise challenge, EPA’s decision

14



regarding nickel.24 Petitioners challenge only EPA’s decision not to regulate coal-fired EGU

mercury emissions under 8112, and they further challenge the 8111 standard of performance

EPA promulgated for EGU mercury emissions. For the reasons discussed below, Petitioners’

arguments are inconsistent with the CAA and with basic tenets of administrative law.

A. A 8112(n)(1)(A) Determination Is a Precondition to Regulation of EGU HAP
Emissions Under 8112.

In CAA 88112(n)(1)(A) and 307(d), Congress provided that EGUs may only be regulated

under 8112 following a notice and comment rulemaking that addresses whether it is "appropriate

and necessary" to regulate HAP emissions "after imposition of the requirements of this Act," and

after consideration of "alternative control strategies for any emissions that warrant regulation

under this section." No one disputes that no 8112(n) rulemaking was completed, much less

conducted, when Administrator Browner purported to list EGUs under 8112(c)(1).

According to Petitioners, however, the mere issuance of the non-final December 2000

notice subjected EGUs to the regulatory regime that Congress crafted for non-EGU major source

categories, and precludes subsequent EPA Administrators from exercising the authority

delegated by Congress in 8112(n).25 Under that different regime, according to petitioners, EGUs

are subject to 8112(d) MACT regulation absent a risk-based 8112(c)(9) de-listing, under which

one must show that "no source in the category" exceeds an emission level that protects public

health and the environment.

But Congress included 8112(n) specifically because it found the technology-based

approach to regulation of non-EGUs was inappropriate for EGUs absent a 8112(n) rulemaking

24 Cf Nat’l Lime Ass’n v. EPA, 233 F.3d 625,633 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (challenge not
presented in opening brief is waived).

See Gov’t Ptrs. Br. at 12-13; Env’l Br. at 15-16.
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determination. Thus, for example, when Congress addressed the listing of categories of sources

of mercury for § 112(d) regulation in § 112(c)(6) it specifically provided that "[t]his paragraph

shall not be construed to require the Administrator to promulgate [MACT] standards for

[EGUs]." In short, § 112(n)(1)(A) makes little sense if, as petitioners argue, that provision can be

cast aside merely by a conclusory "notice" that fails to undertake the analyses or to consider the

factors required by § 112(n) to make a regulatory determination.

Furthermore, as EPA explains, it has previously revoked "non-final" § 112(c) listing

actions when it found after rulemaking that stationary sources in the category were not "major,"

even though it had initially listed the source category as "major." See 69 Fed. Reg. 4,689 col. 2.

Because a MACT standard is authorized only for a category of "major" stationary sources, once

it is established through rulemaking that a source category does not satisfy the statutory predicate

for listing, no MACT standard is authorized and the § 112(c) listing must be withdrawn without

making a § 112(c)(9) finding. Similarly, when EPA determined following § 112(n) rulemaking

that regulating EGUs under § 1 12 was neither "appropriate" nor "necessary," the non-final listing

of EGUs under § 112(c)(1) had to be withdrawn because the predicate for listing no longer

existed.26

B. Administrator Browner’s December 2000 Notice Was Not Final Action That
Deprived Subsequent EPA Administrators of Authority to Act Under § 112(n).

Government petitioners agree that § 112(n) plays a "threshold role’’27 to "determine the

nature of boiler emissions and whether their control is warranted.’’28 In a similar vein,

26 EPA withdrew its listing for both coal- and oil-fired EGUs. Petitioners have

challenged only EPA’s § 1 12(n) determination for coal-fired EGUs.

27 See Gov’t Ptrs. Br. at 16.

28 Id. at 17 (emphasis added).
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environmental petitioners explain that § 112(n)(1)(A) "provides a process for deciding whether to

regulate utility units under §112."29 According to petitioners, however, this "threshold role" was

discharged by Administrator Browner’s December 2000 notice of regulatory finding. Even if

true, which it is not for the reasons discussed above, Administrator Browner’s action did not

restrict future EPA Administrators’ discretion to make a § 112(n) determination through

rulemaking.

No one disputes that, when EPA issued its December 2000 notice, it had not undertaken a

§ 112(n) rulemaking,3° had not completed the scientific research it had previously identified as

being a necessary predicate for a regulatory determination, and had not considered all of the

factors required for a § 112(n)(1)(A) determination (including the impact on EGU mercury

emissions of the "imposition of the requirements of this Act" and "alternative control

strategies...under this section"). Thus, EPA explained to this Court in April 2001 that the

December 2000 § 112(n) notice and § 112(c) listing of EGUs were not final agency action.31

An EPA Administrator can bind future Administrators only by completing a legislative

rulemaking, not by issuing a notice shielded from public comment and judicial review. Thus, for

example, in Thomas v. State of New York, 802 F.2d 1443 (D.C. Cir. 1986), this Court addressed

whether a letter sent, in which an outgoing Administrator concluded that acid deposition was

endangering public health in the U.S. and Canada, obligated future EPA Administrators to take

regulatory action under CAA § 115. This Court found that an agency statement which binds

subsequent Administrators is a statement of future effect designed to implement law or policy,

29See Env’l Br. at 16 (emphasis added).

3oSee EPA Br. at 8.

31 EPA’s Motion to Dismiss, at 9 (emphasis added).
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and is therefore a "rule." Id. at 1446. Because the Administrator had not issued the letter

through notice-and-comment rulemaking, this Court found that it was not a "rule" and thus could

have no binding effect. Id. at 1447.

Similarly, when EPA has taken action that has future regulatory consequences, like

"approval" or "disapproval" of a State Implementation Plan (which transforms state-adopted

regulations either into federally enforceable ones or refuses to give them federal effect), the

courts have uniformly held that EPA must do more than simply publish a notice in the Federal

Register. Instead, EPA must conduct a "notice and comment" rulemaking in order to create

enforceable obligations with future consequences.32

For these reasons as well, Petitioners’ argument that EPA was required to follow the

delisting requirements of § 112(c)(9) to remove coal- and oil-fired EGUs from the § 112(c) list of

major sources has no merit.

C. Unlike Administrator Browner’s December 2000 Notice, EPA’s March 2005
§ 112(n)(1)(A) Rule Is the Product of a Formal Rulemaking, and Is Both Lawful
and Supported by the Record.

In reviewing past EPA CAA rules, this court has stated that its "analysis is guided by

deference traditionally given to agency expertise, particularly when dealing with a statutory

scheme as unwieldy and science-driven as the Clean Air Act." Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA,

135 F.3d 791,801-02 (D.C. Cir. 1998); see also Allied Local & Regional Mfrs. Caucus.v. EPA.,

215 F. 3d 61, 73 (D.C. Cir. 2000). The Court’s role is not to "second-guess the scientific

judgments of the EPA." American Mining Congress v. EPA, 907 F. 2d 1179, 1187 (D.C. Cir.

32 See, e.g., Duquesne Light Co. v. EPA, 166 F.3d 609, 611 (3rd Cir. 1999)("Each
must be submitted to EPA for review and approval. The [CAA] requires a notice and comment
period...").
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1990); see also Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. NRDC, 462 U.S. 87, 103 (1983). Judged against

these standards, EPA’s § 112(n)(1)(A) rule must be affirmed.

Based on an extensive rulemaking record, and after considering voluminous public

comments, EPA issued a final §112(n)(1)(A) rule on March 29, 2005 which found that §112

regulation of EGU HAP emissions (including mercury and nickel) was neither "appropriate" nor

"necessary." 70 Fed. Reg. 16,002. Petitioners do not challenge EPA’s decision not to regulate

nickel emissions from oil-fired EGUs. That decision did not rely on emission reductions from

CAMR or CAIR but rather had a separate and distinct regulatory basis from EPA’s decision on

mercury emissions. See supra p. 11. Petitioners limit their challenge to the claim that, with

respect to mercury, EPA’s § 112(n)(1)(A) rule does not comply with the CAA and lacks record

support.

Contrary to Petitioners’ claims, EPA’s interpretation of the terms "appropriate" and

"necessary" is reasonable and consistent with CAA policies and purposes. EPA provides a

detailed interpretation of these terms in the preamble to the final § 112(n)(1)(A) rule, 70 Fed.

Reg. 16,000-02, and in its brief, EPA Br. at 33-40. EPA’s interpretation is logical and comports

with the language of § 112(n)(1)(A); it should be upheld by this Court.

Similarly, the factual record fully supports EPA’s § 112(n) determination. The

rulemaking record contains more than one hundred scientific studies and over 5000 substantive

individual comments. EPA’s detailed review and consideration of the record material is

reflected in the extensive preambles that accompanied the § 112(n)(1)(A) rule and EPA’s

reconsideration of that rule, and in two lengthy responses to comments.33 In an attempt to cast

33 See 70 Fed. Reg. 15,994-16,033; 71 Fed. Reg. 33,390-95; Response to Comments:
Proposed Revision to December 2000 Finding (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6193); Response to
Comments: Reconsideration (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6722).
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doubt on this voluminous record, Petitioners have offered a variety of misstatements of fact,

unbalanced characterizations of the record, extra-record material,34 and facts that are not

germane to the § 1 12(n)(1)(A) determination. Petitioners’ selective presentation does not

undermine EPA’s § 1 12(n)(1)(A) role.35

For example, Petitioners argue that EPA’s reliance on CAIR is arbitrary and capricious

because CAIR applies only in 28 states and does not require the regulation of EGUs.36

Petitioners, however, have grossly discounted the mercury emission reductions from coal-fired

EGUs that will result from implementation of CAIR and other CAA programs included in EPA’s

analysis (such as Title IV) that apply nationally. As EPA’s analyses show, hundreds of coal-

fired EGUs will install new control equipment, primarily scrubbers and selective catalytic

reduction controls ("SCRs"), to meet the SO2 and NOx requirements of CAIR and these other

programs. Scrubbers and SCRs effectively remove the particulate and gaseous ionic forms of

mercury most likely to deposit within several hundred miles of a plant.37 Petitioners present no

compelling reason why EPA’s analysis is wrong.

34 Environmental petitioners would have this court consider a report on mercury
deposition in Steubenville, Ohio and a declaration by an engineering professor, ostensibly
submitted as support for their standing demonstration, as a grounds for finding the
§ 112(n)(1)(A) rule and CAMR inadequate. See Env’l Br., App. I. Likewise, Government
petitioners offer extra-record material including a Hubbard Brook report that was published mere
days before petitioners’ brief was filed, and two affidavits offering conclusory and incorrect
factual assertions. See Govt. Ptr. Br., Affidavit of William O’Sullivan and Declaration of
Raymond Vaughan. The material is not part of the administrative record and should not be
considered by the Court. See, e.g., Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 41 U.S.
402, 420 (1971).

35 EPA addresses many of petitioners’ factual claims in its brief. See EPA Brief at 40-81.

Respondent-intervenors support those arguments and will not repeat them here.

See Govt. Ptr. Br. at 23; Env’l Br at 30.

37 SCRs convert elemental mercury to the gaseous ionic form which can be removed by

scrubbers. For example, plants burning bituminous coal and equipped with a cold-side
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State petitioners also claim that CAIR and CAMR do not obviate the need for § 112

regulation of EGU mercury emissions because § 112(d)MACT standards would require a 90%

reduction in mercury emissions while CAMR "requires only a 20% reduction over the next

decade.’’38 First, there is no evidence in the record that if EPA were to set MACT standards,

those standards would require 90% control or, more importantly, would significantly reduce

methylmercury levels in fish. In fact, EPA proposed MACT standards in January 2004 that

subcategorized EGUs based on the rank of coal burned, with some boilers subject to much lower

control levels.39 EPA also acknowledged that MACT standards must reflect the large variability

in mercury emissions that can occur at a given unit as a result of variable mercury concentrations

in coal, and the effect of other trace elements on the form of mercury produced during

combustion.4° EPA’s proposed MACT would have resulted in a 75% mercury reduction by

bituminous-fired EGUs and 15-20% reduction by subbituminous- and lignite-fired units. This is

far from the 90% reduction claimed by Petitioners.

Second, Petitioners’ comparison of the mercury reductions that would occur under

MACT or CAMR are wrong for another reason. The MACT percentage reductions offered by

electrostatic precipitator and a scrubber have average mercury removal efficiencies of 60%.
When an SCR is added, overall mercury removal efficiency increases to 85%. See UARG
NODA Comments, Attachment 1, Section 5 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-5497)(JA4247-53).
EPA has recognized that there are no commercially available, mercury-specific control
technologies. See 70 Fed. Reg. 28,614.

38 See Govt. Ptr. Br. at 22.

39 See 69 Fed. Reg. 4,665-70. Burning different ranks of coal produces very different
mixes of mercury compounds. Particulate and gaseous ionic mercury can be controlled fairly
efficiently with existing pollution control equipment. By contrast, EGUs burning subbituminous
and lignite coals produce mostly elemental mercury, which is not removed to any appreciable
degree by existing control equipment.

40 See id. at 4,670-74.
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Petitioners compare mercury in coal to mercury leaving the stack after combustion. By contrast,

the mercury reductions Petitioners attribute to CAMR compare 1999 post-stack mercury

emissions to post-stack mercury emissions following CAMR implementation. Because, in 1999,

40% of the mercury in the coal was removed by existing control equipment, Petitioners

significantly understate the level of emissions reduction required by CAMR, while

overestimating those that might be achieved by MACT. In fact, CAMR will require an average

80% mercury control efficiency from all coal-fired EGUs, and then cap those emissions at that

level for the future.4~ Because of the cap, CAMR is more restrictive than MACT.

Petitioners also argue that, even though § 112(n)(1)(A) directs EPA to assess "the hazards

to public health reasonably anticipated to occur as a result of emissions by electric utility steam

generating units" (emphasis added), EPA improperly failed to consider non-EGU mercury

emissions. Petitioners’ argument is contradicted by the language of § 112(n). It is also wrong as

a factual matter because EPA included all sources of mercury emissions in its modeling

analyses .42

II. Given EPA’s Finding that Mereur’� Emissions from Existing EGUs Do Not Present
Hazards to Public Health, the Court Need Not Reach Petitioners’ §111 Arguments.

As noted above, the CAA subjects "any regulation" issued under § 112(n) to the §307(d)

requirements for notice and comment rulemaking. Section 112(n) tells the Administrator what

information he must develop in taking action under that provision. This information includes:

(i) "hazards to public health" that are "reasonably anticipated" from EGU HAP emissions; (ii)

41 Coal samples collected from all coal-fired EGUs throughout 1999 revealed that 75 tons
of mercury enter in the coal annually. CAMR caps emissions at 15 tons per year in Phase 2 thus
requiring an 80% average reduction in mercury based on mercury entering all coal-fired EGUs.

42 See EPA, Emissions Inventory and Emissions Processing for the Clean Air Mercury

Rule, at 2-5 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6129)(JA 1736-39).
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the impact of "imposition of the [other] requirements of the Act" on those public health risks;

and (iii) "alternative control strategies for emissions which may warrant regulation under this

section."

By directing the Administrator in 8112(n) "to develop and describe ... alternative control

strategies" for addressing emissions that "may warrant regulation under [8112]," Congress

signaled that control strategies for EGU HAP emissions that may warrant regulation "under this

section" could differ from those control strategies that apply to non-EGU source categories under

8112. In other words, EPA may regulate EGU emissions under 8112(n) to the extent

"appropriate and necessary," and not where regulation of such emissions under other subsections

of 8112 (e.g., § 112(d)) would impose requirements that either go beyond or do not reach what is

"appropriate and necessary" to protect public health. This is confirmed by Congress’ direction

that EPA take regulatory action establishing legislative rules under either 8112(d) or 8112(n)

following 8307(d) rulemaking procedures. CAA 8307(d)(1)(C).

In the notice of proposed rulemaking, EPA interpreted 8112(n) as providing independent

authority to adopt an alternative control strategy for EGU mercury emissions, to the extent it

found some further regulation under 8112 was "appropriate and necessary." See 70 Fed. Reg.

28,608 col. 1. EPA’s reading of the Act makes eminent sense. For example, assume that EGU

emissions of a HAP are 50 tons/yr, that the Administrator finds that "hazards to public health"

would be eliminated by reducing those emissions to 30 tons/yr, and that imposition of other

requirements of the Act would reduce emissions by 15 tons/yr, leaving 35 tons/yr. What then

does 8112(n) tell the Administrator to do? For this example, the Administrator could determine

that the "emissions that warrant regulation under this section" are the 5 tons/yr of emissions that

remain after "imposition of other requirements of the Act," because these emissions create the
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"hazards to public health" which make regulation under § 112 "appropriate and necessary." Once

the 5 tons/yr of emissions that "warrant regulation under this section" are eliminated, further

regulation of EGU HAP emissions (including § 112(d) regulation) would no longer be

"warrant[ed] under this section" as "appropriate and necessary" to avoid hazards to public health.

In the instant case, contrary to the above hypothetical, the Administrator concluded that

"the [national] level of Hg emissions [35 tons/yr] projected to remain ’after imposition of"

sections 110(a)(2)(D) [i.e., the CAIR program] does not cause hazards to public health." 70 Fed.

Reg. at 16,004 col. 2. On this basis, the Administrator concluded that regulation of EGU HAP

emissions under § 112 was not "appropriate." Id at 16,005, col. 1.

This finding alone would have been sufficient to end EPA’s § 112(n) inquiry.

Nevertheless, EPA went further and promulgated CAMR under § 111. As EPA explains,

"CAMR ... requires even greater Hg reductions than CAIR," and will ensure that EGU mercury

emissions "do[] not result in [future] hazards to public health," by imposing an industry-wide cap

on EGU mercury emissions at a level lower than the level EPA found would eliminate

"reasonably anticipated" hazards to public health from EGU emissions. Id. at 16,004 col. 3.

Furthermore, EPA found that CAMR "dovetails well with ... [regional] emission caps under the

[CAIR program]," which also limit EGU mercury emissions, but only the CAMR cap applies

nationally. 70 Fed. Reg. 28,606 col. 1. For these reasons, CAMR ensures that public health

risks are reduced to levels below those found to be acceptable, and that those emissions cannot

increase in the future. Id. at 16,005.

As a result, Petitioners challenge to CAMR can produce no benefit for them. If

Petitioners prevail on their challenge to EPA’s § 112(n) determination regarding coal-fired EGUs,

the national mercury cap would disappear and this case would have to be remanded to EPA for a
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new § 112(n) determination. If § 112 regulation of EGU mercury emissions were then found to be

"appropriate and necessary," a CAMR "cap and trade" program could be promulgated under

§ 112(n). If Petitioners’ challenge to EPA’s § 112(n) determination is rejected, however, the only

result of their challenge to CAMR would be to vacate a program that provides additional

mercury reductions and a national cap on EGU mercury emissions at a level below the level that

EPA concluded, under § 112(n), eliminates reasonably anticipated public health risks. 70 Fed.

Reg. 16,004, col. 2 and 16,005, col. 1.

III. EPA’s CAMR Is Lawful and Supported by the Record.

EPA explained its legal rationale for promulgating CAMR in several Federal Register

notices.43 It also developed detailed factual support for determining that a mercury cap-and-trade

program is the appropriate § 111 "standard of performance" and for the timing and levels of

CAMR’s annual emission caps.

Petitioners argue that EPA cannot regulate EGU mercury emissions using § 111 because

§ 11 l(d) prohibits the regulation of listed HAPs under that provision.44 As explained in EPA’s

brief and in the preamble to the final § 112(n)(1)(A) rule,45 interpreting § 111 (d) required EPA to

address two different and conflicting amendments to § 11 l(d) contained in legislation signed by

the President. EPA developed a reasoned way to reconcile the conflicting language and the

Court should defer to EPA’s interpretation.46

43 See 69 Fed. Reg. 4,696-98; 70 Fed. Reg. 16,029-32.

44 Petitioners do not challenge EPA’s decision to regulate EGU nickel emissions under

§ 111. See supra pp. 14-15.

45 See EPA Br. at 98-118; 70 Fed. Reg. 16,029-32.

46 See, e.g., Citizens to Save Spencer County v. EPA, 600 F.2d 844 (D.C. Cir. 1979).
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Petitioners also claim that a cap-and-trade program is unlawful under § 111. EPA has

offered compelling legal justifications for a mercury cap-and-trade program. See EPA Br. at

119-133. A mercury cap-and-trade program is also reasonable as a matter of public policy.

Mercury is a global pollutant. About 75% of the mercury that deposits in the U.S. originates

from sources outside the U.S. Because a majority of the mercury currently emitted from coal-

fired EGUs enters the global pool, only about 8% of the mercury that currently deposits in the

U.S. comes from U.S. coal-fired EGUs, and only a small fraction of that enters water bodies and

is transformed into methylmercury that ultimately finds its way to humans.

EPA designed CAMR to require near total control of the two forms of mercury that

deposit locally and regionally in the U.S.47 CAMR also imposes a hard cap on mercury

emissions that will increasingly restrict mercury emissions from individual units over time as

new coal-fired EGUs are built and those units receive mercury allowances,as Thus, CAMR

maximizes reductions in U.S. mercury deposition while providing EGUs flexibility to achieve

those reductions in a cost effective manner.49

Petitioners’ main factual criticism of CAMR is that it will create mercury "hot spots" and

that EPA has failed to consider this issue. Petitioners are wrong on both scores. The issue of

mercury "hot spots" was the subject of extensive comments during the rulemaking process.

47 See Regulatory Impact Analysis, Chapter 8 (EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6194)(JA2026-

4s Petitioners claim that compliance with CAMR’s Phase 2 limits will be delayed by
many years. See Env’l Br. at 31. CAMR does not allow delayed compliance° CAMR’s
emissions cap must be met annually assuring that cumulative mercury emissions can never
exceed the cap. In fact, CAMR’s banking and trading provisions provide incentives for early
mercury reductions.

49 One component in setting a § 11 l(a) "standard of performance" is "the cost of

achieving such reduction."
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Comments ranged from conclusory statements about the existence of "hot spots" that neither

offered a definition of the term nor presented factual evidence to support the claim, to comments

that included detailed modeling results that showed how mercury deposition would be affected

by different regulatory schemes. In responding to these "hot spot" claims, EPA first defined the

term5° and then provided detailed factual reasons why "hot spots" do not currently exist and why

they will not result from CAMR implementation. 70 Fed. Reg. 16,025-28. Petitioners’ briefs do

not offer any reasons for rejecting EPA’s definition of a "hot spot." Instead, they persist in

making "hot spot" claims without defining that term, which leads them to cite information that

sheds no light on the present or future existence of "hot spots.’’51

The rulemaking record contains two detailed modeling analyses of the mercury "hot

spot" issue, performed by EPA and the Electric Power Research Institute.52 These modeling

studies looked for areas where mercury deposition from all sources of mercury emissions was

above average as well as areas where EGUs contributed disproportionately to mercury

deposition. In all cases, CAMR was predicted to reduce mercury deposition, not increase it.

This result makes logical sense because a cap-and-trade program encourages control equipment

50 EPA defined a "utility hot spot" as "a waterbody that is a source of consumable fish

with methylmercury tissue concentrations, attributable solely to utilities, greater than the EPA’s
methylmercury water criterion of 0.3 mg/kg." 70 Fed. Reg. 16,026 col. 1.

51 Petitioners rely heavily on a report on mercury deposition measures at one location --

Steubenville, Ohio -- as proof of their "hot spot" claims. See Govt. Ptr. Br. at 32-33; Env’l Br. at
33-34. As noted in footnote 34 above, the Steubenville study is not part of the administrative
record. In any event, as EPA has explained, the Steubenville mercury deposition measurements
were comparable to the deposition levels predicted by EPA’s modeling work. Furthermore, the
model used by the authors of the Steubenville report can only be used to look back in time.
Because it cannot predict the future, the Steubenville work is of no use in answering the question
of whether the implementation of CAMR will produce mercury "hot spots."

52 70 Fed. Reg. 16,025-28; 71 Fed. Reg. 33,391-92; EPRI Mercury Comments, at 6-11

(EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-2578)(JA928-33); EPRI Reconsideration Comments, at 14-17
(EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-0056-6497)(JA2683-87).
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to be installed on plants with the highest emissions so as to minimize the cost per pound of

mercury removed. Thus, petitioners’ claims that CAMR will create "hot spots" are baseless.

IV. The Special Interests o1’ State Respondent-Intervenors Support the Reasonableness
of Both the § l12(n) Rule and CAMR.

In the CAA, Congress assigned States the primary responsibility for the day-to-day

regulation of air pollution. State respondent-intervenors have a direct regulatory and economic

interest in seeing that EPA’s mercury rules are affirmed. In particular, the regulation of air

emissions using a cap-and-trade program has proven far more efficient than regulating each

facility under a command-and-control approach. A cap-and-trade program is largely self-

implementing -- compliance is judged at a single point in time based on whether a facility

possesses a sufficient number of allowances to match its actual emissions. By contrast, a

command-and-control program requires numerous short-term compliance demonstrations and

places a heavy demand on State regulators to verify each source’s continuing compliance and to

decide whether and how to pursue enforcement actions when occasional exceedances occur.53

A cap-and-trade program also benefits State citizens by allowing market forces to govern

the choice and timing of emission controls. Under a cap-and-trade program, control equipment

is generally installed first at those plants where the cost of control per unit of emissions is the

lowest, which are generally the largest and highest emitting facilities. Moreover, in the heavily

regulated industry of electricity production, lower compliance costs associated with a cap-and-

trade approach will inevitably be passed on to the citizens of each State.

State respondent-intervenors also favor CAMR because it provides States broad

discretion in deciding how to allocate mercury allowances among EGUs. This discretion, which

53 Since both regulatory approaches require continuous emission monitoring, the

emissions information available to State regulatory agencies is the same. A cap-and-trade
program has the effect of smoothing out the "noise" in instantaneous emission measurements.
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is not available under a command-and-control approach, allows State regulators to tailor a State’s

mercury plan to address such issues as new source set asides to permit construction of new

capacity to meet electricity demand growth, the banking of allowances to encourage the

retirement of older, less efficient EGUs, and incentives to promote the installation of novel

mercury controls.

Finally, State respondent-intervenors have significant doubts about whether mercury "hot

spots" will be caused by CAMR’s implementation, given the record which shows no significant

hot spots and given that larger facilities are controlled first under such a program. Nevertheless,

States retain ample legal authority to address any demonstrated instance of mercury hot spots.

CAA § 116 allows States to adopt state standards that are more stringent than EPA’s § 111

standards. Using that authority, States can impose under state law additional mercury

restrictions on EGUs should future measurements show that such action is necessary.

V. State Respondent-Intervenors North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and
Nebraska Contend EPA’s Mercury Allocation Methodology Is Reasonable.

Respondent-intervenor States of North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Nebraska

support the methodology EPA used to establish state mercury budgets under CAMR.54 See 70

Fed. Reg. 28,622-30. As explained in EPA’s brief, see EPA Br. at 160-68, EGUs utilizing the

various coal ranks have different mercury removal efficiencies because of demonstrated

differences in the forms of mercury produced during combustion. Based upon the substantial

technical assessment contained in the rulemaking record, EPA’s selected coal rank methodology

rationally reflects those differences in removal efficiency as measured in pounds of mercury

emitted per megawatt of power generated.

54 The remaining state and industrial respondent-intervenors take no position on EPA’s

allocation methodology.
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Pt. 60, Subpt. Ce, Table 2 40 CFR Ch. I (7-I-06 Edition)

Pollutant          Units (7 percent oxygen, dry basis)

Lead ....................... Milligrams per dry standard cubic meter
(grains per thousand dry standard cubic
feet) or percent reduction.

Cadmium ............... Millk3rams per dry stanxtard cubic meter
(grains per thousand dry standard cubic
feet) or percent rsduclion.

Mercury .................. Milligrams per dry standard cubic meter
(grains per thousand dry standard cubicI feet) or percent reduc~on.

Emission limits

HMIWl size

Smell Medium

1.2 (0.52) or 70%

0.16 (0.07) er 65%

0,55 (0.24) or 85%

1.2 (0.52) or 70%

0.16 (0.07) or
65%..

0.55 (0.24) or 85%

Large

1.2 (0.52) or 70%.

0.55 (0.24) or
85%.

TABLE 2 TO SUBPART CE---EMISSIONS LIMITS FOR SMALL HM][WI WHICH MEET THE
CRITERIA UNDER § 60.33E(B)

Pollutant                             Units (7 percent oxygen, dry basis)

Padicutate matter ............................ Milligrams per dry standard cubic meter (grains per dry standard
cubic foot).

Carbon monoxide ........................... Parts per million by volume ...................................................................
Dioxins/furans ................................. nanograms per dry standard cubic meter total dioxins/furans (grains

per billion dry standard cubic feet) or nanograms per dry standard
cubic meter TEQ (grains per billion d~ standard cubic feet).

Hydrogen chloride ........................... Parts per million by volume ...................................................................
Sulfur dioxide .................................. ! Parts per million by volume

HMIWl emission
limits

197 (0.086).

40,
800 (350) or 15

C6.6).

3100.
55.

Nitrogen oxides ............................... Parts per million by volume ................................................................... 250.
Lead ................................................Milligrams per dry standard cubic meter (grains per thoussnd dry 10 (4.4).

standard cubic feet).
Cadmium ......................................... Milligrams per dry standard cubic meter (grains per thousand dry ’ 4 (1.7).

standard cubic feet).
Mercury ........................................... Milligrams per d~/ standard cubic meter (grains per thousands dry 7.5 (3.3).

standard cubic feet).

Subpart D--Standards of Perform-
ance for Fossil-Fuel-Fired
Steam Generators for Which
Construction is Commenced
After August 17, 1971

§60.40 Applicability and designation
of affected facility.

(a) The affected facilities to which
the provisions of this subpart apply
are:

(1) Each fossil-fuel-fired steam gener-
ating unit of more than 73 megawatts
heat input rate (250 million Btu per
hour).

(2) Each fossil-fuel a~d wood-residue-
fired steam generating unit capable of
firing fossil fuel at a heat input rate of
more than 73 megawatts (250 million
Btu per hour).

(b) Any change to an existing fossil-
fuel-fired steam generating unit to ac-
commodate the use of combustible ma-
terials, other than fossil fuels as de-
fined in ~his subpart, shall not bring
that unit under the applicability of
this subpart.

(c) Except as provided in paragraph
(d) of this section, any facility under
paragraph (a) of this section that com-
menced construction or modification
after August 17, 1971, is subject to the
requirements of this subpart.

(d) The requirements of §§60.44 (a)(4),
(a)(5), (b) and (d), and 60.45(f)(4)(vi) are
applicable to lignite-fired steam gener-
ating units that commenced construc-
tion or modification after December 22,
1976.

(e) Any facility covered under sub-
part Da is not covered under this sub-
part.

[42 FR 37936, July 25, 1977. as amended at 43
FR 9278, Mar. 7, 1978; 44 FR 33612, June 17,
1979]

§ 60.41 Definitions.

As used in this subpart, all terms not
defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act, and in subpart
A of this part.

(a) Fossil-fuel fired s~¢am generating
unit means a furnace or boiler used in
the process of burning fossil fuel for
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the purpose of producing steam by heat
transfer.

(b) Fossil fuel means natural gas, pe-
troleum, coal, and any form of solid,
liquid, or gaseous fuel derived from
such materials for the purpose of cre-
ating useful heat.

(c) Coal refuse means waste-products
of coal mining, cleaning, and coal prep-
aration operations (e.g. culm, gob, etc.)
containing coal, matrix material, clay,
and other organic and inorganic mate-
rial.

(d) Fossil fuel and wood residue-fired
steam generating unit means a furnace
or boiler used in the process of burning
fossil fuel and wood residue for the pur-
pose of producing steam by heat trans-
fer.

(e) Wood residue means bark, sawdust,
slabs, chips, shavings, mill trim, and
other wood products derived from wood
processing and forest management op-
erations.

(f) Coal means all solid fuels classi-
fied as anthracite, bituminous, sub-
bituminous, or lignite by ASTM D388-
~7, 90, 91, 95, or 98a (incorporated by ref-
erence-see §60.17).

[$9 FR 20791, June 14, 1974, as amended at 40
FR 2803, Jan. 16, 1975; 41 FR 51398, Nov. 22,
1976; 43 FR 9278, Mar. 7, 1978; 48 FR 3736, Jan.
27, 1983; 65 FR 61752, Oct. 17, 2000]

§60.42 Standard for particulate mat-
ter.

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed, no
owner or operator subject to the provi-
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any affected facility any gases which:

(1) Contain particulate matter in ex-
cess of 43 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.10 lb per million Btu) derived
from fossil fuel or fossil fuel and wood
residue.

(2) Exhibit greater than 20 percent
opacity except for one six-minute pe-
riod per hour of not more than 27 per-
cent opacity.

(b)(1) On or after December 28, 1979,
no owner or operator shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
the Southwestern Public Service Com-
pany’s Harrington Station #1, in Ama-
rillo, TX, any gases which exhibit
greater than 35 percent opacity, except

§ 60.43

that a maximum or 42 percent opacity
shall be permitted for not more than 6
minutes in any hour.

(2) Interstate Power Company shall
not cause to be discharged into the at-
mosphere from its Lansing Station
Unit No. 4 in Lansing, IA, any gases
which exhibit greater than 32 percent
opacity, except that a maximum of 39
percent opacity shall be permitted for
not more than six minutes in any hour.

[39 FR 20792, June 14, 1974, as amended at 41
FR 51398, Nov. 22, 1976; 42 FR 61537, Dec. 5,
1977; 44 FR 76787, Dec. 28, 1979; 45 FR 36077,
May 29, 1980; 45 FR 47146, July 14, 1980; 46 FR
57498, Nov. 24, 1981; 61 FR 49976, Sept. 24, 1996;
65 FR 61752, Oct. 17, 2000]

§ 60.43 Standard for sulfur dioxide.

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed, no
owner or operator subject to the provi-
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any affected facility any gases which
contain sulfur dioxide in excess of:

(1) 340 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.80 lb per million Btu) derived
from liquid fossil fuel or liquid fossil
fuel and wood residue.

(2) 520 nanograms per joule heat
input (1.2 lb per million Btu) derived
from solid fossil fuel or solid fossil fuel
and wood residue, except as provided in
paragraph (e) of this section.

(b) When different fossil fuels are
burned simultaneously in any combina-
tion, the applicable standard (in rig/J)
shall be determined by proration using
the following formula:

PSso2=[y(340) +z(520)]/(y+z)

where:
PSsoz is the prorated standard for sulfur

oxide when burning different fuels simulta-
neously, in nanograms per joule heat input
derived from all fossil fuels fired or from
all fossil fuels and wood residue fired,

y is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from liquid fossil fuel, and

z is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from solid fossil fuel.

(c) Compliance shall be based on the
total heat input from all fossil fuels
burned, including gaseous fuels.

(d) [Reserved]
(e) Units 1 and 2 (as defined in appen-

dix G) at the Newton Power Station
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§ 60.44 40 CFR Ch. I (7-I-06 Edition)

owned or operated by the Central Illi-
nois Public Service Company will be in
compliance with paragraph (a)(2) of
this section if Unit 1 and Unit 2 indi-
vidually comply with paragraph (a)(2)
of this section or if the combined emis-
sion rate from Units 1 and 2 does not
exceed 470 nanograms per joule (1.1 ]b
per million Btu) combined heat input
to Units 1 and 2.

[39 FR 20792, June 14, 1974, as amended at 41
FR 51398, Nov. 22, 1976; 52 FR 28954, Aug. 4,
198~/]

§ 60.44 Standard for nitrogen oxides.

(a) On and after the date on which
the performance test required to be
conducted by §60.8 is completed, no
owner or operator subject to the provi-
sions of this subpart shall cause to be
discharged into the atmosphere from
any affected facility any gases which
contain nitrogen oxides, expressed as
NO2 in excess of:

(1) 86 nanograms per joule heat input
(0.20 lb per million Btu) derived from
gaseous fossil fuel.

(2) 129 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.30 lb per million Btu) derived
from liquid fossil fuel, liquid fossil fuel
and wood residue, or gaseous fossil fuel
and wood residue.

(3) 300 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.70 lb per million Btu) derived
from solid fossil fuel or solid fossil fuel
and wood residue (except lignite or a
so]ld fossil fuel containing 25 percent,
by weight, or more of coal refuse).

(4) 260 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.60 lb per million Btu) derived
from lignite or lignite and wood res-
idue (except as provided under para-
graph (a)(5) of this section).

(5) 340 nanograms per joule heat
input (0.80 lb per million Btu) derived
from lignite which is mined in North
Dakota, South Dakota, or Montana
and which is burned in a cyclone-fired
unit.

(b) Except as provided under para-
graphs (c) and (d) of this section, when
different fossil fuels are burned simul-
taneously in any combination, the ap-
plicable standard (in ng/J) is deter-
mined by proration using the following
formula:

w(260) + x(86) + y(130) +
w+x+y+z

where:
PSsox=is the prorated standard for nitrogen

oxides when burning different fuels simul-
taneously, in nanograms per joule heat
input derived from all fossil fuels fired or
from all fossil fuels and wood residue fired;

w= is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from lignite;

x= is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from gaseous fossil fuel;

y= is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from liquid fossil fuel; and

z= is the percentage of total heat input de-
rived from solid fossil fuel (except lignite).

(c) When a fossil fuel containing at
least 25 percent, by weight, of coal
refuse is burned in combination with
gaseous, liquid, or other solid fossil
fuel or wood residue, the standard for
nitrogen oxides does not apply.

(d) Cyclone-fired units which burn
fuels containing at least 25 percent of
lignite that is mined in North Dakota,
South Dakota, or Montana remain sub-
ject to paragraph (a)(5) of this section
regardless of the types of fuel corn-
busted in combination with that lig-
nite.

[39 FR 20792, June 14, 1974, as amended at 41
FR 51398, Nov. 22, 1976; 43 FR 9278, Mar. 7,
1978; 51 FR 42797, Nov. 25, 1986]

§ 60.45 Emission and fuel monitoring.
(a) Each owner or operator shall in-

stall, calibrate, maintain, and operate
continuous monitoring systems for
measuring the opacity of emissions,
sulfur dioxide emissions, nitrogen ox-
ides emissions, and either oxygen or
carbon dioxide except as provided in
paragraph (b) of this section.

(b) Certain of the continuous moni-
toring system requirements under
paragraph (a) of this section do not
apply to owners or operators under the
following conditions:

(1) For a fossil fuel-fired steam gener-
ator that burns only gaseous fossil
fuel, continuous monitoring systems
for measuring the opacity of emissions
and sulfur dioxide emissions are not re-
quired.

(2) For a fossil fuel-fired steam gener-
ator that does not use a fiue gas
desulfurization device, a continuous
monitoring system for measuring sul-
fur dioxide emissions is not required if
the owner or operator monitors sulfur
dioxide emissions by fuel sampling and
analysis.
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(3) Notwithstanding §60.13(b), instal-
lation of a continuous monitoring sys-
tem for nitrogen oxides may be delayed
until after the initial performance
tests under 360.8 have been conducted.
If the owner or operator demonstrates
during the performance test that emis-
sions of nitrogen oxides are less than 70
percent of the applicable standards in
§ 60.44, a continuous monitoring system
for measuring nitrogen oxides emis-
sions is not required. If the initial per-
formance test results show that nitro-
gen oxide emissions are greater than 70
percent of the applicable standard, the
owner or operator shall install a con-
tinuous monitoring system for nitro-
gen oxides within one year after the
date of the initial performance tests
under 360.8 and comply with all other
applicable monitoring requirements
under this part.

(4) If an owner or operator does not
install any continuous monitoring sys-
tems for sulfur oxides and nitrogen ox-
ides, as provided under paragraphs
(b)(1) and (b)(3) or paragraphs (b)(2) and
(b)(3) of this section a continuous mon-
itoring system for measuring either ox-
ygen or carbon dioxide is not required.

(c) For performance evaluations
under §60.13(c) and calibration checks
under §60.13(d), the following proce-
dures shall be used:

(1) Methods 6, 7, and 3B, as applica-
ble, shall be used for the performance
evaluations of sulfur dioxide and nitro-
gen oxides continuous monitoring sys-
tems. Acceptable alternative methods
for Methods 6, 7, and 3B are given in
§ 60.46(d).

(2) Sulfur dioxide or nitric oxide, as
applicable, shall be used for preparing
calibration gas mixtures under Per-
formance Specification 2 of appendix B
to this part.

(3) For affected facilities burning fos-
sil fuel(s), the span value for a contin-
uous monitoring system measuring the
opacity of emissions shall be 80, 90, or
100 percent and for a continuous moni-
toring system measuring sulfur oxides
or nitrogen oxides the span value shall
be determined as follows:

[In parts per million]

Fossil rued Span value for Span value for nitro-
sulfur dioxide gen oxides

Liquid ..................... 1
500
5O0

[In parts per million]

Span value for I Span value for nitro-
sulfur dioxide I gen oxides

1,500 1000
1,000y+ 1,500z 500(x+y)+l,0OOz

Fsssil fuel

$~lid .......................
Combinations .........

~ Not applicable.

where:
x=the fraction of total heat input derived

from gaseous fossil fuel, and
y=the fraction of total heat input derived

from liquid fossil fuel, and
~=the fraction of total heat input derived

from solid fossil fuel.

(4) All span values computed under
paragraph (c)(3) of this section for
burning combinations of fossil fuels
shall be rounded to the nearest 500
ppm.

(5) For a fossil fuel-fired steam gener-
ator that simultaneously burns fossil
fuel and nonfossil fuel, the span value
of all continuous monitoring systems
shall be subject to the Administrator’s
approval.

(d) [Reserved]
(e) For any continuous monitoring

system installed under paragraph (a) of
this section, the following conversion
procedures shall be used to convert the
continuous monitoring data into units
of the applicable standards (rig/J, lb/
million Btu):

(1) When a continuous monitoring
system for measuring oxygen is se-
lected, the measurement of the pollut-
ant concentration and oxygen con-
centration shall each be on a con-
sistent basis (wet or dry). Alternative
procedures approved by the Adminis-
trator shall be used when measure-
ments are on a wet basis. When meas-
urements are on a dry basis, the fol-
lowing conversion procedure shall be
used:

E=CF[20.9/(20.9--percent 02)]

where:
E, C, F, and %02 are determined under para-

graph (f) of this section.

(2) When a continuous monitoring
system for measuring carbon dioxide is
selected, the measurement of the pol-
lutant concentration and carbon diox-
ide concentration shall each be on a
consistent basis (wet or dry) and the
following conversion procedure shall be
used:

E=CF¢ [100/percent CO2]
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where:
E, (3, Fc and %C0~ are de~ermined under

p~ragraph (0 of ~his sec~lon.

(~ The v~lues used in the equations
under p~r~phs (e) (I) and (~) of this
section ~re derived as follows:

(I) E=pollut~t emissions, ~?J
mHHon Btu).

(~) C=pollutant concentration, ngl
dscm (Ib/dscD, dete~ined by multi-
plying the average concentration (ppm)
for e~ch one-hour period by 4.1G~l~
ng/dscm per ppm (2.59~i0-~ M ib/dscf
per ppm) where M=pollutant molecular
weight, g/g-mole (Ib/Ib-mole). M=64.07
for sulfur dioxide ~nd 46.01 for n~trogen
oxides.

(3) %0~, %CO~=oxygen or carbon di-
oxide volume (expressed as percent),
determined with equipment specified
under p~r~gr~ph (a) of this section.

(~) F, F¢=~ f~c~r re9resent~ng ~ r~tio
of the volume of dry flue gases gen-
erated to the calorific v~ue of the fuel
combusted (F), ~nd ~ f~ctor rep-
resenting ~ r~tlo of the volume of c~r-
bon dioxide generated to the c~lorific
value of the fuel combusted (F¢), re-
spectively. V~lues of F ~nd F~ ~re g~ven
~s follows:

(I) For anthracite co~l ~s cl~sified
~ccording to ASTM D$8~, 90, 91, 95,
or 98~ (incorporated by reference~see
~60.1V), F=~fl~10-~ dscm/J (i0,140
dscf/mHlion Btu ~nd F~=0.88~10- ~ scm
CO~J (1,980 scf CO#million Btu).

(ii) For subbituminous ~nd b~tu-
ruinous coal ~ cl~ssified accordin~ to
AST~ D~88-7~, 90, 91, 98, or 98~ (lncor-
por~ted by referenc~see ~60.I?),

40 CFR Ch. I (7-I-06 Edition)

F=2.6BTx10-7 dscmJJ (9,820 dscf/million
Btu) and F¢=0.486x10-7 scm CO~]J (1,810
scf CO~]million Btu).

(ifi) For liquid fossil fuels including
crude, residual, and distillate oils,
F=2.476x10-7 dscm/J (9,220 dscf/million
Btu) and Fc=0.384x10-7 scm CO~/J (1,430
scf C02/million Btu).

(iv) For gaseous fossil fuels,
F=2.S47x10-7 dscm/J (8,740 dscf/million
Btu). For natural gas, propane, and bu-
tane fuels, Fc=0.2~9xl0-7 scm CO~/J
(1,040 scf CO~/million Btu) for natural
gas, 0.322x10-7 scm CO~/] (1,200 scf C02/
million Btu) for propane, and
0.338x10-7 scm CO:/Y (1,260 scf CO~/mil-
lion Btu) for butane.

(v) For bark F=2.589x10-7 dscm/J
(9,640    dscf/million    Btu)    and
Fc=0.50Oxl0-7 scm CO~JJ (1,840 scf CO~/
million Btu). For wood residue other
than bark F=2.492~10-~ dscm/J (9,280
dscffmillion Btu) and Fc=0.494x10-7 scm
CO~]J (1,860 scf CO ~/ million Btu).

(vi) For lignite coal as classified ac-
cording to ASTM D388-77, 90, 91, 95, or
98a (incorporated by reference--see
§60.17), F=2.659x10-7 dscm/J (9,900 dscf!
million Btu) ~nd F~=0.516x10-7 scm
CO2/J (1,920 scf CO2/million Btu).

(5) The owner or operator may use
the following equation to determine an
F factor (dscm/J or dscfJmillion Btu) on
a dry basis (if it is desired to calculate
F on a wet basis, consult the Adminis-
trator) or Fc factor (scm CO,H, or scf
CO~/million Btu) on either basis in lieu
of the F or Fc factors specified in para-
graph (0(4) of this section:
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F = 10-6 [227.2 (pct. II) + 95.5 (pct. C) + 35.6 (pct. S) + 8.7 (pct. N)- 28.7 (pct. O)]
GCV

2.0×10-5 (pct. C)

GCV(SI units)

106 [3.64 (%n) + 1.53 (% C) + 0.57 (% S) + 0.14 ( % N) - 0.46 ( % O)]

2o.o(%c)
GCV(Slunits)

321 ×103(%C)

GCV(English units)

GCV (English units)

(i) H, C, S, N, and O are content by
weight of hydrogen, carbon, sulfur, ni-
trogen, and oxygen (expressed as per-
cent), respectively, as determined on
the same basis as GCV by ultimate
analysis of the fuel fired, using ASTM
D3178-73 (Reapproved 1979), 89, or
D3176-74 or 89 (solid fuels) or computed
from results using ASTM Dl137-53 or
75, ]31945-64, 76, 91, or 96 or D1946-77 or
90 (Reapproved 1994) (gaseous fuels) as
applicable. (These five methods are in-
corporated by reference--see §60.17.)

(ii) GVC is the gross calorific value
(kJ/kg, Btu/lb) of the fuel combusted
determined by the ASTM test methods
D2015-77 for solid fuels and D1826-77 for
gaseous fuels as applicable. (These two
methods are incorporated by ref-
erence--see § 60.17.)

(iii) For affected facilities which fire
both fossil fuels and nonfossil fuels, the
F or Fc value shall be subject to the Ad-
ministrator’s approval.

(6) For affected facilities firing com-
binations of fossil fuels or fossil fuels
and wood residue, the F or Fc factors
determined by paragraphs (t)(4) or (1)(5)
of this section shall be prorated in ac-
cordance with the applicable formula
as follows:

i=l i=l

Xi=the fraction of total heat input derived
from each type of fuel (e.g. natural gas, bi-
tuminous coal, wood residue, etc.)

F~ or (Fc)i=the applicable F or F: factor for
each fuel type determined in accordance
with paragraphs (f)(4) and (f)(5) of this sec-
tion.

n=the number of fuels being burned in com-
bination.

(g) Excess emission and monitoring
system performance reports shah be
submitted to the Administrator semi-
annually for each six-month period in
the calendar year. All semiannual re-
ports shall be postmarked by the 30th
day following the end of each six-
month period. Each excess emission
and MSP report shall include the infor-
mation required in §60.7(c). Periods of
excess emissions and monitoring sys-
tems (MS) downtime that shall be re-
ported are defined as follows:

(1) Opacity. Excess emissions are de-
fined as any six-minute period during
which the average opacity of emissions
exceeds 20 percent opacity, except that
one six-minute average per hour of up
to 27 percent opacity need not be re-
ported.

(i) For sources subject to the opacity
standard of §60.42(b)(1), excess emis-
sions are defined as any six-minute pe-
riod during which the average opacity
of emissions exceeds 35 percent opac-
ity, except that one six-minute average
per hour of up to 42 percent opacity
need not be reported.

(ii) For sources subject to the opacity
standard of §60.42(b)(2), excess emis-
sions are defined as any six-minute pe-
riod during which the average opacity
of emissions exceeds 32 percent opac-
ity, except that one six-minute average
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per hour of up to 39 percent opacity
need not be reported.

(2) Sulfur dioxide. Excess emissions
for affected facilities are defined as:

(i) Any three-hour period during
which the average emissions (arith-
metic average of three contiguous one-
hour periods) of sulfur dioxide as meas-
ured by a continuous monitoring sys-
tem exceed the applicable standard
under § 60.43.

(3) Nitrogen oxides. Excess emissions
for affected facilities using a contin-
uous monitoring system for measuring
nitrogen oxides are defined as any
three-hour period during which the av-
erage emissions (arithmetic average of
three contiguous one-hour periods) ex-
ceed the applicable standards under
§ 60.44.

[40 FR 46256, Oct. 6, 1975]
EDITORIAL NOTES: 1. For FEDERAL REGISTER

citations affecting § 60.45, see the List of CFR
Sections Affected, which appears in the
Finding Aids section of the printed volume
and on GPO Access.

2. At 65 FR 61752, Oct. 17, 2000,
§60.45(f)(5)(ii) was amended by revising the
words "ASTM D1826-TT’ to read "ASTM
D1026-73 or 94." and by revising the words
"ASTM D2015-TT’ to read "ASTM D2015-77
(Reapproved 1978), 96, or D5865-98." However,
this amendment could not be incorporated
because these words do not exist in para-
graph (O(5)(ii).

§ 60.46 Test methods and procedures.

(a) In conducting the performance
tests required in §60.8, the owner or op-
erator shall use as reference methods
and procedures the test methods in ap-
pendix A of this part or other methods
and procedures as specified in this sec-
tion, except as provided in § 60.8(b). Ac-
ceptable alternative methods and pro-
cedures are given in paragraph (d) of
this section.

(b) The owner or operator shall deter-
mine compliance with the particulate
matter, SO2, and NOx standards in
§§60.42, 60.43, and 60.44 as follows:

(1) The emission rate (E) of particu-
late matter, SO2, or NOx shall be com-
puted for each run using the following
equation:

E=C F~ (20.9)/(20.9-% 02)

E = emission rate of pollutant, ng/J
lion Btu).

C = concentration of pollutant, ng/dscm (lb/
dscf).

%02 = oxygen concentration, percent dry
basis.

Fd = factor as determined from Method 19.

(2) Method 5 shall be used to deter-
mine the particular matter concentra-
tion (C) at affected facilities without
wet flue-gas-desulfurization (FGD) sys-
tems and Method 5B shall be used to
determine the particulate matter con-
centration (C) after FGD systems.

(i) The sampling time and sample
volume for each run shall be at least 60
minutes and 0.85 dscm (30 dscf). The
probe and filter holder heating systems
in the sampling train shall be set to
provide an average gas temperature of
160 _+14 °C (320 _+25 °F).

(ii) The emission rate correction fac-
tor, integrated or grab sampling and
analysis procedure of Method 3B shall
be used to determine the O2 concentra-
tion (%02). The O2 sample shall be ob-
tained simultaneously with, and at the
same traverse points as, the particu-
late sample. If the grab sampling pro-
cedure is used, the O2 concentration for
the run shall be the arithmetic mean of
the sample O2 concentrations at all
traverse points.

(iii) If the particulate run has more
than 12 traverse points, the O2 traverse
points may be reduced to 12 provided
that Method 1 is used to locate the 12
O2 traverse points.

(3) Method 9 and the procedures in
§60.11 shah be used to determine opac-
ity.

(4) Method 6 shall be used to deter-
mine t~he SO2 concentration.

(i) The sampling site shah be the
same as that selected for the particu-
late sample. The sampling location in
the duct shah be at the centroid of the
cross section or at a point no closer to
the walls than 1 m (3.28 ft). The sam-
pling time and sample volume for each
sample run shall be at least 20 minutes
and 0.020 dscm (0.71 dscf). Two samples
shall be taken during a 1-hour period,
with each sample taken within a 30-
minute interval.

(ii) The emission rate correction fac-
tor, integrated sampling and analysis
procedure of Method 3B shall be used to
determine the O2 concentration (%02).
The 02 sample shall be ~aken simulta-
neously with, and at the same point as,
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the SOs sample. The SO2 emission rate
shall be computed for each pair of SO2
and O2 samples. The SO2 emission rate
(E) for each run shall he the arithmetic
mean of the results of the two pairs of
samples.

(5) Method 7 shall be used to deter-
mine the NOx concentration.

(i) The sampling site and location
shall be the same as for the S02 sam-
ple. Each run shall consist of four grab
samples, with each sample taken at
about 15-minute intervals.

(ii) For each NO× sample, the emis-
sion rate correction factor, grab sam-
pling and analysis procedure of Method
3B shall be used to determine the O2
concentration (%O~). The sample shall
be taken simultaneously with, and at
the same point as, the NOx sample.

(iii) The NOx emission rate shall be
computed for each pair of NOx and O2
samples. The NOx emission rate (E) for
each run shall be the arithmetic mean
of the results of the four pairs of sam-
pies.

(c) When combinations of fossil fuels
or fossil fuel and wood residue are
fired, the owner or operator (in order
to compute the prorated standard as
shown in §§60.43(b) and 60.44(b)) shall
determine the percentage (w, x, y, or z)
of the total heat input derived from
each type of fuel as follows:

(1) The heat input rate of each fuel
shall be determined by multiplying the
gross calorific value of each fuel fired
by the rate of each fuel burned.

(2) ASTM Methods D201~-77 (Re-
approved 1978), 96, or D5865-98 (solid
fuels), D24~-% or 92 (liquid fuels), or
D1826-77 or 94 (gaseous fuels) (incor-
porated by reference--see §60.17) shall
be used to determine the gross calorific
values of the fuels. The method used to
determine the calorific value of wood
residue must be approved by the Ad-
ministrator.

(S) Suitable methods shall be used to
determine the rate of each fuel burned
during each test period, and a material
balance over the steam generating sys-
tem shall be used to confirm the rate.

(d) The owner or operator may use
the following as alternatives to the ref-
erence methods and procedures in this
section or in other sections as speci-
fied:

(1) The emission rate (E) of particu-
late matter, SO2 and NOx may be deter-
mined by using the Fc factor, provided
that the following procedure is used:

(i) The emission rate (E) shall be
computed using the following equation:

E=C F= (100/%CO2)

where:
E=emission rate of pollutant, ng/J (lb/mil-

lion Btu).
C=concentration of pollutant, ng/dscm (lb!

dscO.
%CO2=carbon dioxide concentration, percent

dry basis.
re=factor as determined in appropriate sect

tions ef Method

(ii) If and only if the average Fc fac-
tor in Method 19 is used to calculate E
and either E is from 0.97 to 1.00 of the
emission standard or the relative accu-
racy of a continuous emission moni-
toring system is from 17 to 20 percent,
then three runs of Method 3B shall be
used to determine the O2 and CO2 con-
centration according to the procedures
in paragraph (b) (2)(ii), (4)(ii), or (5)(ii)
of this section. Then if Fo (average of
three runs), as calculated from the
equation in Method 3B, is more than ±3
percent than the average Fo value, as
determined from the average values of
Fu and Fc in Method 19, i.e.,
(Fu~/Fc~), then the following procedure
shall be followed:

(A) When Fo is less than 0.97 Fo~, then
E shall be increased by that proportion
under 0.97 Fo~, e.g., if Fo is 0.95 Fo~, E
shall be increased by 2 percent. This re-
calculated value shall be used to deter-
mine compliance with the emission
standard.

(B) When Fo is less than 0.9~ F_o~ and
when the average difference (d) be-
tween the continuous monitor minus
the reference methods is negative, then
E shall be increased by that proportion
ttuder 0.97 Fo~, e.g., if F~ is 0.95 Fo~, E
shall be increased by 2 percent. This re-
calculated value shall be used to deter-
mine compliance with the relative ac-
curacy specification.

(C) When Fo is greater than 1.05 F~
and when the average difference ~ is
positive, then E shall be decreased by
that proportion over 1.03 F~, e.g., if Fo
is 1.05 F~, E shall be decreased by 2
percent. This recalculated value shall
be used to determine compliance with
the relative accuracy specification.
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(2) For Method 5 or 5B, Method 17
may be used at facilities with or with-
out wet FGD systems if the stack gas
temperature at the sampling location
does not exceed an average tempera-
ture of 160 °C (320 °F). The procedures
of sections 2.1 and 2.3 of Method 5B
may be used with Method 17 only if it
is used after wet FGD systems. Method
17 shall not be used after wet FGD sys-
tems if the effiuent gas is saturated or
laden with water droplets.

(3) Particulate matter and SO2 may
be determined simultaneously with the
Method 5 train provided that the fol-
lowing changes are made:

(i) The filter and impinger apparatus
in sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 of Method 8 is
used in place of the condenser (section
2.1.7) of Method 5.

(ii) All applicable procedures in
Method 8 for the determination of
(including moisture) are used:

(4) For Method 6, Method 6C may be
used. Method 6A may also be used
whenever Methods 6 and 3B data are
specified to determine the SO2 emis-
sion rate, under the conditions in para-
graph (d)(1) of this section.

(5) For Method 7, Method 7A, 7C,
or 7E may be used. If Method 7C, 7D, or
7E is used, the sampling time for each
run shall be at ]east 1 hour and the
tegrated sampling approach shall be
used to determine the O2 concentration
(%02) for the emission rate correction
factor.

(6) For Method 3, Method 3A or 3B
may be used.

(7) For Method 3B, Method 3A may be
used.

[54 FR 6662, Feb. 14, 1989; 54 FR 21344, May 17,
1989, as amended at 55 FR 5212, Feb. 14, 1990;
65 FR 61752, Oct. 17, 2000]

Subpart Da--Standards of Per-
formance for Electric Utility
Steam Generating Units for
Which Construction is Com-
menced After September 18,
1978

SOURCE: 44 FR 33613, June 11, 1979, unless
otherwise aoted.
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§ 60.40Da Applicability and designa-
tion of affected facility.

(a) The affected facility to which this
subpart applies is each electric utility
steam generating unit:

(1) That is capable of combusting
more than 73 megawatts (250 million
Btu/hour) heat input of fossil fuel (ei-
ther alone or in combination with any
other fuel); and

(2) For which construction, modifica-
tion, or reconstruction is commenced
after September 18, 1978.

(b) Heat recovery steam generators
that are associated with stationary
combustion turbines burning fuels
other than 75 percent (by heat input) or
more synthetic-coal gas on a 12-month
rolling average and that meet the ap-
plicability requirements of subpart
KKKK of this part are not subject to
this subpart. Heat recovery steam gen-
erators and the associated stationary
combustion turbine(s) burning fuels
containing 75 percent (by heat input)
or more synthetic-coal gas on a 12-
month rolling average are subject to
this part and are not subject to subpart
KKKK of this part. This subpart will
continue to apply to all other electric
utility combined cycle gas turbines
that are capable of combusting more
than 73 MW (250 MMBtu/h) heat input
of fossil fuel in the heat recovery
steam generator. If the heat recovery
steam generator is subject to this sub-
part and the combined cycle gas tur-
bine burn fuels other than synthetic-
coal gas, only emissions resulting from
combustion of fuels in the steam-gen-
erating unit are subject to this sub-
part. (The combustion turbine emis-
sions are subject to subpart GG or
KKKK, as applicable, of this part).

(c) Any change to an existing fossil-
fuel-fired steam generating unit to ac-
commodate the use of combustible ma-
terials, other than fossil fuels, shall
not bring that unit under the applica-
bility of this subpart.

(d) Any change to an existing steam
generating unit originally designed to
fire gaseous or liquid fossil fuels, to ac-
commodate the use of any other fuel
(fossil or nonfossil) shall not bring that
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Title 40~Protection of Environment
CHAPTER I--E~VIRONMENTAL

PROTECTION AGENCY
[~ 4sz-2]

PART 61--NATIONAL EMISSION STAND-
ARDS FOR HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS

Amendments ~o Standards.for Asbestos
and Mercury.

On October 25, 1974 (39, ~ 38064)
ptLrsuant to section 112 of the Clea~ Air

~ Act, as amended, the Administrator pro-
posed amendments to national emission
standard~ .for the hazardou~ air pollu-
tants asbestos and mercury. The

¯ minLstrator also proposed amendments to
Appendix B, Test NIethods, of this pa¢~.

Interested persons representing indus-
try, trade assocla~ous, en~Lronmental
groups, and Federal, State and local gov-
ernments participated in the rulemaking
by se~.ding comments to the Agency.
Commentators submitted 40 letters,
many with multiple comments. The com-
ments have been considered, and. the
proposed amendments have been rascal-"
uated. Each comment, some of which
were submitted by more th~n one
has been separately addressed in Ivrlt~ug
by the Agency. The-Freedom of In~, orm~-
tion Centerf Room 202 West Tower, 401
~VI Street, SW, Washington, D.C. has
copies of the comment letters received
and a summary of the L~ue~ and Agency
responses available for public inspection.
In addition, copies of the issue summary
and Agency responses may be obtained

, upon written, request from the EPA Pub-
lic Information Center (PivI-215), 401 M.
Street, S.V~’., Washington, D.C. 20460
(specify Public Comment SummaryN
Proposed Amendments to National
sion Standards for Hazardous Air Pol-
]utants--Asbestos and Mercury). ~nere
determined by the Administrator to be
appropriate, changes have been made to
the proposed amendments, and the re-
vised version of the amendments to the
national emission standards for asbestos
and mercury is promulgated herein. The
principal changes to the. proposed
amendments and the Agency’s responses
to the major comments received are sum-

. marized bclow.
Copies of Backgrolt~ I~Jorl~tio~ o~

ard~ Atr Pollutunts--Pro~ose~ Amend-
menls ~o 8tanda~ds ]or Asbestos" g~w~
Mercury (EPA-450/2-74-009a) which ex-
plains the basis ~or the propdsed amend-
ments are available on reques~ from the
~.m~sion Standards and Engineering DI-
vision, Research Trtang]e Park, Nort~
Carolina 27711; Attention: 1V~r. Don 1~.
GoodwL~

. ASBESTOS

MaRufc~e~Rrt~g. The Agency received
numerous comments stating that the
13reposed aanendments should apDly only
to asphalt concrete manufacturing plants
tha~ use asbestos. This was the Agency’s
intent. Section 61.22(c) hasbeen revised
by the addition of the wording, "that use
commercial asbestos."-

RULES AND REGULATIONS-

Demo~i~io~ a~ Renovation. A com-
ment was received during review of the
aznendments v~.thin the Agency that
ducts can be insulated with .a.motmts of
friable aabestos mater/~d -~Jm~ar to those
on boilers, tez~ks, reactors, turbines, fur-
naces and structural members, and
should be co’~ered by the demolition and
renovation regulations. Stnce demolition
and renovation operations d~n. involve
ducts insulated with appreciable quanti-
~es. of friable asbestos m~,terial, "duc~"
has been.added to the list of apparatus
that are covered by the amendments.

Th~ comment was made that the qu’an-
ti~T of friable asbestos material proposed
as the m/n/mum amoun~ for establfsh-
tn¢ renovation operations as major
sources of asbestos subject to the pro-
loosed amendments was arbitrary, bu~
~hould a~so apply to demolition opera-

"tfons. The Agency explained in the pro-
amSle to the proposed amendments that
t~s amount of asbestos/s typlcal~" con-
tained in a four-unit apartment build-
ing, which is the msximum~lze ~or
ment buildings excluded from the demoli-
tion provisions. Therefore, the minimum
quantity of fflabIe asbestos mat~-lal cov-
ered by the demolitibn and renovation
provisions IS essentially equlv~ent. ~e
Agency considered applying regulstlons
only to demolition operations in which
more than a specified amount of friable
~sbestos material ~as involved, prior to
promulg~ti6n of dem51ttion provisiens on
April. 6,1973 (38 ~ 8820). This approach
~as. rejected primar~ because it would
complicate enforcement procedures.
However, the Agency re-,dizes that certain
commercial buildin~s.cgntain smaller
amounts of friable asbestos materi~
than the.lower size cuto~ lhn/t proposec~
for renovating operations. O~ reevalua-
tion, the Agency concluded t1~t the
sva~lable information justifies chan~in~
the proposed amendment to allow exemp-
t/an of demo]Jtien operations involvin¢
less than 80 meters ~)f friable asbestos
pipe/nsulation and less than 15 square
meters of ~rlable asbestos material used
to insulate or Iireprcof any duct, boner,
tank, reactor, turbine, furnace or struc-
tural member. The owner or operator
~ demoI/tion operation, desh-ing rids ex-
emption must notif.V the Admintstrstor,
a¢ lease 20 d=y~.pr/or to beginning demo-
lition, of the measured or esthnated
amount of friable asbestos material in-
volved in �he demolitio~ This will permlb
the exception to be implemented without
requiring pr/or fnspeetien of every site
by Agency personnel, which would be an
excessive enforcement burden. T/ds
fers from t~ reporting requirements of
the renovation provisions of the amend-
ments. The nature of renovation opera-
tions necessitates a greater fandlis.rity on
the p~r~ ot ~e operator w/th the quanti-
ties of friable asbestos materiels present
tl~an for demolition operations. For this
¯ eason, the Agency’belteves th~.t it ~s not
neces.~ to require reports frdm all re.-
ovation operat4ons in order to ensure
fective enforcement of the renovation
prov~ons t2~t appl~,to or~" larger reno-
vation operations.

S~veral comments were received which ’
stated that operating machinery could be
damaged by wetting procedures during
certain renovation operations. The web-
ring during renovation of a.heated boiler,
near sensitive dectric equipment, and
over operating machinery in an indtl~-
trial plant were mentioned as specific
amples. One comment hlso stated that
portable Ices1 exhaust ventilation sys-
tems are effective alternatives to wet-
ting. The proposed amendments h~vo
been chan~ed to allow the use of local
exhaust ventilation systems when dam-
age to equipment from wetting is
avoidable, providcd that the system cap-
tares the ~sbestes particulate material
produced during the removal of friable
asbestos material and discharges no vlsi-
bla emissions from its exhaust, The Ad-
ministrater will make determination~,
upon request, of whether damage to
eqtdpment from wetting would be un-
avoidable.

Several comments were received which
stated that the proposed frequency for
submitting to the Agency written notices
of intention to perform repetitive rcno-
v~tion work at a single facility WaS
cessive. One commentator sugSested that
deihdtious for "emergency,renovation"
"and "routine maintenance renovation"
be included, and that a yearly filing of
intention to renovate should be allowed
for each industrial plant. It is evident
from the comments received that some
plants perform renovation oper~tious
very frequently, such as twice a wecl~,
The proposed reporting requlremont.q for
such plants would be excessive. The pro-
posed amendment has been changed so
that these requirements are reduced, and
the appllcabKlty of the reqtdrement is
more clearly defined by adding more do-
taxied language a~.d definitions for"p],n-
ned r~.uovation" and "emergency renovt~-
tion" oper~tions. Additionally0 the
plicabiltty of the amendment has be0n
cIarlfled by speclfyinE how the quant, l-
ties of asbestos involved in "planned
renovation" and "emergency ~onov~t|on"
are to be determined. The basic charao.
teristic that distinguishes the two types
of renovation operations is the de~reo of
predictability of their occurrence. The
amount of friable asbestos material that
~ be removed ~r s~ripped within
green period of time can be Predicted
for planned renovation operation~,
eluding both scheduled and non-sched-
uled operations, wherens no such prcdio-.
tion can be. made for emergency renova-
tion. operatier~. The glve~ period of time
for predicting purposes ha~ been speci-
fied to be between 30 days aud one year
for planned renovation operations
volv~g ,individually non-scheduled op-
erations. A reporting time shorter than
30 days would require the s~bm~|on
and review of a large number of rcport~,
and predictions over periods longer th~n
one year could give i~accurate predic-
tions of friable asbestos material to be
removed. In emergency renovation oper-
ations, the amount of friable asbestos
ma~’/al that Is subject to ~o amend-
ment is the total amount of such mate-
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~i~l~aat wl~ be remov.ed or stripped as a

One ~~r s~a~d ~t ~e pro-

~d be ~v~ by ~ ~g ouk

o~o~ S~on 61~ ~ be~ added

~ app~ ~ gen~ ~ cff~v~tmn of
~ s~d~ prom~gateff ~d~

q~t

for a~
~h~

~ b~.~ed ~o ~at i~ appH~ o~.
~ ma~ ~t ~ve be~ r~vM or
s~p~.at more ~ 50 i~t above
~d lev~         .

~eU~. ~ ~a ~or ~
~e ~ b~ ~ 6f~Z(d) (2)

out.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

~d on Agency enforcemeu[ ~rperl-
ence since promul~ation of the ~udard
on April 6, 1973, the requh, ed ~porting
of sprayi~ operations where less thnn
l=ercen~ a~bestos mhtvdal Is ~.~ed is fel~
to be unnece~ary. Accordingly, the
AgP.ucy lm~ J~ev~e~l the reporth~g reqttLre-
merits of 109-~gr~ph 61~12(e) to apply
only to spray-on In~nflatlon and flrepr~o£-
Ing m~ter~ that contains more than one
~rce~ut n~bestos by wright.

W~e Df~osuL The propo.~d nmendo
"m~ut~ would have applied dl~ctl~ to all
waste dispo~ sites t3mt nccept
waste from any eml~on°source covered

estimated that appro:dmate]y 2500
petal sites would, be covered. P~view of
these proposed amelldm~ts within the
A~ency Indicated that enforo~ment would
h~ve required ~ disproportionate com-
mitment of A~enc~ resources. Alterna-
"five meaus of controllln~ ~bestos
sion~ from waste disposal sites Wer~

e numner o[ acceptable white dl~
posal sites that meet the crlterig in § 61,-
22(j) (3) of the proposed amendments,
which are shntlar to the crlterl~ for san-
Jtary land~s, has Inere~ed dgntflc~ut~v
~vithtn the pa~t several years and the
trehd is continul~ in that dlrec~on-
Th~ trend is noted lfl = re~ent publica-
tion (’~Va~ta Age;’ January ~975). TtKs
Indicates that acceptable sites. (Le.,
~ate ~nd municlp~l" sanitary isndfil~)
which follow practices that reduce
bestos ~no ~ be available for dis-
posa~ of a~bestos-contslulng waste.
Tberefore,4t was determ~ed tlm~ an
lect~ve means of reduch~ eza~lons item
v~ste disposal sites ~ithout undue
forcement ~dens would be to requh-e
alreac~v-regulated ast~os vraste genera-
tots to dispose of nsbestos-contah~ug
wastes at properly operated dlsposn~ sit~.
Th~ is prodded for ~ ~d~e mnendments
herein ~romul~ted.

The @e~cy’s ~reate~t concern is with

flt~es of e~bestos ~mste. ~u most c~es,
comp~des which generate isr~e qtmn-
titles of s~bestos-containing ~ ~
own and operate their own dlspoml site~
because of convenience and economics.
For example, all domestic asbestos mills

The ~eney antledpates that these ~e
wa~e genemtoz~ will operate their
posal sites in the future in compliance
with the proposed §.6I~(D in order to
meeG %he requirement tl~t they clL~o~e
of their waste at ~ ~eptable sites.

~u~ctive d~poml sit~ ~y ~lso be m~-
~or erosion soarces J£ they ~ent.~u ~
nmo~uts of ~sbest~s ~te. It 1~ llkaly
.ttmt~ at InactiVe sites containing ~
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cy agrees that certain n~tural barriers,
such as deep ravines and ~p e~
be ~ off,tire ~ f~c~ ~ de~
cess. ~e pressed ~en~t ~ b~
ch~ged ~ ~end ~e ~emen~ for
fences, and ~o wang s~, ~hen a
na~ ba~ter pro~d~ ~ ad~ua~
~rrent ~ pubic acct. U~n r~u~t
and supp~ of approp~a~
the A~a~r ~ de~e when-
er a specie ~ o~ fence or a na~
ba~er ad~ua~ det~ ~c~ ~
gener~ pubic. ~.~po~e ~ ~o~
co~ent, ~e propos~ ~en~ent for
fen~g of ~b~ ~ ~s~ si~
h~ b~n reded ~ allow fenc~
pl~ed eith~ ~ong ~e pro~ ~� of
an aff~ so,co ~at ~nta~ a.
d~pos~ ~ or along ~e pe~e~r of ~e
~s~ sl~ l~e~. El~er ~ of.~ence
pro~d~ t~ nec~ de~ent ~pubHc
acc~s ~ ~e ~s~

~veml co~en~ were receiv~ on ~e
prop~ pro~biflon of ~c~flon of
~n~s ~at pre~¢~ ~n~
co~erci~ ~b~s. One ~~r
~d ~at ~e pro~i~6n se~
d~able b~a~e ~b~s ~
de~ at a ~m~eof 600~ C.
Agency co~ld~: (a) ~e ~cer~
that ~e feed ma~l ~ an ~c~a~r
~ be ~o~y h~ ~ ~e comb~-
tion chamb~ ~mpera~e, (b) ~e
cer~ conc~ ~e decem~si~on
tem~ra~e of ~b~s, and (c) ~e re-
s~ of a s~ck g~ ~t ~a~ ~e~d
em~io~ of ~b~s. from a
pr~ ~ W~ch ~e ~m~e at-
~in~ ~ well ~ve 600" C, ~ e~
ing ~e co~ent. ~e ~ency concluded
~at ~ a~flable da~ do not
cha~ ~e pro~ re~a~on on

de~d~ ~ ~e comb~on pr~.
other co~ent sugg~ ~at ~c~a-
tion sho~d be ~t~d,~pro~d~ ~ere
are no.~lble e~sio~-of ~b~s
tic~a~ ~t~r from ~e ~c~r.
forma~on pr~d ~ ~e Agen~ af~
proposal ~ca~d ~at ~me small
c~a~rs, such ~-~ose opened by
~b~s man~act~ plan~, c~ be
opera~d ~ no ~lble em~to~.
pro~s~ pro~bl~on on ~c~em~on of
confrere ~at pre~o~ held
cial asb~s h~ been d~e~. ~e pro-
~io~ of ~e ~~ for. ~e
posal of ~b~-con~g w~ ma~-
rla~ apply ~ p~2c~ar ~ ~e
of con~ers ~at p~omly h~d
mercial ~b~s. ~ore, ~e con-
~ c~ be ~c~a~d-~d~
amen~en~, provided ~e ~c~em~on
opera,on do~ not ~c~rge v~ble
em~lo~.

~o cementum sugg~ ~at
prop~ ~~ ~o~d ~t r~e
~at EPA wa~ ~be~ be a~h~

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Several commentators requested that
the proposed alternative method of com-
pliance included in the asbestos waste
d~posal amendments, which specified
that the waste be formed into non-friable
pellets, be changed to accommodate
shapes other than pellets. The precise
size and shape of the processed, non-
frlable waste is not important, and the
amendment has been reworded to
pllcitly ~t the fornflng of asbestos
wastes into pellets or any other shapes.

A comment was made during review
within the Agency that asbestos-contaln-
ing wastes subject to the proposed
.amendment ar~ somet~nes used to sur-
face roadways and that this practice
should, be/prohibited. The Agency agree~
that the use of asbestos-containing
wastes on roadways can cause asbestos
emissions similar to th’ose caused by the
~se of asbestos failings on roadways,,
which is prohibited by the asbestos
standard. Vehicular tra~c on roadways
can pulverize asbestos waste and liberate
fibers that can~ become a~rborne in the
wake of moving vehicles and by the wind.
The use of asbestos-containing wastes
has therefore been prohibited from use
bn roadways.

The proposed amendmpnt for waste
disposal at asbesto~ mills included a Pro-
vision .r~uirlng no visible emissions to

"the outside air from the deposition of
asbestos ore tatlings onto a d~pesal pile.
An alternative method of compliance
required that the waste be adequately
wetted with a dust suppressant agent
prior to deposition. Two commentators
stated t.~t an exemption from the wet~
ring requirement of the alternative
method is needed when the temperature
at the disposal site is below freezing, to
prevent freezing of the tellings and per-
mit continued operation of the asbestos
mill at such low temperatures. The inves-
tigation c ~arrIed out by the Agency prior
to proposal of the amendment fudicated
that wetting of asbestos tellings is the
only presently availablb method for affect
tively controlling part~cula~ emissions
f(om the deposition Ol~ration. In
spo~e to the comments received,, the
~Agency further investigated the cold
weather operational problems of’disposal
systems for wetted asbestos tellings. DIS-

¯ cussions~were held with operators of three
Canadian a~bestos mills ~at frequently
.operate under cold weather conditions
and have installed failings,wetting sys-
terns, With a firm that is experienced in
designing systems to suppress dust gen-
erated by materials conveying operatious,
and with several non-asbestos mineral
mining facilities that operate wetting
systen~ for crushing and conveying oDer~
~tion~. The investigation revealed that
several Cknadian asbestos mills are pros-

containers of asbestos waste in addition ". entiy experlmentlng with wet taillngs
-to the warring labels specified in regula- dispo~l systems to extend operation to
tions ~ssued by the U,~. Department of temperatures substantially below freez-
Labor, Occupational SafetF and Health ing. However, the Agency is aware of no
Admin~trat~on (OSHA). The Agency such system .that ha~ operated in a con-
agrees that botI~, labels adequately con-tinuous manner at temperatures below
vey the desired information; t~e~efore, --9.5°C (15°F). A~cerdingly, the Agency
the proposed amendment has beenhas concluded that wet railings disposal
changed to allow the OSHA warning systems for asbestos xnilis are not avail-
label to be used in place of the EPA able for dispepal site temperatures below
warning label , --9.5"C (15°F), and the~proposed amend-

meat has been changed to provide an
exemption for wetting of tellings below
this temperature. Only one existing

~nhes~lc asb~tos mill is expected to ltSOe exemp~on to a significant extent,
An examination of hourly temperatur~
representative of the locatl6n of that
~plan, and extending over a pe~lod of one
year, showed that hourly temperature~
hre below 15°P for approximately 7 per-
cent of the time.

Asbestos en~Isstous at asbestos n’dlI
failings disposal pries are contributed bY
the tailing convcyin~ operation,
depokttion operation, and wind entrain.
meat of asbestos-containing partiotflato
from the surface of the diSposal pile, The
first emission source is subject to pro-
viously promulgated regulations (38 ~
8820) 0 and the latter two sources are sub-
Jeer to the amendments prom~gatcd
herein. The major soln’ces of asbesto~
emissions from proc~.~s gn.~ s~reams at
asbestos atilt, namely effluents from
crushers, dryers and n~illing equipment,
are also covered by the previously prom-

"ulgated regulations (38 FR 5520), Th0
amendments promulgated herein,
eluding an exemption from wetting of
asbestos failings at tomperaturc~
--9.5" C (15" F), together with the stand-
ards promulgated on April 6, 1973 (35
8820), represent use of the best availitbl0
technology for control of emissions from
asbestos mills. This is consistent with the
determination of the Achntnistrator that
best available technology should bc used
to control major sources of asbestos
emissions to protect the pRblie health
with an ample margin of safety.

The reporting format of Appendix A
has been changed by the addition of
par~,graphs "C" and "D", to accommo-
date.the addition of disposal of asbestos
containing wastes and certain inactive
asbestos waste disposal sit~ to the
amendments. The additional informs.
tion required is essential for detorndning
compliance With the regulation.
pendix A has also been revised into a now
computer format which will promote
more effective enforcemdnt of the regula-
tions. Section 61.24 has been revised to
reflect the additional reporting informa-
tion requested in Appendix

Manu/acturtn¢ and Fabrication. One
comment questioned the need for
eluding asphalt concrete manufacturing
plants.in the proposed amendments. The
rationale for including asphalt concrete
plants as major sources of asbestos is
discussed in the background informa-
tion document for the proposed amenti-
meats (EPA-450/2-74-009a). Two com-
mentators suggested that the mantffas-
~ure of asphalt concrete containing lea~
than 3 to ~ percent asbestos in the total
mixture should be exemp~ from the regu-
lations. However, asbestos asphalt con-
crete typically contains 1 to ~. percent
asbestos,, and the Agency determined
that a~be~tos asphalt concrete operations
using even these tow percentage~ of
asbestos are major sources. No data o~
in[ormatton were received that would
indicate asphalt concrete plants are nob
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major sources,-~md the ~egulat~oz~ pro-
- taunted-herein ap~v to such -~ource~

The ~enc~-~ec~ved t~o comment~ that
the inc~vidual emission sou~ce~ witht~
an asb-~stos asphalt; concrete plant which
~re subject, to’fl~e proposed amendmen~
should be spectfied~The Agency feel~that
rev~en~ are no~; necessa~r.. Only

RULES AND REGU~%T|ONS

pose a standard of 0.03 grata per cab~
foo~ for asbesto~ em~s~ns In addlUon to
the no-vislble-emJ~on ~nndard. It is
the Judgmen|; of the Agency t~t there
are no sufficlen4~ reliable emlxlon meas-
urement techniques to provlde a ba~ for
~ a, humexical ~t~udard and the r, et~

ponent opera~o _ns that ~ emi~ ~beso _tlng of numer~ st~udards should be
tos axe covered by the prov~ous;- for dehtyed until accurate asbestos mev.sur-
example, if no :asbestos is added to the

¯ agg~egat6 cZryer, the e~ions from the
dryer alone, ar~ not cbvexed.        _

The-potability.that the enforcement
of the.am.endments promulgated herein
~or a~phalt co~bxete planf~ may be Jn
conflfct with the enforcement of new.
sourge. 1~-formauce stap_ dards for us-
]~halt conc~ete’plants was raised by one
commentator. ~t is possible that both the

¯ new source perfornmnce standard and
¯ the~ationaI emission staudard for asbes-

to~ wJllapply sfmultansousl~r to emissions
. from some operations at some new-and
"modified plants, ~7~er~tt~ occur, the

.v~ible-emission standard promulgated

m~t~r, even though it L~ mo~e restrlc-.
; " tire than ~he~ opacity regulation of the

new source .l~rformanc~ stand~.d.
more stringen~ standard is justified when
asbestos ~ being.procd.ssed because
the .l~rdbus nature of asbestos. -

Comments were~eceived thai; the pro°
posed definition o£ "fab~atfug" needed
to be clar~fie~. The Agency reviewed the
defiuiti~ and tier&mined that changes
in’the definition are not necessary. Fabrl-
~at~ .in~.udes any ~ ~
excludfng field falm%at~o~, performed on

. manufactured .product~. that contain
commerc~l asbest~. ~he Agency ac-

¯ ~ ~nowledges that some componena pro~-
esses of asbestos fabricating operations

--. could ~e~erata rifle emi.~aus fu such
a n~uner that the v~ble emia~on~ do
not contain asbesto~ generate~ by the

~rocess, though: t~a commentators d~d
no~cIt~any speci~c examples. ~I~ A~en-
cy has obse~ed the-type of process in
asbestos ~nanufacturing operations. ~or

~ example,, v~ible emissions of organic
materials are ~methnes ~enerated dur-
ing the curi~ of-asbestos ~riction prod-
uc~ fa:operaffons where, asbestos

: boun~L into a matrix o~ non-asbestos
mater~al bu~ the asbesto~ ~ ~iot trans-
ferred fu~o t~e emi~lon stream_ Such
opera. ~u~ a~e in" compliance with the
standard o~ no~/~le emissions’c~ntain-
~ng partic.ulata asbestos material.

-0~ commentator stated .that
field. ~fabr~cat~on &perations "-release

~ si~tr~ant-amounts of asbestos, The
A~e~’s inve~t~ation ~riar to
of the~mendments ~howed.that there is
only limited fie~d fabrication of asbesto~
~product~ other than insulat~ug products.
Tha fabric~tion of friable asbestos
sulation ~ detern~ed to be the only
ma~or asbestoS.field fabrication source,
and ~ i~ regulated b~ proh~t~n~ the
use of such~mater~ls after the effective

~ da~e of the.amendmen.ts promu~ate~
herein. Yn the’judgment of the

¯ trator, th~ commen~ did no~ contafn suf-ficient fuformat~on to justil~ including
other c~egoffe~ of asb’~tos field fsbrica-
tion in,he.amendments..One conunenta-

tng techniques are available.
Demol/t/o~ an~.~no~affon. Comments

we~ r~d ~ ~ ~t

noF a~ ~ o~o~ed out ~-
~ b~,. or ~ o~o~
by ~e O~u~o~ ~fe~ and
A~~on (O~) fbr ~
p~ ~ ~b~. ~e ~c~~
~at-~ ~ be l~ ~ .~-
s[o~ f~m ~pp~ of f~bIe ~

~b~ f~m ~e s~pp~ o~on
~ out ~ ~ b~ or
~ be ~ed ~ ~e ou~de
f~m-b~ T~t~on ~,
do~.and d~. ~, ~e ~ of
f~ble ~b~ ~ ~ ~-
a~ by ~o~on opemffo~, w~ch
clud~ ~e ~ of ~

~at ne~ ~ be con~H~ ~ of

~e ou~lde ~ or ~ b~. ~ ~e
~u~t of ~e A~~r, ~e con-

s~ ~d~ p~ of the b~ a~ble ~n-
~1 ~1o~. ~ OS~ re~a~o~
(29 ~ I910~3s) r~ ~ "...

of ~e s~ OS~ ~ ~, but

m~ for ~ ~m~, d~o~on ~d
mov~ of ~b~ ~t~. ~e
of the O~ s~dard, ~ p~t~t
ploy~~ h~l~ ~-be a~ev~ by the
~e of ~p~ ~pm~t, ev~
~ose ~o~ wh~e ~e~ ~ nob
~Ie~ ~d ~[o~ may, p~uce

~e ~t. ~ ~t ~ w~e

are p~ve of public h~ ~

~ p~o~ do not ~pt

labor.
Two ~to~ s~d ~t ~e

~ve ~’ ~e wet~ ~~t
~e d~oH~on pro~iom ~t ~-~
t~pe~ ~o~d be ~How~
t~p~. ~ con~, ~o~ com-
m~tor su~ ~at s~p~ion of
~e wett~ z~r~en~ n~ sub4~-
~ t~~ sho~ be ~bJec~
~ pr~ed~ ~t ~o~d ~co~e
d~oH~on nZ su~fr~pem~.

~e ~u~ent of ~e ~ency, work~
~ety wo~d be und~ ~p~ by
the ~e ~oo~ ~ ~ ~ce fo~a-
tion from ~t~ me ~der fr~ con-
~tlo~. ~ proposed alt~n~ve
r~cffve on demotion ~n~cto~
than ~ s~cond course o~ action ~t

48~5

co~[dered, nnmel~ the probation
d~oU~on ~~~U~. ~e "

~n uf ~e w~

~ ~d ~c~ m~b~
or ~ep~ ~ f~

m~ be a~~

prom~ ~o~ ~o~

o£ ~ ~ ~&

~ ~ ~ ~ ~d ~ fo~ _
~t some ~ o~ ~d~ ~on

f~able. ~~ b~

whe~ d~o~on ~ a ~ ~e of

~e dev~opm~t ~ ~ m~-
m~t ~u~ ~ ~d-
edby ~e A~cy. No n~ ~o~h~ on

~o~ ~d ~ n~
be~ ~d to d~~
not a ~or ~e. ~oHfl~ ~d

~off ~a~o~ ~ A~ 6, 2~, new
b[olo~c~ ~d~e ~~

~b~ h~ b~ ob~.

copy of ~ ~e ~a~blefor ~c-

C~t~, Room 2404, ~at~de

~ he condud~ ~t h~
~p~ for p~ ~I~
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the demolition sources now covered by
the asbestos standard as major ~ourcea
~ere not defined as major sources by the
NatioDal Academy of Sciences (HAS)
study, which was cited by the Agency

’a bas~s for the demolition re~ulation.
The NAS study cttd not define categories
of asbestos znaterials other than sprayed
fireproofing as major emi~ion sources
because data were available at that time
on fireproofing only. The Agency had
concluded prior to proposing asbestos
strandards on December "/, 1971 that any
friable asbestos material used for insu-
lation or fireproofing has a’comparable
potential to create asbestos emissions
upon demolition or renovation as sprayed
fireproofing, and therefore these mate-
rials are also covered by the regulations.

Several comments were received stat-
ing that the deflnitio~ of "friable as-
bastes material," ’~sbestes," and "as-
bastes material" are vague and subjective
and remain constitutionally deficient for
a regulation enforceable by crlmln~l
ceedh~s. The Agency reevaluated the
definitions and concluded that they are
sufficiently clear that the owners or op-
erators subject to the amendments can
reasonably be expected to trade, stand
these terms. Owners or operators should
be able to identify covered material cud
comply with the regulations on the basis
of the definitions supplied.

Comments were made suggesting the
Agency describe more specifically a prop~
cr wetting operation- The purpose of the
wetting requirements is to reduce the
amount of asbestos dust generated dur-
Ing demolition opera%~ons. Many d~ffer-
eat procedures would accomplish this;
therefore; the Agency believes that spec-
flying ~uch p~edures is neither nec-
essary nor appropriate. A new deflnitibn
of ’;adequately wetted" was added to the
re,relations promulgated herein. The"
Agency believes that owners or operators
of demolition operations are familiar
with proper wetting procedures.

Two comments were mad~ stating that
the proposed demolition a~d renovation
ar~endments are not en~h~slon standards
and that asbestos emissions must be
proved In determining compliance with
the regulations. Congress has specified
that EPA should set emission standards
for hazardotts air pollutants.
charged with implementing this requir~
meat, has de,ermined-that the term
"emtssion standard" includes work prac-
tide requirements designed to limit en~s-
sious. The position taken by the Admin-
istrator on this Issue In-the promu/ga-
tion of the orlsi~ml regulations on
asbestos on April 0, 1973 (38 N~ 8820) "
is unchanged here. The demolition and
renovatio~t regulations require certain

methods of ~ontrol are required because
of the Impossibility ~t~thls thne o~ pre-
seribing and enforoin~ a11owable numeri-
cal concentrations or mass emission

’. lhnltatlozls. O~e dLffieul.ty In.prescriblng
~ ~umerical emission standard ~s the ~l-
~tive inaccuracy of asbest~s analytical
methods. Dr. Arnold Brown, testifying in
a recent court case Invcivin~ asbestos
emlssio~ [U~i~ed State~ e~ a~. v.
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Minin¢ (70. et’~L, 498 ~’.2d 107"/3, 1079, (8th
Cir. 1974) ] stated, ’~lt is reasonable to
assume an error in the cotmt of fibers
In" both water and air of at least nkae
times on the ~ side to one-ninth on
the low ~Ide:’ Ftlrth~r te~tifyin~ on the
same subject, Dr. Brown stated, "...
do not recall having been exposed to a
procedure with an error this large, and
whic]~people have seriously proposed a
number based on this very poor proce-
dure.~ Moreover,’ there is no place to
measure the total emissions f~om a
demolition or renovation operation. The
Agency has determined that violations of
the work practices-specified in the
demolition section will result In emissions
of asbestos. Considering these facts, the
prescription of work practices is not only
a legally perm~ble form of an emL~lon
standard, but also the only practical and
reasonable form.

W~s~e D/spos~L ~ number of com-
mentators questioned the relatio~ahip
between the proposed no-visible-emis-
sions requirements In the proposed
asbestos waste disposal provisions ~ud
the alternative method~ for complying
with the requirement. The following
points were fucluded In the comments:

1. Can any of a variety of waste dis-
posaI methods be used to meet the
visible-emissions limit?

2. Various other, methods of disposal
should be specified as alternatives.

3. The Inclusion of a no-visible-emis-
sions requirement in portions of the
alternative methods of compliance is a
paradox.

4." Various alterz~atives are either not
feasible or are unnecessary for some
specific waste disposal operations.

As stated in §§ 6122 (J) and (k) of the
proposed and promulgated amendments,
a requirement for affected sources that
d~pose of asbestos waste is .no visible
emissions during waste disposal opera°
tious. This provides affected sources flex-
ibility in developing and using those dis-
posal techniques most s~ltable to Individ-
ual needs. Ttie Agency recognizes that
the best available disposal methods for
some of the sources may not be capable
o£ preventing visible emL~lons during a
minor portion of some of the disposal
operations. Therefore, alternative meth-
ods of compliance that represent the best
available disposal ~nethods haye been In-
eluded in the regulations. Sources are not
requfred to use the~se methods; they may
use other methods that achieve no visible
emissions. Hpwever, ~ources may elect t~
use one of the specified alternatives.
Some of these alternatives result In no
visible emissions; others may not. For
those alternative methods that may not
be capable of preventing visible emissions
during all portions of the waste ~l~posal
process, a requirement has nevertheless
been Included that there be no visible
emissions from those portions of the
process that can achieve thls perform-
ance level The Kstlng of a pa~Icular
method of waste d~pesal as an alterna-
tive method of compliance does not
phr that the method Is universally
plicable or.that the use of the method
is neces~ry to achieve no visible emis-
siena.

Some comments questioned whether
the proposed amendments would apply
to asbestos waste d~’posal sites that were
inactivated prior to the publication of
the proposed amendments. Regulations
established under sect, ton 112 of the Act
are applicable to both ’existing source~
and new sources. The amendments cover
previously inactivated sites as v/eli as
stt~ that become inactive in the future.
However, the proposed amendments have
been revised as discussed In "Changes to ’
the Proposed Amendments" so that only
owners of sites which have been oper-
ated by asbestos mills, manufacturing
plants, and fabricating plants subject to
the asbestos standard must comply v/lth
the asbestos amendments proposed here-
In for inactive asbestos waste disposal
sites.

Several commentators suggested that
certain types of asbestos waste disposal
sites should be excluded from the pro-
posed amendments~ depending upon the
the rate at which asbestos v/aste is
posited at the site, the percauto~e of
the total waste that is asbestos, the fria-
bility of the asbestos waste, and the
tent to which the site is In active opera-
tion. These comments were conside~cd~
but no changes In the proposed amend-
ments were made as a result of the
Agency’s reevaluation. It would be
tremely difllcult to enforce regulations
that depend on the rate or asbestos con-
tent of waste deposition. Further, the
provisions promulgated herein sh~ft the
focus of the waste disposal requirement~
away from the site operator to the
erator of the waste. Because of this, the
burden of the requirements on a waste
disposal site operator who accepts only
a very small quantity of asbestos waste,
and who the cominentators desfro to
exclude from the regulations, is largely
removed.

A comment was made that the pro-
posed amendments could cause consid-
erable hardship to small users of asbestos
because some waste disposal sites may
no longer accept asbestos wastes. There
are an estimated-5,000 waste disposal
sites In the U.S. which meet the stand-
ards of a sanitar~ landfill. A properly
operated sanitary landfill complies with
the soil-covering requirements of
amendments, and therefore will he af-
fected only slightly by handling asbestos
wastes. Accordingly, the Agency believes
that small manufacturers and users of
asbestos will not encounter severe prob-
lems in complying with the amendments
for waste disposal sites..

Two commentators were concernc~t
that the proposed v/aste disposal provi-
sions would cause serious problems in
contract hauling arrangements~ and’in
the use of private landfills, mtmicipal
landfills, and waste disposal sites leased
by generators of the asbestos v/aste.
Since the ~enerator of the waste has
the direct responsibility for compliance
during the’ transport of waste and for
disposing of the ~a~e ~t apropcrly
ated disposal site, the AgencY believes:
that problems in contract hauling
rangements can be avoided if the gener-
ator ~tut~ proper waste handlh~
practices. The Agency also believC~
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the deletion £u the promulgated smend-
merits.of some o£ th~ proposed xequlre-
m~nts for_~ostlng-of wa~Ing signs wIR
rmove mRny .o£ th.~ pote_ntial Problems
that-3vere o£ concern, l~rther chauge~

¯ unnec~sa~y because they ~pose

-A ~ent ~gg~ ~t

- shoed be ~empt’ff ~e heg~have be~

s~ w~ d~ not p~d~ ~ble ~-
- ~ d~g ~e ~bse~ prdc~g.

for ~ pro~ ~ate- w~ ~-
pos~ b~a~e ~ bags s~ ~e ~

her~

~b~wo~d p~bab~ pr~de ~e ~-

out d~ com~c~dn at ~e ~o~

. con~He~ by ~ ~ e~pm~ at
a s~o~ ~.

. ~e .~ro~se~. d~on ~f "sludge
~" h~ b~ ze~ ~ ~da~ mo~

~o~ ~ ~e ~ heard by com-
b~on g~ ~e bov~ed by ~e ~d=

~p~ ~d ~ ~o~d ~ ~

. con~t of~e ~w~e. ~e ~y ave~g~
of-~u~e merc~ ~t-are not

~ b~ev~ ~t ~ added cos~
~e o~ o~ opium of ~ch so~
for ~ s~p~g ~ ~ of ~u~e

-~ not j~e~ V~fi~- ~ mere~
c~flon of ~udge ~ ~ ov&r
lon~ ~o~ of ~ ~e~er. and a

of ~600 ~ per ~y ~ de~

on a ~ ~ ~ ~u~ ~-

~er~e ~ au~o~W w~ev~
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cury concentratim~ o£ th~ ~udge hns
occurred tha~’~ould slgnlfleanfly ln-
crea~e mercury eml~lons.

revL~ion~ to procedur~ In the prol:o~ed
sludg~ testing method, ~ethod 105. The
procedttre3 were reevaluated, alld the
method ~ beer changed where nppro-
priate..The proposed section 3.1.3 of
Method 105 specified a 10 l~ereent sclu-
tion o£ stannous chloride a~ an alterna-
tive to stannous sulfate. One comment
stated that l~ was inappropriate to
quire any solution percentage. The
Agency agree~, and the requlre~nent has
been deleted. Another cen~nent sug-
gested that the requh~d use of mercuric
chloride of Bureau .of Standards purity
to p~ep’~re the mercury stock solution is
not neee~ary become the precision of
the method doe~ not de, hand ~uch purity.
The Agency agre~ with this comment,
and the method has been chan~ed to
permit the use of reagent grade mercuric
¢hlo~de. The comment’~-:as made tha~
mercuric solutions should not be pre-
pared tu plastic containers. The Agency
~ in general agreement with th~ and
~ st~te~nent to this effect t~ been added
to Method 105. Section ~LI.1 of the
method specffie~ that the, "o,. ~am-
piing .devtee~ ~ and
should be ascertained free of
amounts of mercttry:~ A m~Jor source of
mercury "contamination occum when
~ample solutions ~ud reagents come Int~
contact withmercury-contenflnated con-
tainers. A comment Indicated that ~ speo
"~LflC quantity should be stated to Indicate
how much mercury ~ considered
nlflcent." The Agency belleve~ that the
spec~tion of. an mnount of mercury
con _~tion is innppmpi:~ate because
such.an amount would be ~ dltIleult to
mev~ure. The mercury contemlnat~n of
containers can be reduced to ~u Inslg-
nmcant a~ount b~" p~operly ele~uing
such contain~ers be, fore ~e. The proposed
paragraph ~ therefore beell chaDged
to specify that sample containers shall
be properly cleaned before u~e by tins-

- ~wit~nltrlc acid, followed by rl~

_suggested that the possible Interferences
with the analysis of mercury in aludge
should be delineated and that preventa-
tive ~n ,ea~ures should be given. ~n .re-~
sponse, two zeferences In which such In-
terferences, are dlssu~ed l~ve been
"added to Method 105.

ADDrI~ONat- C0~

The ’Agency l~as determined that an
ambient air mercury concentration of I
nflcrogram per-cubic meter averaged
over a 30-d~y period will protect the
public health with an ample’margtu o~
safety, The nmxlmu~ allownble mer-
cury en~on foz sludge Incineration and
drying plants w~ ce/culat~L by u~e of
meteorological modeling techniques
lug zes~ctive d~sperslon conditions, that
would not zesult In this ambient con~en-

maximtun allowable en~n is 3200
grams of mercury per d~y..’Numerous
comments were received that quesUoned
the. methodology used to calculate this
emission lhnltation. Several comments-

qu~tioned the deri~ation o£ the~.u~enC
concenhution of 1 m~cre~n ~ cubic
meter. 30-d,~y a~ex~ge, and £udt~ted

-tha~ this. level should be~ lower. The
Agency ev’-...lfmLod these camments, bu~
deternflned th~ n~ hey: £uformatio~t’~d

commentator ~ated tha~ th~ ~estrict~e
meteorological condlflon~ ~ ~or
age sludge Incineration and dryingplants
do not repre~nt the "wors~ case" mete-

topography a~ the specific sfle mentione~

With a~nercury en~n of 3200
Per d,~V. the publtc will be protected wRh
an ample mnrgin of s~’e~ ~ the cited
facllRy. A color o£ the Agency
~o ~mment ~s avatlable for inspec-
tion at the Public Information 17~fe~u~e
Center, Room 2404 Waterside ~ 40f
M S~ W~h., D.C. 20460. ~
~"o~ of ~osludgeIncine.ration o~ ~
~acllity whe~’e the amblen|; guhteltnelevel
o£ one n~erogr, un of me~-.ry per en~c
meter. 30odOr average. ~ be ~
Whe fullowlng commenL~; staUng thaf, the
I)~olx~ed emls~or~ limit; is too
or tJ~ ad~tional b-~e~ a~e needed
b efo~e promu~8~lon ~ere ~ece.tved:

~ld~ an e~ce~lve satety tacto~ £er some
p]an~ locations.

be b~-~t on plant, size. allo~ing larger

3. The Intent, of the In’opesed amend-
ment, ~eems to be to llml~ the ~e o£ ~.~-
plants and require d~al c~ sludge
by alternative method~.

4. The xegulatlon ~een~ to be exees-
slvely stringent in order to simplify the-,
administration of the s~audar~ f~x
~p~e sources.

5. Thex¢ is~t endugh InfonnatioR
Jtl~flfy p~’omulga~ug the amendment
th~ thne; the promulgatfon ahoulK be
delayed u~tlI further stud~ are made.

~u contrast, severat comments sug-
ges~ect that the propose~t en~n limit,
was too lenient. Since the
ration. Ls reL~.~,~:I "to an amlden~ concert.-
frail’on, it, would be hmppropr~te to

¯ Concemln~ p]az¢ locaUon, it, ,wotd’d be
hnpn~at to ~peclfy a d~erent,
slon 1Lu~tai~on for each pre~e.u~ o~ future
plant Iocatlon which re.flecte.~
meteorologL~, condlti~n~. Moreover. seo-
tlon 112 0f the Act provides for a n~-
tional standard, and the A&ntn~h~tor
has se~ this standard at a Ievel
W~I prev~n[; ~ceed~ng the ~c~ecl
ambient level at nH Ioca~on~. The

clent information ~o :Justify promul~t-
h~ en~on ~,ula~ons for sludge h~-
chun-aters and no dat~ or Infonna~on
were pre~ented thnt w~uld justify ch~n~-
Ing the mercorT eJnisst~n lhnl~ of 3200

A comment w’~ mhde that the impact
o£ multiple’ sources o£ mercury
slons was not addre~ed In the deri~tlon
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of the national emission standard for
mercury. While the standard does~not
include special provisions for multiple
sources, it does p~rovide a ~large safety
f~ctor at m~nY sites and ~ provides a
measure of protection against the mul-
tiple source problem. The Agency knows
of no location where exiting multiple
~ources of mercury whi caus~ the am-
bient guideline level of one microgram
of mereu~y per cubic meter, 30-d~ aver-
~ge, to be exceeded. The Agency must
approve ~11 new construction or modifi-
cation of source~ regulated byI the
mercury standard. During the review of
such construction or modification, the
Agency will s.~ess the impact that the
new or modified sources have on the
~nbient mercury concentratio~ If the
Agency discovers a situation where a
source can cause the ~nfldeline ambient
concentration to be exceeded, the na-
tional emission standard will be reevalu-
ated. In addition, local planning agencies
have the capability to prevent multiple
source pollution problems through
proper land use planning. Who Agency
urges these local agencies to consider
the impact of multiple sources on such
problems as mercury air pollution when
making planning decislo~.

Comments were ,received that ques-
tioned whether all sludge incineration
and dryl~ pla~ts are major sources of
mercury emissions that must demon-
~trate compliance with the standard. All
of these facilities.have the potential to
emit mercury; the. amount o! mercury
that is emitted depends upon the
mercury content of the sludge and the
sludge incineration or drying rate. Ac-
cord~ly, all such facilities m~t dome
onstrate compliance with the emissio~n
limitation promulgated herein.

A comment was received that t~e
econon/ic impact of the proposed amend-
ments on some large facilities may be
large, since there m~y be few or no alter-
natives for sludge disposal. The Agency
estimates that the l~rgest mercury emis-
sion from an e.~lsting sludge incinerator
or drye~ is approximately 500 8mms per
day, which IS approximately one-sixth 0£
the maximum allowable emission. The
time period over which sludge genera-
~lon would increase in excess of six-fold
should provide sufficient lead thne for
planning an economically, feasible alter-
hate disposal .method, If It is required.
The Agency therefore does not foresee a
significant economic impact for the near
future at any~sludge incineration or
drying plant. ¯

Several comments stated that other
sources such as ore processfug plants,
mercury compound manufacturing
plants, industrial ~mste incinerators,
coal-/n’ed power plants, and rooms
painted with mercury-containing paints
should be investigated and regulated if
necessary. The Agency previously Inves-
tigated mercury emissions from nonfer-
rous smelting plants, secondary mercury
production plant,% coal-fired power
plants, and solid ~aste incineration
plant~0 and determined that these
sourc~ do not emit mercuby in such
quant|tte~ "%hs.t they a~e likely to cause
the ambient mercury concentration to

FEDERAL
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exceed one microgram per cubic meter.
"l~he Agency has regttla~t~d all sources
th~/~ may reasonably be expected to
e~use an ambient mercury concent~-
lion o~-~s much ns ~ne microgram l~r
cubic meter, 30-d~y average, However,
-the Age~-y will colltinue a Pclley of in-
vesti~ating any source of mercury that
~; has reason to believe lms the potential
to endanger the public healt~

Another comment stated that-the
Agency should give specific suggestions,
or references should be provided, for dis-
.~x~ing of mercury-containing sludges on
laud Jn a manner %hat would .protect
w~ter resources. The Agency’s Ofl~ce of
W~ter and ~ardous l~teriais is pre-
psring teahnlcal publications on various
alternatives for fzhe disposal of ~ludges,
and such z~ateria]s should be available
in the near future.       .

Several comments were made 6n the
mercury collection efficiency of water
scrubbers. One commentator suggested
that the _mere.urn, cell .ec~on.em.ci.e.ncy
individual w~rer ~crub~ers enotuu 9e as-
sumed, to be zero fo~ purpose~ of deter-
mining compliance, until-
proyen othe~rise. ~nother commentator
stated that the proposed sludge sampling
m~thod should ~ke into account the
amount of mercury %ha~ would be col-
~e~tsd by a ~crubber. The Agency ha.9
termtned ~hat the requirements of the
standard are adequate. No credit for
mercury removed by water ~crubbers is
allowed when compliance Js determined
by sludge a~mpling ~nd analysis; how°
ever, ff the mercury stack measurement
method is used to determine compl~ance,
only the amount of mercury, emitted
~he out, de air is meamEed and any mer-
cury.collection by the system is taken
into account. The A~ency has determined
that ~ludge sampling and’ana~sis can
be used as an alternative method to
lorraine maximum, mercury "emissions,
because it ~s sufllciently .acqurate. The
method is also inexpensive when com-
pared ~o a complete stack

The following comments ~ere received
which ~ggested change~ t~ Method 105
for slu. dge sampling:

I. A 5 percent potassimn permanganate
solution is difficult %o prepare, and a
saturated soluUon should be required.

2. Potassium permanganate should be
used %o stabilize mercury solutions.

3. Hy&~xylamine hydroch~oride can
be used in place of the uncommon s~lt
sodium chleride-hydroxylamine ’~mif~te
~) reduce e.x.¢ess potassium permanga-
nate.-
¯ Solutions .of 5 percent potassium per-

manganato can be prepared at room
q~nperaf~u~. The Agency ]~as no experl-

%o-g0abll~e mercury solutions, and has
mo~ used hydros]amine hydrochloride
Ix) reduce excess potassium
hate. The method has proved to be sat-
isfaotory without �he use of the suggested
reagents. The Agency believes ~hat ~he
sugge~k~l changes are not necessary and
~he method has not been revised to
commoda~ these sngge~tious.

~0audards ~or hazardous a~ polluf~n~
approved for proposal ~fter October 14,
19~4. The amendmenf~ ~ecommendcd for
promulgation were ttpproved for proposal
prior %o this date, ~nd ~n environmental.
impact statement has not been profited.
The environmental hnpaot of the stand
ards has been o.ssessed, however, and is
discussed in the baokl~ound infoma-
lion document (EPA-450/~.-~4-00[ht) for
�he proposed s~rds and ht ~ho pro-
antble (39 ~ 38064) to ~he proposed

The energy hn~act resulting from tho
control of asbestos waste disposal opera-
tJons at asbestos emission sources and at
waste disposal sites is expected to be in-
rJgnificent since this waste is hlroady
lected and deposited at waste disposal
sltes. Only a relatlvely small quantity of
additional waste material is generated as
a result of better control of part~oulato
emissions from manufaoturing~nd fab-
rication sources covered by the etandard,
The major energy impact of the amend-
ments is that resulting from the opera-
tlon of fabric filtration devices at manu-
facturing and fabrlcatlon plants. It is
estimated that approximately I~0 bag-
houses of 1000 acfm capacity wRl bo
qulred to comply with the amendmonts.
The operation of these control dovMes
will require the consumption of 2,5
llon kl]owatt hours per year, Wideh is
equivalent tO 3900 barrels per year of
Number 6 fuel ell at the power gonerat-
ing station. The energy hnpact re.~ultln~
from the NF...qHAPS amendment is small
and Is Justified by the increased control
of asbestos endssions.

There Is no energy Impact that results
from the regulation o! m~rcury omL~slons
from sludge incinerators and dryer~,

Effective uPOn promulgation.

(See, 112 and I14 of th~CI~aIt Air A0t~ ~

Dat~h October 3, 19~5.

Actin~ Adm4nl~trator.
Part 61 of Chapter ~, Title 40 of th0

Code of Federal Regulations is am01~d0d
as ~oliows:

1. The table of sections is amended n9
follows:                           ,

Subpart A--General Provisions

, J~bl~tos

S:bpari’~2Natlon.l L,s,lon ~t.ndard ~,
M~rcu~y

61. Sludg s~mpling.
61.55 Emission monitoring.

Method 105~Method for determination of
Environmental impact st~ment~ . mercury In. wnstewator treatment
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~.; ~he authority ~tat~on at the end
of the table of sections for ~arb 61

=~ =revVed ~ ~e~ ~ f~o~: ~
- A~o~: ~. II~ ~d lla oI the

~ ~ ~" ~ended by ~ 4(~) of ~b. L.

j~9). - "-

~ub~a~A~e~eml

~h~ (c), ~d ad~g
(d).. ~e ~e~ed ~d added

~ 6L~. So.re t~t’and a~lyt[~I meth-

:-.~pprov~ - of ~ - ~s~ve mescal
~d ~d~’p~ (a), ~) or
(~ of ~ s~o~ ~e ~e ~t r~
~ ~ ~flve me~od do nob ade-

comp~ce-~ a s~, ~e
~r ~ r~e ~e" ~e of ~e

-~ef~ence ~od or.i~

~ ~p~ ~ here~ approved by ~e
~r ~-~. ~ve me~od for

~. ~ A ~ew ~61.1~ ~ ~ded to ~bpar~ A

~ ~.~ ~vcn~on.

~p~nt~ proc~ or me~, ~e ~e of
w~ ~nc~ ~ ~on w~ w~d
o~e co~ a ~o~on of an

. ~clud~, but ~ not ~d~, ~ ~e~

~v[~t a ~is~ble emtr~ons standard, and
the piecemeal carryLug out of ~u opera-
tion to avoid coverage by k standard that
applies on~v to operations larger than
spee~ed size. .                  :

Subpart B---NaUoz~al’E~zissio~. S~andard
for Asbestos

~-" 5. Sec~on 61~i is ~nend~d by
pamg-c~,ph "(J) and adding p~ragraphs

- (k), a), (m), (n), (o), (p)
(t), (u), (v), and (w). The revised and
~de~ p~.r.a. ~Tap]:~s :re~d ~ follows:
§ 51£L :~o~.    - _

-- (D "Demolition" means ~e g’
or tak~g out of any

" n~ter~a~: ,
(k) ’W1"~a~le asl~estos material" means
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tlons ~n wh~ch-~load-~zppot~dng sLruc-
~ m~ ~e ~k~ or ~ ou~
~e ~ud~

~ ’~ r~ovaflon" m~ a
renova~on op~ffo~ or ~ n~ 0f

~ude~ ~d~ ~ n~ of ~ op-
e~flo~ ~ be pr~c~ ~ ~ d~g

~e~enc~

r~ow~on opem~n ~ ~ ~m
sudd~ ~~ ev~ ~d ~ not

~ by non-mut~e f~ ot ~p-
m~t ~e ~ud~

(p) "Ade~ we~d" m~s
fl~t~ ~ed or co~ ~ ~ or
an aqu~ solution ~ p~vcn~
~o~.

(q) ~~’ men~ ~g out ~l-
able ~ ma~ ~ ~ ~gto
or ~eP~f ~ pl~, duct~ ~U~,
¯ ~r, ~b~e, f~e, or
m~ from ~ b~g,
fac~, or ~o~

(r) "S~pp~~ m~ ~g
able ~b~s ~ ~ for
~on or ~p~ l~m ~,pl~, duc~

~p~on of p~ at ~ ~t~
"~or ~e ~on or ~m~on

m~ a~ ~ ~ or ~on

~ ~ m~ ~ not be
i~ ~d wh~e ~e ~f~ ~ not
~b~y v~c~ ~c."

(u) "Ac~ve w~ ~ ~’~ me~

slte.

w~ moor v~ ~ ~clu~K,
but not ~ ~, ~ghwgys,

~e~l~ ~b~s nnd ~ ~cm~ bY
a so~ ~bJ~t ~ ~e p~o~ of

control devico-~mbesto~ wnsteo frt~ble ~:structur~ member ~nd ~ related re-- "bastes waste materf~l, nnd bags or con-
mov~ug.or sti-lppLug-of friable ~bestos tzlner~ that previously contained corn-

- any zn~t, erial that contains’more than 1
¯ percent-asbestos by weiF~ht aud that can
be crumbled, pulverized, or ~duced to
powder, when .dry, by hand pressure.

(I) "Control de~ico asbestos waste"

. matef~d-thkt is collected in a pollution

- - (m) .’-~e~vation" means the remov-
lug or s~lppfug b~ friable ~sbe~tos mate-
r~l uged to h~ulate or fireproof any

¯ pip.e,:duct, belier, f~uk~ reactor, turblne,.
fmm~e~ or ~ctltral member. Opera-

merch~l ~sbestos.
6. Section 61.~2 is ~mended by om~ud-

Lug paragraphs (c) and (e), revising
paragraphs Co). (d), (f). nnd (g) find
adding paragraphs (h), (l)o (J), (k), ~nd
(D. The revised and added paragrnphs

- (b) Ro~wa~s: Thosurf~cLugofroad-
wa~s with ~bcstos tafl~, gs or with as-

ated by ~ ~ourcc mbJect to
(c), (d), (e) or (h) of th~ ~cction i~

48299
prohtblk~d, excep~ for t~mporary
v~ys on ~ ~ of ~ ~e de~.
~e dep~flon of ~ ~ or ~-.
b~-~n~ w~ on.~s
~v~ ~ ~ow or ice ~ ~de~d

cep~ ~ pm~d~ ~ ~ph

o~ ~m ~ b~ or ~e
W~ ~ op~Oo~ ~e condu~

(10) ~e ~~e

(11) ~e m~ac~ of ~ con-
c~te.

opp~ ~ ~ o~ or o~
d~o~on or ~ova~on o~on who

~ fo~ dw~ ~), ~,

~ep~ ~ ~d~ ~ ~~ (~ (1)
of ~ s~; or who ~t~
V~ ~ ~o~..co~. or

b~ ~ ~e s~p~ ~ ~ov~,
~ morn ~ 15 e~ me~ (c~. 160,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~p~ ~ du~

(1) ~ ~e o~ or op~tor

~f ~ ~ d~o~ed ~ l~ ~ 80

leo sq~e~) ~ ~

(9) ~e no~onz~ of
~ph ~ (1) ~ ~ me~

of O~o~on ~d ~ ~ude ~e
fo~on ~ by ~ph (~ (~)

~o~n~on ~ by ~p~
(9) (~), (~). (~), (~, ~ ~), ~d

~o~t of ~ble ~
for ~on ~d ~pr~

(2) ~t~ noOce of
mo~ or ~o~ s~ ~ prodded to

"tot o~ ~e d~o~on or ~on
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]t~ioxx, or as early as possible prior to
commencement o£ emergenc~ demolition
subject to paragrap1~ (d) (6) of this sec-
tion, and as early as po~ible prior to
commencement of renovation. Such no-
tice shall £nclude the following informa-
tion:

(l) Name of owner or operator.
(~i) Address of owner or operator.
(fli) Description of the building, struc-

tuX. e, facility, or in~tall~tion to be de=
mol~hed or renovated, tncludin~ the
~tze, age, and prior use of the structure,
and the approximate amount of friable.
asbestos material used for insulation and
fireproofing,

(iv) Address or location of the build-
ing, structure, facllRy, or iusta]lation.

(v) Scheduled starth~ and comple=
tlon dates of demolll~on or reno~atio.n.

(vi) Nature of planned demolition or
~enovatton ~nd method(s) to be

(vii) Procedures to be employe~ to
meet the requirement~ of this paragraph
and paragraph (D of ~ section.

(rift) The name and address or
tion o! the waste d~pesal site where the
friable ~bestos waste will be deposited.

(ix) Name, title, and authority of the
State or local governmental represauta-
ttve who tins ordered a demolition which
L~ subject "60 pa~graph (d)(6) of

<3)(D For pu~oses’of determining
whether a planned renovating opera, on
constitutes~ a renovation within the
meaning of this paragmp~h,~ the amoun~
of friable asbestos material to be
moved or stripped shall be:

(A) For planned renovating bpera-
rices involving tndlvidual~ non-schedo
uled operations, the additive amount
frla~)]e ~bestos materi~l that can be pre-
dlcted ~ be removed or stripped at a
source over the maximum period of tlme
for which a prediction can be made. The
period shall be not less time 30 days and
not longer thanvne year.

(B) For each planned renovating
eratton not covered by paragraph (d) (3)
(i) (A), the toted mnount of ~riable
testes material that can be.predicted
wlll ~e removed ~r stripped ~t a source.

(ID For purposes of ,determlu~ng
whether an emergency renovatln~
eratton ~ensWcutes a renowtlon within.
the meanin~ of this l~aragraph, the
~mount of friable ~sbeatos material to
be removed or stripped sh~ll be the total
amount of friable asbestos material that
wlll be removed or stripped as a result
of the sudden, unexpected event that
necessitated the ~en~vatton.

(4) "I~ne following procedures shall "be
used ~o prevent emissions of pax~leulate
asbestos material to outside air:

(l) :Friable asbestos mat~rlals; used
to insulate or fireproof any pipe, duct,

¯ boiler, tank, reactor, turbine, ~urnace,
or structural member, shall be removed
from any building,’ s~cture, facility, or
installation ~ubJect to this :paragraplL
~uch removal shall occur before-wreck-
in~ ~or dlsmantlin~ of any portion of
sucl~.~ulldin~, ~tructure, facility., or
sta]lation that would break ~p the frl-
able asbestos materials and before

RULES AND REGULATIONS

wreekin~ or dJsmantKu~ of ~ny other

clude ~ ~ ~ ma~ for ~b-
s~t remov~ R~ov~ of f~able
~b~s ~ ~ for ~aflon
or ~epro~g of ~ p]~, d~t, or
s~c~ memb~ w~ a~ enc~ed
~on~e~ or o~ s~ s~ct~ ma-
~ ~ not r~ prior ~ .d~o~-
floe, but m~ ma~ sha~ be ade-
qua~ we~d ~henever exceed d~-
~ de~o~
~ ~) ~able ~b~s mate~a~ ~ed
~ ~ate or ~eproof p~p~, duc~,
betel, ~, reacts, ~b~, f~-
~c~, or stmc~ m~bers
~e~a~ we~d d~g s~pp~g,
cept ~ p~ded-~ p~a~p~ (d)(4)
(iv), (d) (4) (~) or (d) (4)
s~tio~

ac~, ~b~, f~ac~, or s~ct~
m~be~ ~at are ~a~d or ~e=
p~fed ~th ~ble ~b~t~
~ be ~ out of a~
~e, ~a~ty, or ~Ha~on mbJect

"~ p~aph ~ ~ or ~ s~tto~
prodded ~ f~ble ~b~s ma~a~
ex~sed d~g cu~g or ~jo~ are
~ua~ ~ d~ ~e cu~
or ~jo~ op~a~on. Such
sha~ not. be ~opp~ or .~o~ to ~e
,~o~d, but sha~ be ~ lowered
~ ~o~d level.

(iv) ~e s~pp~g of ~able ~b~tos
ma~ri~ meal ~ ~ate or ~eproof
any pipe, duct, ~er, ~, ~eac~r,
b~e, ~ce, or s~ct~ member ~at
~s be~ r~ov~ ~ a ~t or ~ sec~o~
~ pro~d~ ~ par~ph (d) (4) (~) of
-~ sec~on sha~ be peffo~ed ~ ac-
’~’~th para~aph (d) (4) (~) of
t~ s~o~ Rather t~ comp~
t~ we~g requ~t, a lo~1
~a~on and co~ec~on syst~ may
be ~ed to ~v~ ~o~ ~ the out-
side ~. Such lo~ e~a~t ventfla~on
~yst~ sha~ be d~ed and opera~d
~ cap~ ~e ~b~s p~c~ mat-
ter proguced by .~e stripp~g of f~able
~b~s ~d~. ~ere ~ be no
~ible ~o~ ~ ~e ou~de a~ from
such loc~ e~a~t v~ation ~d col-
1ec~on ~s~ ~cept.
pam~ph (D of ~.secflon.

have ~e~ r~oved or
’ade~ wetted ~ e~e ~at
ma~ r~ wet d~
~ s~g~ ~ d~o~on or r~ova~on
and r~d ~ opemflo~. Such
ma~ ~aH not be d~opped or ~o~
~ ~e ~und or ~lower floor. Su~ ma-
te~ ~at have be~ r~oved or
s~pped m~rv ~ 50 feet abov.e
~d 1eyel, ~xcep~ m~e ~a~

tm~d ~ ~e ~o~d ~a d~t-ti~t
chu~ or cent~e~.

(vl) ~eept ~ sp~ed~elow,
~ r~en~ ~ ~ pam~h
~pend~ wh~ ~e ~pem~e at
~t of wet~ ~ b~ow O’C
~en f~a~]e ~s ~]a~ ~e not
.we~ due ~ fre~ ~pera~, ~ch
mat~ on plp~, duc~, bo~, ~,
~, ~b~, f~c~, or ~c~al

members shall, to the maximUm extent
possible, be removed as units or in sec-
tions prior to wrecking. In no ca~o shah
the requirements of paragraphs (d)(4)
(iv) or (d)(Q (v) be suspended duo to
~reez~ng temperaturez. ’.

(vii) For renovation operation~0 loea~
exhaust ventilation and coilection
terns may be ~sed, instead o~ wett~ ~
specified in paragraph (d) (4) (ID0 to pro-
vent erosions o~ particulate asbesto~
material to outside air ~vhen damage to
e~ulpment resulting from the wetting
~muld be ~mavoidable. Upon ~equest and
supply of adequate information, the Ad-
ministrator ~ determine whether dam-
age to equipment resulting teem wetting
to comply with the provisious of ~ par-
agraph would be unavoidable. SU0h 10cal
exhaust ventilation systen~ ehal~ be
signed and operated to capture the asbe,-
~os particulate matter ~rodueed by the
stripping and removal of friable asbestos
material. There shall be no visible en~-
sloes to the outside air from such local
exhaust ventilation and collection
tems, except ~s provided in paragraph
(D of this section.

(5) Sources subject to t~is paragraph
are exempt from the" requirements of
§§ 61.05(a), 61.0~, and 61.09.

¯ (6) The demolition of abullding,
ture, facility, or installation, pursuau~ %o
an order of an authorized representative
o~ a State or local governmental agency,
L~ued because that building is structur-
ally unsound an~t in danger of imminent
collapse is exempt from all but the
lowing requirements of paragraph (d) of
this section:

(i) The notification requirements
ifled by paragraph (d) (~) of this eectton~
’ (ii) The requirements on stripping of.

friable asbestes materials from px~VlouslY
removed units or sections as specified in
paragraph (d) (4) (~v) of this ~ection;

(lid The wetting, as specified by
graph (d) (4) (v) of this section, of fri-
able asbcsto.~ materiais that have been
removed or stripped;

(iv) The portion of the structure being
demolished that contains friable asbes-
tos materials shall be adequately wetted
during the wrecking operation.

(2) Any owner or operator who
tends to spray asbestos materials which
contain more than 1 percent asbestos on
a dry weight basis to insulate or’fireproof
equipment and machinery shall report
such intention to the Administrator at
least 20 days prior to the commencement
of the spra~ying operation. Such report
shall include the following information:

(f) Rather than meet the no-’;isible-
emi~lon requirements as specified by
paragraphs (a), (¢), (d), (e), (h), (J)
and (k) of this section~ an owner or
crater may elect to use the methods
ified by § 61~,3 to clean emissions con-
raining particulate asbestos material be-
fore such emissions escape to, or are
vented to, th~ outsid~ air.

(g) Where the presence of uncombined
water ~s the ~ole reason for failure to
meet the noovislh]e-cmisslon ~cquiro-
~nent of paragraphs (a), (c), (d), (o)
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.~), (j), or (k) of ~ section,’such fa~l-
ure shall not be a v~o/stion of such ends-
S~on re’quirement~. -

-- (b3 ~.brlcs.ting: -Ther~ shall be no
visible-emissions to "the outside air,

- _ ’- -cept as provided hl 1oarag~aph if) of th~s
section, from any of the .fS]lowing

or from any building or stzuctu~e in
" - ~hich-such operations a~e conducted.

- (1) The fabrication.o.f cement butlding
. products.

(2) The fabrica/~on ~)f friction prod-
; ucts,.except those operations that prl-
¯ marily i~tall asbestos friction mater/als

on motbr vehicles. "
(3) The~abric~t~o~/o~_cement or

- cate ~oard ~or vent~t~on hoods; ovens;
e.lectr/cal panels; laboratory furniture;
bulkheads, partitions and’ceillngs ~or
~ine_co,z~_.truction;.and flow control

’ devices ~or the molten metal
----(D Iusulattn~: )/folded insul~tin~

torh~ls which are friable and wet-applied
lnsul~t~ m~te~Ials wl~ch are friable

- after dry~,in~talled after the effective
..da~ o~ t~he.~ feStOons, sha~1_ contain
no c~mmercJal asbestos, The_ provisions
of ~ paragraph do not zpp~ to

¯ latin~ n~terials which are spray applied;
such .msteria.]s are regulated unde~

¯ § 6122(e).          " "      .
- (j) Waste disposal for manufacturing,
fabricating, demolition, renovation and

spraying operations: Tl~e owner or op-
erator of any source covered under the
provisiohs of paxagraphs. (c~, (d),

¯ -or (h) of ~ section shall mee~the fol-
¯ - lowing~tandarc~:

(1) There shall be~o visible errdsslo~s
.to .the.outslde air, except as provided in
paragraph (j)(3)’o.f th~ ~ectlo~n, dur-
ing-the collection; processing, including

- in "c4neration; packaging; tra~Porting;
or deposition of z.ny asbes~osocOntalnlng
waste material ~vtdch ~s generated by¯
such source.      - -

- (2) All-asbestos-~ontal~Ing waste ma-
. ter~al s1~ll .be de~os~te--d at waste dls-

" - posit sites which are o1~e~ted in accord-
~nce with ~ne provisions of § 61.25.

~3) Rather than meet the re~luirement
of paragraph (j)(1) of this ~eetion, an

. owne.r or .bperator may "elect to use
¯ either o~ the disposal metheds specified
¯ under (j) (3) el) and (fl) of this section,

or an alternative disposal method which
"Ires received prior approval b~ the
mtntstrator: " " ~ "
¯ -.(i)" Treatment of- asbestos:containing

." waste material with water.:
¯ ~ CA) C~htrol de.vi~e asUestos waste shall
be thorbughly ~ixed with w~ter into
slurry and other asbestos-contalning
waste material shall b~ adequately
wcttec~’ Ther8 "slmll be no Vislble .emls-

RULES AND REGULATIONS

slmlt be t~eled Mth ~ ~mrz~, ~ ]~bel
that states:

Cavour

Contah~ Asbe~to~
Avokt ~e~g or Br~g ~n~

bY Oecup~0~ ~e~ ~d
S~n~ of the Dep~t of ~bor,

93s(~) (2) ~)

p~e~ or ~er ~ap~ an~ deported

~ ~cor~ce ~th the p~lo~

~) ¢~e ~ be no v~ble

specked ~ ps~pb (D o~ t~ sec~o~

~ was~ ma~d~ ~ nPp~
demo~tlon ~d renovation op~o~
covered by p~ph (~ of ~ sec-
~on ~ud~ o~ ~Inble ~b~tos ~te
and con~ol de~ce ~b~s

The o~er "or opem~r of ~ ~ce
cov~ed ~der the pro~o~ of p~-
~ph (~) of t~ section ~ meet the
foHo~g

sio~ ~ ~e ou~Ide ak, ~xcept ~ pro-

d~ the coHec~on, pmc~, .pack-
a~, ~o~ or Cepml~on

(2) ~ ~b~s-con~ w~ ma-
~ s~ be depend
~pos~ si~ w~ch ~e opted ~ ac-
cord~ce ~th t~ pro~lo~ of [ 61~5.

(3) ~t~ m~t the

o~er or ophir m~ ~cot ~ meet
the foliowh~; requirements in para~
graphs (10 (3) (3) and (ID, or use an
alternative disposal method ~vhlch- has
received prior approval by the Admln-
Lstrator:
¯ (1) Tl~ere slm]l be no ~r~ble emissions
to the out,de air from th.e transfer of
control de, ice asbestos waste to the
railings conveyor, except a~. provided ht
paragraph (f) of this section. Such waste
shall.be ~ubsequently processed either
as specified~in paragraph (k) (3) (iD of
this section or as specified lu paragraph
(j) (3) of th~ section.

sions to ~ne outside air from ~e collec- (ll) All asbestos-containl~g waste
"t~on,.mixi~ snd wetth~ Ol~mtions, ex- .material sh~l be adequately mixed, with
cep~ as provided in paragraph (f) of th~ _ ,~ wettln~ a|;en~ recommended bY the
section. - " " manufacturer of the agent to e~cotively

(~) After wetting, all asbestos-con- wet dust and’railings, prior to deposition
taini~g waste.material "shall be sealed at s waste d~sposal site. Stlch agent shall
into le~k-flght containers while ~et, a~d be used as recommended for the pattie-
such containers shsli,~be, deposited st ular dust.by the manufacturer of the
waste.E]sPosal sites wh/chare operated- agent. There shall be no discharge of
in accordance with the .~prov~iens of visible emissions to thb’outside air from
§ 61.25. - the wetMng operation except ns specified

(~ The eont~iuers spec’ified., under in paragraph (D of this section. ~Vetting
pa~rsph (j) (3) (i)¯CS) of tlfis ~ection r~y be suspended when the ambient

Ie~s th~u--9~5°C (c~. 15~).’~ne amt~ent

~ ap~pHa~ m~~ me~od

~ ~e p~od ~ab ~e option
we~ ~s~ ~ ~d~, ~ o~
~ ~p~e m~~ ~ be
~ at the so~ce for s ~
~o y~ ~d ~de ~able for
flonby ~eA~~r.

~ ~e o~ of ~ ~c~ve

ma~ produced by ~ ~

s~d~: ,

~ ~e outdo ~ from ~ ~cflve
~o~ ~{8 ~bJ~ ~ ~
~c~ ~ pro~d~ ~ p~ph ~ (5)
o~ ~ ~Mo~

at ~ ~ces, ~d ~ ~ ~p~

con~g w~e ma~ ~ d~t~

of ~ sec~ ~ ~ ~e p~ed

~ ~ ~d ~e Ieg~ ~e ~g
~ ~ed by ~ p~ph
co~o~ ~o ~e r~~ of 20" x 1~’"

~ ~ ~y ~e foHo~ legend
~ ~e low~ p~, ~ le~ ~es ~d

~ ~o~ ~te ~

_ ~o~o~

14 Po~ Go~

equ~ ~ ~e h~t of the ~p~
~o ~.

(3) ~e p~et~ o~e ~te ~
f~�~ ~ ¯ ~ adore to det~
ncc~ by ~e g~ ~b~c, ~e~
~ed ~ p~ph ~(4) or
s~on.

(~) W~~ ~d f~c~g ~ no~

~p~ (1) (5) ~) or (fl) of ~ ~c-
flon ~ me~ or ~h~ s ~ ~
ad~t~ det~ acc~ by ~e’~

pmpfln~ ~o~nflon, "~
~ ~ det~e ~he~ s f~ or

of p~ph (I) (1) of ~ s~,
o~ ~ ~t ~ m~ ~e ~
m~ of ~ ~~ or ~ ~e
~t~ve con~l me~d for ~o~
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ha received ,prlor, approval by
Administrator.

(i) The ~sbesto~-contah~g

15 cen~e~e~ (~ 6"~ch~) of ~m-
p~d non-~b~s-con~g ma~-
r~ ~d a co~r of vege~on s~ be
~o~ ~ m~ ~ ~e a~ ade-
q~te ~ preyer ~s~e of the ~bcs-
~s-cont~ ~ ~; or

(fl) ~e ~b~-~n~g
~te~ sh~ be cov~ed ~ at le~t 60

non-~stos-con~g ma~
~ed ~ p~vent ~s~e of
~b~s-co~g w~; or

for ~b~s ~s, a r~o~ or

effec~v~ b~ d~t ~d ~o~. ~d
erosion s~ ~ app~ Such ~ent
b~ ~ ~ r~o~end~ for ~e
~ ~b~s ~ by ~e d~t sup-
pre~Jon a~ent m~e~. O~
eq~ ~ecflve d~t suppr~lon
~ ~ ~ ~n p~or apP~ by
A~~r. For p~s~ o~ ~
~aph, ~ c~se off ~ not con-
s~dered a d~t ~uppr~lon agent.

% ~e fl~ son.nee ~ ~ 61.23
Wed ~
~ 61.23
If ~-cle~g ~ ~ec~d, ~ pe~t~d

by J~ 61.2~(f) ~d 61.22(d) (4) (Iv), ~e
requ~en~ of ~ set,on m~t be met.

~ed ~ ~d~a~d ~ p~ph (e)
and new ~ra~phs (c) and (d)
added ~ fogo~:

(C~ ~r ~ mbJec~’~ ~ 61~2(j).
and 61.22(k) :

(1) A brief d~ption of each proc~
that genera~ ~b~s-co~
~rial.

(2) The average w~ght of ~s~
con~n~ w~te ~rl~ ~posed of,

(3) ~e e~on c~n~ol me~o~
~ed In a~ stag~ ~f w~te ~po~ .

(4) The type o~ ~sal ~ or ~c~-
oration site ~ed for ~t~a~ ~po~,
the ~me of ~e ~l~ opera~r.-~d the
name ~d lo~tion of ~e ~p~al

(d) For ~ subJ~t ~ ~ 61~2~) :
" (1) A brief d~crlp~on of ~e ~te.

(2) The me~od or me~ods ~ed
comply with ~e s~nd~d, or
procedur~ ~ be ~ed.

(e) Such ~o~mation ~ ac~m-
pa~ ~e ~o~a~on-re~ed by ~ 61.10.
The i~o~atton d~cribcd ~-t~ section
sha~ be repor~d ~g ~e fo~at of
Appendix ~ of ~
~ 9. A new ~ect~on 61.~5 Is added ~

~ order to be an accep~ble site for
d~posal o~ ~b~s-con~g
ma~l ~d~ ~ 61~ (j) ~d ~),
active ~ ~s~ sI~ s~ meet ~e
re~u~remen~ of ~ section.

(a) T~re ~ be no.v~ble
~o the ou~ld~k from ~y hcflve

RULES ~ND REGULATIONS"

w~te rnat, erlal has beer, ~e~o~ exce~
. ~ ~ro~e~ ~ ~~ (e) o~
~ec~o~-

~) W~K ~ s~ be ~played
at a~ en~c~, ~d ~o~ ~e ~roper~
~e ~f ~e sl~ or ~ong ~e pe~et~ of

con~ w~ ~ ~ deposit,
at ~ of 100 m (c~ 230 ft) or l~s _
~cept ~ sp~ed ~ p~aph (~ of
~ secflo~ Si~ ~be posed
a ~er ~d lo~flon ~at a pe~ may
e~ z~d ~e leg~ ~e
~ zeq~ed by ~ p~a~ph
co~o~ to ~e req~en~ of 20" x 14"
up~ght fo~t ~ spewed ~ 29
1910.145(~ (4) ~d ~ p~a~aph. ~e

~ the low~ pan~, ~ letter ~ ~d
s~l~ of a ~i~ty at le~t equ~
~e spewed ~ t~ ~ara~aph.

~s w~ D~ s~
~ Not ~a~ ~t
Brea~g ~b~

1" Sa~ ~rff, ~tMc or Block
~’" S~ ~e~, Got~c or Block

14 ~o~t ~t~c
Spac~ b~ween l~ ~h~ be at l~t
eq~ ~ ~e height of ~e ~r of

. (c) ~e per~c~r of ~e ~I ~i~
shah be fenc~ ~ order ~ ad~
de~ ~ ~ .the genemI Dub~c ~cept
~ sp~ed In p~a~ph (d)
s~o~

(d) Wang ~ and f~ are
not req~ wh~ ~e req~en~ of
p~ph (e)(Z) of ~ s~Mon are
me~ or where a ~ ~er ade-
q~y de~ ~c~ ~ ~e gen~
P~ U~n ~u~t ~d ~pp~ of

~r.~ defoe whe~ a f~ce or a-
~ b~er ad~ detem
~ ~e ge~ pu~
" {e) ~ ~ ~t ~e ~e-
merit of p~ph (a) of ~ section, an
o~ or opem~r may el~t ~ m~t
~e r~emen~ of p~ph (e) (1) or
(e) (2) of ~ sec~o~ or ~y ~e
~ma~ve cofi~ol meth~ for
f~m acflYe w~ ~po~ ~ ~ch
h~ r~[ved p~or approv~ by the
A~~r.

(l) At ~e end of e~oh opera~ day,
or at ]~t once eve~ 24-ho~

~ ~-con~ ~s~ mat~
w~ch ~ dep~i~d at ~e ~ d~g
~e o~g day or p~o~
~d ~ b~ cove~ ~th at le~ 15
cen~e~m (ca. 6 ~ch~) oI comp~d
.non-~b~-con~g ma~.

~) At ~e ~d of ~ch op~t~g da~,
or at ]~t once eve~ 24-ho~

op~flo~ ~e ~s-con~g
~ ~ch was de~i~ at ~e site
~ t~e op~I day or ~re~o~ ~4-

~on ~t ~ch eff~tivc~ b~ d~

aud cobtrol~ ~ud erosion, Buch a~on~
shall ~ ~ed ~ ~co~endcd for ~o
pa~ic~ d~t by ~e d~t suppr~Mon
~ent ~t~er. O~er ~ua~y
~flve d~t suppre~lon a~ ma~
~ed u~n p~o~ ~pp~val by ~e Adm~-
~tm~r. ~or p~ of t~ pa~ph,
~ cra~c~9 o~ ~ not co~id~rcd a
d~ suppr~lon

Subpa~ E~Natlon~l Emission Standard
for Mercu~

10. ~c~o~ 6L50 ~ ~v~ ~ xe~d
~o~o~: -       "

~e pro~o~ o~ ~b sub~ s~o

pr~ m~u~ ore ~ £ecove£

~o~e 8~ sad ~ me~
~d ~c~ or ~ w~wa~ treat-
~ent.pl~t sl~e.

11. Section 61.51 ~ ~cnded by adding

~ 61.51

(D "Slu~e" mea~ ~ud~¢ ~roduccd by
a trident ~t ~ ~
~al or ~d~t~al ~

~ ~ ~uce th~ m~e con~n~
~lud~e b~ hea~ ~ ~m~

tion g~.
12. Sec~on 61.52 ]~ revved ~o re~d ~.

(a) ~o~ ~ ~e a~osphero from
merc~ ore pr~g f~ nnd
merc~ ce~ c~or-~ pla~ shall ~o~
exc~d ~300 ~ of merc~ per
~o~ p~od,

(b) E~sio~ ~ ~e atmosphere f~om
~udge ~c~eration pl~ ~u~o d~ng
plan~, or ~ comb~a~on oP ~ tha~
~r~ wastewa~r ~atment
sludg~ sha~ not exceed 3200 ~mm9 of
me~ per 24~ho~ pe~od.

13. Sec~on 6~#3 ~ ~cndcd by add~g

(d) Bludme ~+~a~on ~nd d~in~

(1) U~e~ a waiver of e~lon ~n9

op~a~r of a so,co subject ~ tho s~nd~
ard ~ ~ 61.52~) sha~ ~st e~Io~
that so~ce. Su~ ~s~ ~ be conducted
~ ~cordance wtth ~e proced~s
~or~ either In ~aro~aph (d) of
section or ~ ~ 61.54.

(2) Method 101 ~ App~d~ B t0
pa~ ~a~-be us~ to ~s~ c~lon9

(D ~e ~st sha~ be performed within
90 days of the eflec~vc dntc of th~o
re~aflo~ in the case of ~ existing
source or a new so~e which h~s an
t~tial~tar~p date preceding the offcc~
tire da~.

90 days of s~p ~ ~e c~e of a now
~o~ce w~ch did not have an ~ltlnl
~ta~up da~ prcce~ng the effective dato,
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(3)" The Adm~ist~,ztor shall be
fled at least 30 d~ys prior ~ ~ ~on
~t~ so ~t he may at ~ option obs~e

. (~ S~pI~ ~ be ~ken over such
a ~e~od or pe~ ~ are ~ec~
de~e ~c~ ~e m~
e~o~ w~ch ~ occ~ ~ a 24-ho~
~. No ~ ~ be ~e
o~a~on w~ch wo~d po~n~
cr~e ~ ’a~ve ~e level de~r-
~ by ~e most ~nt s~k ~
~ ~e~ew ~on ~v~ ~ be~
~ by ~c~on ~ ~e ~ re-
po~ ~ ~e A~~r.

(5) ~ ~m~l~ ~ be ~d, and
mer~ ~o~ s~ be de~d
~ 30 ~ ~ ~e s~ck ~t. E~h
de~on s~ be repo~
A~~r by a ze~ed ]e~

RULES AND REGULATIONS

(2) The maximum 24ohour period
sludge tneineration or drying rate shall
be determined by use of a flow rate meas-
urement device that can measure the
mass rate" of sludge charged to the
clnerator or dryer with an accuracy of
±5 percent over Its operating Dingo.
Other methods of measuring sludge ma.~s
charging r~tes may be used if they have
received prior approval by the Adminis-
trator.

(3) The handling, prcparation~ and
analysts of sludge samples shall be
compllshed aceordin~ te Mcthod 105 In
Appendix B of thLs part.

(d) The mercur~ emL~lons shall be
determined by use of the following
equation:

Eue=l x lo-~ cQ

patched before th’e close of the nextbu~- Zu~-~zercury eml~ons,
ne~ �~y follo~g ~ueh determltmflolL dr~ ~olld~ heals, ~/g (ppm).(6) l~ecords of emission test
~d o~ ~ n~ ~ dete~e~l--
e~o~ ~ be reded at ~e so~e (e) No ~a~ ~ ~e ~p~flon of a

- ~d s~ ~ made a~able, for
tlon- by the Administrator, ~or a mini-
mum of 2 year~.

14~ Sections’61.5~ and 61,55 are added
as follows:
§ 61..~ Sludge s.ampllng:

(a) As an al~A-native means, for
demonstrating compliance with § 61.5~
.Co), "an owner or operator m~y use
2~ethod’105 of .Appendix ~ s~d the.proce-

(1) A sludge test shall be conducted
wit.~’Lu 90 d~ys o~ the e~e~ve d~te of
these regulations ~n the case o~ an exist-

" ~hg source or a’new source wldch has an
fulth~l st~.r, tup d~te preceding the-effec- ’
tire date; or Io

(2) A sludge test shall b.e conducted
within 90 days of starbup In the case of ~
~ew source which did not have an J~tial
stirrup date preceding.~he effective date.

(b) The Adminlsh-~tor shah be notified ’ ¯
at least 30 day~prior%o a sludge sampling
test, so ~hat ~e may at his option observe,.
the test~

(c) ~ludge s2~ be sampled acc~rding
to paxagraph (c)(1) of this section,
sludge charging ~ate for the plant shall
be determined according to paragraph
(c) (g) o~ th~ sec’t~6n, and the sludge
analysis sha~l be performed a.ccordJng to
paragraph (c) (3) of this section.

(1) The sludge slnfll be sampled after
dew, toting and l~efore Incineration or
drying, at ~ location that provides ~

- zepr~sentative sample of the sludge that
.~s churked, to the fueinerator or dryer.
~ght consecutive grab samples shall be
obtained ht ~nterva~s of between 4~ud
60 minute~ and thoroughly m1~ed In_tp

¯ one s ,a,mple. Each.o~ the eight grab sam°
pies shall have s volu~e of. at least 200
ml but not more than 400 mL A’tetal o[
..three composite samples shall be obo.
rained w~thin an op~1~ting period of 24
hours. Whez~the 24-hour operating p,eo
riod is not continuous, the total sam-

.plihg period shall not exceed 72 hours
after the ~ .grab sample is obtained.
Samples shall not be exposed to any con-
dition that m~y result in mexcury co~-
"taminatlon or loss. -.~

FEDEP~L

has been conducted which would poten-
tially ~e emL~slous above the level
determined by the most ~ecent sludge
test, until the new emission ]evel has
been e~thnat~d by calculaU.on and the
resulta reported to the Administrator,

4~303~

~f) All sludge samples ~ be ana-
l~zed for mercury content wlthiu 30 days
after the sludge sample is collec~i. Each
determination shall be zepo~.ed to the
Adminlstra{or by ~ frittered letter dis-
p~tchcd before the close of the next.busi-
~ne~s day followh1~ such

(g) Records of sludge samp1~, charge
,~@ rate determ~tion and other
needed to determine mercury content
of ~stewater t~e~tmen~ plant sludges
shall be retained at the source and made
ava~able, for ~io~1 by the Adm~-
Is|~ator, for a mlnimum of 2 years.

§ 61.55 Em~ionmonhor~n~.     --, ,
(a) Wastewa{er treatmen~ plan~ sludge

incineration and dr~ng pl~uts. All such
sources for which mercury emi~Ions ex-
ceed 1600 g/day, demonstrated either by
s~ack samplin~ accordin~ to § 61~ or
sludge s~nplin~ ~ceordin~ to § 61.~4, .
shall monitor mercur~ enfl~ons at inter-
~uls o~ at le~t once per ~e~ by use
Method 105 of Ap~endlx B, vr the proce-
dures ~ed in § 61~c) and (d). Who
results of monlter~ ~ be reposed
andret~ined~ccordingto § ~l~(d) (5)
and (~), or § ~la~ ~id ~D.

porting format, and soctbns ~D (C) and
(D (D) are added as follows:

PP~|I)IX A

l|ationa] Emission Standards for l~zar&Us Air Po]I~tants "

C~pliance Status ]nfomatton

IlI$~UCTIO]~: (h~ers or operators of.sources of
hazardous l~11utants sub, oct to ~e lht~on~1
Emission Standards for H~zardous Air PoIIuta~t~
are required to su~l~ the Informtlon contalned _
In ~ectlon I to the appropriate U,$,.~vlror~ental
P~otectlon Agency l~jlonal Office prmr
after’ the effective date of airy
~,ents which r~ul~ the su~lssion of such
]nfo~t]on.

A lis~ o~ re9]on~] offices Is

A~ ~U~CE I~FO~ATIO~I
1.

Dep 1-18

1

p~p 1-18 S

30 ~1 4~

¯ or o-"~6+’~-e ros~nstble official ~ PA my contact concemln~ this repot.
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~4830,L RULES AND REGULATIONS

~ea~4 46

Pup 1-18 4 2
I~0 2~ eescrJpc~on ~b ’

’ 4. ~lternat{ve Hailing A~dres~ - Indicate an alternative
m~llln9 adoRss If’ corr~pondence is to be d]rected
t~ a location different th~ that specified above.

3~0 2-1’ ’ lidmber 5~ree~ o~

Dup 2-18 4 4 37

5. Co~]tance Status - ~he ~]sstons’~om ~]s source    ~an cannot ~ee~
~he emission 11~tatlons �onta~ed

, p~]o~ to 90 days afte~ the effective date of aw standards o~ ace~ents
" ~thtch require the submission of such infection;

. ’ st9na¢’ure
~o]E: if the emlss~on~ crom �he sou~ wlll exceed chose 11mlts s~t by.~e flatlonai

. ~sfon Standar~ fop H~ardous Air Pollutant. the source ~11 be in violation and
subject to FedOra] enforc~ent actions unless 9ranted a waiver oF compliance by the
~dmlnfstrator of the U.S. Enviro~ental Protection ~gency. The fnfomRtton needed for

. such waivers ~s 11s~ed l~Sect~on l~ of

PR0~E~S INFOPJ4ATI011; ParL B should be completed separately for_each point of
emlssJon f~r each hazardous pollutant. [Sources sub~lect to 61.2~(1) ~y O~Jt

~up 1~13 0 o s

ROER~.I, REGISTER~ VOL. 40, NO. 199---TUESDAY, OC~’OBER 14, 1975
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. pollutant ~mitted - Indicate the type of hazardous pollutant en~t~ed by the
process. Indlcat~ "~B". for asbestos. ~BE" for be~Jll|u~, or PI~G" foz" ~ercury.

II E~

2, Process Desc~]~t~o~- P~yzde a b~feF descHptfon of each process
~ygrogen ena box" in a ~rcu~ chlor-al~1~ plant~ ~Jndlng mchfns
a bR~y11~ mcMne shop). Use additional sheets If necess~,

_ GO ’ P~cess OescripClon 24 ~

pup 1-18 6 1
"J~T--~o 2’~                                   siJ

51

Pup 1-18

?9 1~"

62

3. Amount of Pollutant - Indicate the average seight of the hazardous ~a~erlal
na~ed"m J~em ] ~lch ente~ the process tn pounds ~er Eonth {based on the
p~vzous ~elye .~on~hs of opera[~on),

4, Cont.1 Devices
a, Indicate the t~e of pollution cont~l devices, tf any, use~ t~

the ~zssions ir~ the p~cess (e.9.~ venturi sc~bber, bag~ousem
cyclone) and the estlmted percen~ o~ ~e’polluLan~ ~hich the ~vice
~oves fr~ the p~cess 9as s)~.

I~o    2~

4’5 .... Primr~ Device tl~n~ 64 Percen~ Pe=oyal 7Z 79
Efficiency

I::EDERAL ~.EGISTER, VOL. "4De NO. 199.---TUF.SDAYe OCTO~’w 14, 197.5
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48306 RULES AND REGULATIONS

|
Dup ]*]8 6 5 SECO~=DARY Co~ITROL DEVZCES." I

I
~’7 Secondary Oewce l~a~e     ~ G~ 7~ 7Z

-- Percent ~emov~l
Efficiency

b. Asbestos Em~ss~on Control Devices Only
t, If a baghouse ;s specified ~n Ite~4a, gwe Lhefollo~dn9

lnfor~atlO~:

The air flow permeability in cubic feet per mnute per square
foot of fabric area.

Air flow oermeability = cfm/ft2

The pressure drop ~n ~nches water gauge across ~he
at ~h~ch the I~ghouse ~s operated.’

Operating oressure drop = .~nches ~.g.

,- If the ba9house material contams synthetic fill ~rn~ check
~hethe, th~s ~aEer~l ~s [ / spun / / or not spun.

~f the baghouse utilizes ~ felted fabric, 9~ve the
th~c~ess ~n inches and the density ~n ounces per

Thickness =          ~nches Density =~. oz/yd2

~. if a ~/et collection device ~s specified ~n Item 4a, 9we t~e
designed unit contactmg energ~ ~n incus ~ater gauge.

Unit con~ct~ng energy = ~nches

DISPOSAL OF ~BESTOS-CONTA]NING ~ASTES. Part C should be completed separately
for ~asbe~s-conta~nin~ ~aste 9enera~on operation ams]ng from sources
subo~t to ~61.22(a), (c), (e), and-(h).

~up l-T3 1~ ~8 ~ ~0    SCC    Z~ ~9

iIEOS X Ref CS
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RULES i~iO REGULATIONS

’gen’e’~t~ ~sbe~tbs-containtn9 wast~ (e.9. disposal of control device W~tes).

2. A~be~to~ Co, castration - Indicat~ ~e average per~ta~e ~b~t~ conten~
~f thee

D@ ~-~8 6 1 ~9~0S ~HC~IOH~

%

3, ~oun~ oE ~astes.-
disposed ~f. ~ea~ured

Dup 1-18 6 2 . kq/d~y

4. Control He~o~ - Zndfc~te the ~lssfon �ont,1 ~o~ ~ed ]n a11 stag~
~f Waste dfspos~l,

" and depos]tfon.

Dup 1-18
1~o

45 ;9 ~"

Pup 1-18

51                                  ;9

Haste Ofsposal - Indi,cate the type o,F dis.po.sel_ st~ (.sanIt.a~ land~11.~
bpen,’ cove~ed~" oz" Incineration $1.te tmunl,clpal, privet.e) Here th.e
Is dtspose4 of ~nd ~ho operates ~e stte,tc~, pr~va~,
State.the n~ ~d location of the site tclosest cJW oP t~
s~te).

D~ 1-18 6 5 ~PE OF

,I8,’~OT
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RULES AND REGrJLATIONS

D~p %-18 6 6 OPERATOR:
l~-’-’ZO Zl

D. WASTE DISPOSAL SITES. Part D should be co~pl.eted separately for each asbestos
~a~te disposal Site sub~ec~’to ~ectlon 61.~.{1)..

A~
3~:---~3 3~- Regulation 4"8

Pollutant EC

WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

1. Description - ~rowde a br|ef descr|pt|on of the site, tncludin9 ~ts size
~nflgur~l~n,~and the d]~ance %o~he closes% city or to~, close~%
r~s~ence~ and closes~ pH~a~ ~d.

Pup 1-18 6 1 SITE OESCRIPTIOt&

Pup 1-18 6 2 DISTANCE." T0%.91: Y, H

RESiDEnCE: K H ROAD~
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

~nact~vat.{on - AfL~r the sfLe ~s 1nact,~vated, ~ndicate the ~Lhod or
~S~d ~o co~]y w~ ~e st~da~ and s~d a.l~st o~ ~e actions
~de~taken to ~atnta]n ~e tnactt~ted sf~.

";9

II. RAIVER REQUESTS

A. WAIVE~ OF C~4PLIAHCE. ~Y~ers o~ operators of sou~ uncle to operate

pr~or to 90 da~ after ~e effec~]~ ~te of a~ stan~a~ or

~qm~ ~ su~ss~on o[ s~ tnfo~fo. ~y ~u~ a ~t~r of c~llancee.~n~s~raco~ or ~e U.S. ~vl~n~l P~ct]on Ag~ fo~ the
m per~oa hacksaw ~ 4nsto11 app~prfate coat~] ~e~ces or

~d]ffcaC~ons to a~teve co~11~ce. ~e ~lnls~a~r ~y g~n~ a ~ver
?~ co~ltance~fth ~e ~tapda~ for a period no~ ~edlng ~ ~ea~
¯ ne. erre~ve eate of the naza~ous pollo~n~ s~nda~ if he f]n~ thaC
sum per~ ~s necessa~ for the t~11atJon o~ ~nt~ls and that s~ps
will be tak~ d~Jn9 ~a ~ri~ of ~e ~]ver ~ assu~ tha~ the
of pe~ons w]]] be p~tected f~ ]mtn~ ~dange~nt.

The ~por~ ;nfo~Lfon prowd~ in ~t]on ~ ~st ac~an~ this
PppllcaL]ons ~hou]d be sent~ ~e app~prlate ~A ~9~onal office.

P~cesses ~nvo~ved - ]ndlcate ~e p~ess or p~sses ~]tL]n9
poi]uta6ts to ~lch mission con~]s a~ to be app]t~,

2. ConL~]s

a, Describe LEe p~;osed t~e or cont.] device ~ be added o~
~d~f]ca~]on to be ~ade to the p~ss ~ ~uce ~e
of haza~ous po]]u~pLs to ~ ac~p~ble level. (Use
sheets tf necessaW.}

b. D~cr~be the ~uu~s tha~ wl]] be taken ~urln9 the ~]ver
~o ~ssu~ t~a~ ~e hea]th of pe~ons ~11.be p~�~ f~.
~menc enoange~ent, (Use a~dlttonal shee~ ]f nec~sa~.j

3. Inc~nts of P~qr~� - Specify ~e 8aL~ 5y ~lCh the f~l~ng

Da~e by whfch c~rac~s Tot ~]ss]~ ~n~l s~ or p~�~s
modifications w111 be a~ed; or dale by ~J~ o~e~ ~11
tssue~ for the pu~ase of the co~onen~ parts to ac~ltsh
~lsslon cont.] or p~cess ~dfflce~ton,

48309
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RULES ~AND REGULATIONS

Dup 1-~6 0 ~ 7

~1~lOn COnt.1 ~u1~en~ or p~ess

¯ D~te by ~h~ch on=s~te const~�~i~n oe ~ns~Ha~1on o~ emission contro~
~u~p~n~.o~ p~cess ~dlflc~on ~s ~o be c~p~eted.

¯ Pale by whtch f~nal c~Hence ]s to be achieved.
DUp 1-16     0 4"7

WAIVER 0F ~ISS[0II TE~S. A watve~of ~issfon testing my_be granted to
~ers uP opera~rs of so~es of bew~H~ or ~ercuw ~]}~a~ts ~f, ~n
t~ ~ud~nt of tha3~tn~str~or 9~ the ~n~ P~tectton Aeency
t~e emissions f~m the souse �~p~y with the app~pmate standa~ or ~f
t~ o~ets or operatdrs 6f the so~ce have requeste~ a ~a~ver of cotpl]anc~
0r h~ye been 9rant~ ~ ~ive~ of c~Bzdce.

~hts application should accompany the yepoPt info~at~on provided in
Sectton L "

1. R~aSon - State the ~easons fop £equ~sttng a ~veP of ~]ss]o~tes~ing.
z¢ �~e ~ason stated ~s t~t the ~ssions fr~ the source are t~tthin

~ the prescribed l~m~ts~.docu~ntatton o~ thts condition ~st be attached.

Am~z~nzx Z~-T~sr ~EEX~ZODS

10. ~ethod 105 ~ ~ded ~ Appen~ B

~HO~ BOG. ~HOD FO~ D~A~O~

clpl~A weighed po~ion of ~e "~ew~e
studEe sample ~ ~gested ~ ~u~ zeta ~or
S ~utes st 95"0, fo~owed by ~dsflon
~th po~l~ per~n~ns~. Merc~
th~ ~es~d ~mple ~ then me~ed by the
convontlo~ sp~tropho~me~r cold vapor
tec~que. ~ ~rnstive digestion ~volv~K
the ~ of ~n au~ave ~’descrlbed In
~ph 4~ of th~ me~od.

1£ App~cab~--~ method ~ spp~-
c~ble fo~ ~e de~tioh~f ~
~nd ~o~c-merc~ ~n~nt ~
sludges, s~, ~e~en~, ~d bot~m-~e
~r~. ~ nor~l x~% of ~ me~
~ 0.~ ~-5 ~E. ~e ~nge may be e~ended
~bove or below ~e normal ~nge by ~e~-
~E or deep,inE staple ~ and ~ou~
st~onb and xecorder ten,el.

2. ~pur¢¢~. ~.1 ~The conven-
tional ~ld va~r ~que(5) ~ ~ed-~

2.1.1 Atone ~sorption S~c~opho~-
meter ~y ~� abjection u~t havre
~n open ~ple presents~on ares In w~ch
to mo~t" the nbsorption cell ~ s~ble.
strument settl~ reco~ended by the
ticulnr manufsc~rer should be followed.

~ ~t~wn~ de~ed spec~c~y tot the
me~ement of merc~ ~E ~e ~ld
vapor ~c~que ~e co~ercia~y
~nd ~y be sub~l~d for the
~b~o~tlo~ spec~ophotome~r.

$~9nature of the o~ner or operator

~.1~ Mercury Hollow C~thode Lamp~
¯ ~est~u~house ~7, argo~ fl~ed, or
eq~v~ent.

s~ ~ ~at ~ compatible ~lth ~e

pho~me~ cel~ I0 cm long, hav~g qu~
end w~do~ ~y be ~ed, S~ble ce~ may
be ~c~d from plexlg~ ~b~E, 2.6

en~ are ~d p~en~c~ar ~ ~e Ion~-
~al ~, ~d qu~ ~dows [2.5 cm
dls~r x 0,16 cm t~ckn~ (~. I’" d~e~

G~ ~et and ou~et ~ [~o of
but 0.6 cm O~. (~. ~’" O~.)] ~e stta~ed
app~¢~y I~ cm (~") from ea~ end.
~e ~H k s~pped ~ s buyer for suppo~
and ~ed ~ ~e ~t bern ~ ~ve the

(~. I") ~e~r hol~ m~y be placed over
~ch end of ~e ~ ~ ~ ~ posltioni~E
~e c~ for ~ ~t~nce.

2.1.5 ~ ~y pe~t~tlc pu~p

may be ~e~ A ~r~�¢ pump with elec-
~onlc ~es~ntrol h~ ~ fo~d ~ ~

be ~ed ~ an open one-p~ sys~m.)
2,1.6 ~o~e~r~spsble of me~u~InE

an ak flow of I ~r p~ m~ute.

~ed for p~ge o¢ ~e mwc~ vapor from
the staple ~ttle ~ ~e a~o~tlon ~ and
rein. S~IEht gl~ tub~g redskinE In
s cease ~ ~t b ~ed for s~arglnE air
Intb ~e sarape.

2.1.8 D~E ~b~15 cm long x I~ ~
~ameter (~. 6" long ~ ~’" d~me~r) tu~

n~lum perchlora~. ~e apparatus ~ ~em-

bled o~ shown In Fi~c 105-1. Zu place o£ the
magnesium pcrchlorate drying tube, a
reo~ng l~p with 60~ bulb m~y bo ~od
prevent conde~ation of moisture ~[do the
c~, ~ l~p ~ p~ltlOncd so ~ not ~ ~ter-
fete wl~ ~e me~ement ~nd ~ sh~o on
the abso~t~n ~11 ma~ng the air tem-
perate about 5"0 above ~biont.

3~ Reagent. 3.1 ~91ysi9.
3.L1 Aqu~ ~El~opa~o ~mcdl~ly

before ~e by ~ef~y 8dd~ng ~rco
o~ concen~ted HCl ~ one volume of con-
centm~d ~O~.

3A~ 8~f~c Acid, 0.SN--Dllutc 14,0
of ~ncen~a~d ~E~lc ~ld ~ 1.0 liter.

3,1.% ~tanno~ SuH~t~Add 25 g
no~ s~ato to 250 ~ of 0.SN ~u~urlo
~ mix,re ~ a s~pe~lon and sh~ld be
s~ed ~nt~u~y dur~ ~o. St~noUU
~de may he used In p~a£o o~ the
s~a~.

3.1A ~dl~ ~oHd~Hy~oXy]amh~o

d~um ~oHde ~d ~2 ~a~ of hydroxyl~8
~a~.~ dbtilled vtator ~nd d~uto to 100
~. Hy~o~la~no hy&~oHdo mw
~ed ~ place of the hy~o~amino

tIon, w/v. D~olve 5 ~a~ of pot~lum por-
~ In I00 ~ of ~stlllcd

3,1.6 S~k Moro~ Solut[on~Dl~olvo
0.13~ ~ of reagent ~do morcz~lo ohlo-
rlde (~y >95%) ~ 7~ ml of d~tllled
water. Add I0 ~ of concentrated nitric cold
~d ~Ju~ ~e ~olume to 100,0 mh I ml~l
m~ H~,

3,1N Work~D~ Mercu~ Solutlo~Mako
aucce~Iva dllutlon~ of tho a~ook
aolution ~ ob~i~ ~ wotkin~ at~nd~td con-
~ OA ~ per ml, ~Is workln~
¯ nd ~he dilutlo~ of tho a~ok moroU~ ~olu*
tion ~o~d be propazcd &cab dail~. AcLdL~y
of ~e wor~ng s~ndard should be mMn~
~cd ~t 0.15~ nitric acid. ~ hold sholdd
be ~ded ~ the fl~k ~ needed before the
addition of the 9liquor. Mercuric soluilon9
sho~d not ~ prop~cd In p~lo containers.

4. Procedures. S~mplc~ for merou~
s~ ~e ~bJect ~ contmin~tion from
w~e~y of so~ces, ~tremo c~ro muet b~
~en ~ prevent coni~tlon. CcrtMn
t~enc~ m~y oc~lr d~rln~ the
procedures. ~treme c~ution mus~ be
to avoid ~al~tion of m~cu~.

4.1 Bample H~ID~ ~d ~rpso~ation.
4~.1 ~e~ of ~o o~remo

of ~e an~cal procedure ~nd the om~
~p~esence of mercu~, e~o mu~t be
to ~void extraneous cont~n~tion.
p)~ devlcez, s~ple contalnor~, and
a~en~ ~ould be ~cortatncd to be ~�~o
slg~t ~oun~ of m~c~ ~0 s~plo
sho~d not be exposed ~ any condition
the labo~to~ that ma~ result In contact
a~bo~e mercury conta~natJon.
cont~ors ~ be used ~or collection a~d ship-
mvnt of me~uw sampl~ should be properly
clewed before u~e. ~e~o should be rln-cd
wRh at least 20~ v/v HNO~ followed
dlst~l~

4A~ ~ilo the ~mplo may be an31y~d
wl~out ~g, it h~ been found to be m0ro
c~nve~t ~ ~alyzo a d~ s~plo. Molstur~
~y be ~i~vu o~ i~ a d~n~ oven ~t a
pem~o of 60~0, No sl~flc~b mo~Ury
Io~ ~vo been obse~od by using thls dry-
ing step. ~e dW z~mpl~ should bo
~ and tho~ughly relied before the aHqt~ot
~ wel~cd.

42 Intecfcronces.
42.1 In~ffore~ces that may ocot~r

slud~ ~mp]es ~o sulfides, high copper,
~lorld~, etc. A dlscU~Ion of po~Iblo
terf~ences and euggested preventive
urcs ~ ~ t~o~ ~ ~Iven In R~eronco (O) (7)

4,22 Volatile mator~ ~thloh absorb
the 253,7 nm v;lll cause a p~ltlVo interior.
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enc~. Y.u order to remove any ~uterferln~
volatile nmterlal~ the dead a~r space tn the
BeD bottl~ should be purged with nitrogen

.. before the addition o.f stannou~ sulf~teo
~ ~Handiing Sample Mercury Vapors

4~1 Because of the toxic nature of mero
~/~y vapo.r, preasution must b~ taken to
avoid it~ inhalation. Therefore, a bypa~
shorted be included In the~ analysis system

¯ to either vent the mercurT vapor into an

. echaust hood o~ pass the vapo~ through home
absorb~ug~,~fla, such as:

(a) P~tlal volumes of 0.1N ]~.O~ aoxi 10~

Co) 0~5% Iodine in a $%~:I solution.

A spe~Jally treated charcoal that will absorb
mercury ~por. Is also available from Barne-
bey and Cheney, ~. 8th ~ve. and NoP~ Cas-~

sldy Bt~ Columbus, Ohio 43219, Catalog No.
580-13 or No. 580-29.~

.̄4 Ce~tbratioz~
; 4.a-_.l Tinnier O, OJL 1.0, 2~0~ 5.0 a~d 10 ml
aliquots o~ the working mercury solution
containing 0 to 1.0 ~g o~ mercur~ to a series
o~ 300-ml BeD bottles. Add enough
filled water to each bottle to make ~ total
v~lume of 10 ml; Add 5 D~t of aqtta ~egia and
heat 2 nflnutes t~ ~water bath at ~5~C. Allow
the r~nple to co~1 and add 50 ufl distilled
~ter and 15 ml of~K:MnO, solution to each
bottle and, retu~a to the water bath for 30
D~lnute& Cool a~d adcl ~ ml of sodltun chlo-
rlds-hydroxylamine sulf~t~ solution to
duc~ the excess permanganate. Add 50 ml of

- distilled Water. ~t~ea~ eac~ ~ottle tndivldo
lu~llyo add 5 ml of stannous sulfate solution
and ~mrnedlately attach the b~t~le to "the
aeration ~pparatus. At this point, the sample
~s atlow~l to stand quitely without manual
a~ltatlon. The eircu~ting pump, which has
previously been adjusted to a rote of 1
per minute° is slinwed to run continuously.

¯ ]~entlon of trad~ names or specl~e prod-
uct~ does not~constfl~t~ endorsement by the
Envirollme~ntal Protection Agency.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Tho absorbance0 a~ exh~blted e|thcr on tho

c~ and ~ ~ ~ 30 ~-

nppm~ly 1 ~u~, o~n ~o b~
valve ~d ~nt~ue ~0 ~flon ~ ~o

~o~ ~O b~ ~VO, ~OVO ~0 ~l~d
~b~g ~m ~o ~OD bottlo and ~n~uo
the ~o~ ~ ~e ~ ~d

height versus mlcre~oms of mercury.
4~ Analys~
4~.1 Weigh .triplicate 02g~_0~01 g por-

tions’ of dry samplo and place In bottom of
a BeD bottle. Add 5 ml of d~tllled water
and 5 ml of aqua ~egl~. :Heat 2 nflnute~ hz a
water bath at 9~oC, Cool and add 50 ml d~o
t|lled water and 15 ml potn~inm per°

¯ mnnganato solution to each a~nple bottloo
~Hx thoroughly and place, in the water bath
for 30 minutes at 95~C. Cdol and add 0 ml of
sodium chlorldo-hydro.~lamino sulfate to
duce the exce~s permanganate. Add 55 ml
distilled water. T~eatln~ each bottle indlo
vldually~ add 5 ml of stennous b~lfato and
Immediately attach th~ bottlo to the aera-
tion apparatus. With each r~unpleo cont~nu0
as described in paragraph 4.4.1 o£ this
method.

~2 An altamatlvo~dl~,wst~on procedure
us~.h~ an autoclave may also be ur~d. In
method 5 ml of concentrated I~SO~ and 2 ml
of concentrated HNO~ are added ~o the
grams of sample. 5 ml o£ saturated
solution are added and the bottle ta covered
wl~h a piece of eiumlnum foU. The s~nple~
ar~ autoclaved at 121"0 and 2.1 kg/csn~ (ca.
15 pslg) for 15 minute~ Cool, nm~ up to a

~s~a
VOlUmo of 100 ml with d~tll/~d water~ and
add 6 ml o~ sodlmn chlorldo-hydroxylamino

te solutlen to reduce tho exce~ per°
nmuganato. Pur~ the dead air space and
continue a~ de~ribed ~u paru~raph 4.4.1
this method.

5. Ca/cu~ffon. 5.1 Measure tho peak
height of the unknown from the chart and
read the mercury value from.the standard

6..DrecL~o~

~r 5, ~0 fo~o~

~ leve~, add~
rlde, ~ ~ ~ ~, ~vel~.
.7. ~e/~.
1.2~op,

Onto ~t~
O~, C~, 1~.

2. S~,

~t~n ~que~ Ate~�
~e~e~er

(AQ~), ~vko~ ~t~ ~.

(Cold V~por

(~9~), pp. ~.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

40 CFR. Part 61
[AH-FRL 2324-3]

National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Air Pollutants; Standards
for Radlonuclldes

AGENCY." F_Jlvirnm]~enta| Protection
Agency {EPA}.
AC~O~ Proposed Rule and
Announcement of Public Hearing.

SUMMARY:. On November 8, 1979, EPA ’
listed radlonuclides as a hazardous air
poll. utant under the provisionsof Section
112 of the Clean Air Act, Pursuant to
Section 11~ EPA is proposing standards
{including appropriate reporting
requirements} for sources o[ emissions
of radionuclides in four categdries: {I}
Department of Energy {DOE} Facilities,
{2} Nuclear Regulatory Commission
licensed facilities and non-DOE Federal
facilities, {3} underground uranium
mines, and {4} elemental phosphorous
plants.

The Environmental Protection Agency
{EPA} has identified several additional
source categories that emit
radionuclides and has determined there
are good reasons for not proposing
standards at this time for these
categories. They are the following: {I}
coal-fired boilers, {2} the phosphate
industry, {3} other extraction industries,.
{4} uranium fuel cycle facilities, uranium
mill tailings, management of high level
waste, and {5} low energy accelerators.
DA’~ES: Comments may be received on
or before May 30, 1983.             .

Public Hearings. An informal public
hearing will be held on April ~-8, 29, and
30, 1983 in Washington. D.C. The exact
time and location of the hearing can be
obtained by calling the Office of
Radiation Programs at {703} 557-0704.
Requests to participate in the informal
hearing should be made by April 20,
1983. Written statements may be
entered into the record before, during, or
within 30 days after the hearing.
ADDRESSES:. All written comments
should be submitted to the Central
Docket Section (A-130), U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C. 20460, Attention: "
Docket No. A-79-11. This docket,
containing inforn~ation used by EPA in
developing the proposed standards, is
available for public inspection between
8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday st EPA’s Central Docket Section,
West Tower Lobby, Gallery One,
Waterside Mail, 401 M Street SW.,
Washington, D.C. 20460.

Separate sections of the docket have
been eats.bitched fro: each category of
radionuclide emissions to air. Comments
specific to a proposed action should be
addressed to be fol~lowing docket
sections: -
Section Ill AmDepartm’en! of Energy

Facilities
Section Ill B-Nuclear Regulatory

Commission L~censed Facilities and.non-
DOE Federal Facilities

Section Ill C--Underground Uranium Mines
Section III D--Elemental Phosphorous Plants
Section III E--Coa|-fired Boilers’

¯Section III F--Phosphate Indusmy
Section HI C--Other Extraction Industries
S̄ection HI H--Uranium Fuel Cycle Facilites,

Uranium Mill TsiIings, and Management of
High Level Waste

Section Ill I--Low Energy Accelerators

Requests to participate in the informal
hearing should be made in writing to
Richard J. Guimond, Director, Criteria
and Standards Division {ANR--460}, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,

. Washington, D.C. 204~0. All requests for
participation should include, at least, an
outline of the topics to be addressed in
the opening statements and the nsmes~
of the participants. Presentations should
be limited to 15 minutes each.
¯ A Background Information Document

hak been prepared that contains, for
each source category, projected doses
~nd risks to nearby individuals and to
populations, descriptions of current
control technology, and" descriptions and
costs of emission control technologies.
Single Copies of the Background
Information Docnmeht for the proposed
standards may be requested in writing
from the Program Management Office
(ANR-458), U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
10400~ or by calling (703} 557-9351.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:.
Terrence A. McLaughlin. Chief,
Environmental Standards Branch (ANR-
460}, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Washington, D,C. 20460,’{703}
557-~977.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Overview of the Proposed Standards

A. Basic Terms Used in This Notice
All matter is made up of atoms; their

nuclei contain protons and neutrons.
The number of protons in an atom
determines the identity of the element.
For example, the element with 6 protons
is called carbon. Atoms can contain
different numbers of neutrons. The total
number of protons and neutrons in an
a.tom is called the atomic weight.

The nuclei of atoms of chemical
elements with certain atomic weights.
are unstable by nature. Such nuclei can
disintegrate spontaneously in

predictable ways and are said to be
radioactive. Atoms with nuclei that
disintegrate are called radionuclides.
For example, carbon atoms with 8
neutrons disintegrate, whereas carbon
atoms with 6 neutrons are stable. The
number of disintegrations which will
occur in a given amount bf time is
termed activity; the unit of activity is the
curie. One curie equals 37,000,000,000
disintegrations per second.

Some radionuclides are found in
nature; others are made in reactors and
accelerators. This notice concerns
facilities which handle or produce .all
types of nahtrally occurring and
manmade radionuclides in a manner
that results in their being releasdd into
the air.

B. Bock~,round

In 1977, Congress amended the Clean
AirAct {the Act} to address airborne
emissions of radioactive materials.
Before 197~, these emissions had been
either regulated und6r the Atomic
Energy Act or unregulated. Section 12~
of the Act required the Administr~itor of
EPA, after providing public notice and
opportunity for public hearings
{provided by 44 FR 21704, April
197g}, to determine whether emissions of
radioactive pollutants cause dr
contribute to air pollution that may
reasonably be anticipated to endanger
public health. On December 27,1979,
EPA published a Federal Register Notice
listing radionuclides ’as hazardous air
pollutants under Sectipn 112 of the Act
[44 FR 7673~, December 27, 1979}. To
support this determination, EPA
published the report tiffed Rod/clog/ca!
Impact Caused By Em~’ssions of
Rodionuclides into Air in the United.
States--Preliminary Report [EPA 520[7-
79-000], Office of Radiation Programs,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Washington, D.C. (Angust 1979}.

Section 122{c}{2} of the Act directed
that, once EPA listed radionuclides to be
regulated ufider the Act, EPA and the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC}
were to enter into an interagency
agreement with respect to those "
facilities under NRC jurisdiction. Such a
memorandum of understanding was
effected on.October 24,1980, and was
subsequently published in .the Federal
Register 145 FR 72980,November 3,
1980}. When E.PA began developing
standards for Department of Energy
(DOE} facilities, a similar memorandum
of understanding was ~egotiated with
DOE. This. memorandum of
understanding was signed in October
1982, and a copy has been placed in the
Docket for public review.
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On June 16, 1981, the Sierra Club filed
suit in the U.S. District Court for the
Northern District of California pursuant
to the citizens’ suit provision of the Act
(Sierra Club v. Gorsuch, No. 81~2436
WTS}. The suit ~llaged that EPA had a
nondiscretionary duty to propose
standards for radionuclides under
Section 112 of the Act within 180 days
after listing them. In March 198Z, the
Court granted the Sierra Club motion for
partiaJ summary judgment on the
liability issue, and, on September 30,
1982, the Court ordered EPA to publish
proposed regulations establishin~
emission standards for radionuclides,
with a notice of hearing, within 180 days
of the date of that order.

EPA is proposing standards for certain
sources of radionucllde emissions to air
and.is proposing not to regulate o~er
sources. To EPA’s knowledge, these
comprise all source categories that
release potentially regulatabla amounts
of radionuclides to air. The deadline
established by the Court for this
rulmaking has required EPA to proceed
with less information than it would like.
As always, EPA invites 6omments and
will consider them carefully to ensure
that the Agency’s decisions are the best
possible ones.

C.Estimates of Healt~ Risk
Agencies can never obtain perfect

data but have to make regulatory
decisions on the basis of the best
information available. Although
additional-study may be suggested to
clarify the health implications from
exposure to radiation at relatively low.
levels, EPA is concerned about the
potential detrimental effects to human
health caused by radiation based on the
best scientific information currently
available: EPA believes its estimates of
doses to humans and the potential
human health risks constitute an
adequate basis for decisionmaking.

The information used by the Agency
in estimating the hazards to health due
to exposure to radiation is summarized
in the following reports: The Effects on
Populations of Exposure to Low Levels
of Ionizlng Radiation (1972) and Health
Effects of Alpha Emitting Particles in
the Respiratory Tract (1976) by theBEIR
Committee, the report of the United
Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation entitled
Sources and Effects of lonizin8
Radiation (1977}, and Publication 26
(lg77) by the lnternaUonal Commission
on Radiolngical Protection, These bodies
agree that high levels nf radiation cause
cance~ and mutations and that, wheu
formulating radiation protection
standards and guidance, it is reasonable
to assume that the risks of cancer and

15077

mutations are proportional to radiatio~
dose. Backgrouhd information on the
risk asa0ciated with radon emissions
can be found in an EPA.report titled
Indoor Radiation Exposure Due to
Radium-226 in Florida PI~osphate
Lands, [EPA 5Z0/4.-78-013] {1978).

In concert ~ith the recommendations
of these reports, even for relatively low
doses, EPA has assumed a linear,
nonthreshold, dose-effect relationship as
a reasonable basis for estimating the
public health hazards due "to exposure to
radiation. This means that any rhdiation
dose is assumed to pose some risk of
damage to health and that the risk
associated with low doses is directly
proportional to the risk that has been
demonstrated at higher doses. EPA
believes this assumption is reasonable
for public health protection in light of
presently a~,ailable information.    ’
Hdwever, EPA reco~uizes that the data
available preclude neither a threshold
for some types of damage below which
there are no harndul effects nor the
possibility that low doses of gamma
radiation may be less harmful to people
than the linear model.implies.        .

As used in this notice, the term "dose
to an individual" means an estimate of
the dose rate in units of dose equivalent
per year {ram/y} to the whole body or to
a specified body organ due to exposure
to radiation at a given level for the

,
person’s lifetime {70 years}. These dose
rates are a measure of, although not
directly proportional to, the individual’s
risk of fatal cancer. The term "lifetime
risk to an Individual" means an estimate
of the potential probability of premature
death due to cancer caused by radiation
exposure at a given level for the
person’s lifetime. There are also risks of
nonfatal cancer and serious genetic
effects, depending on which organs
receive the exposure to radiation. The
risks of nonfatal cancer and genetic"
effects cannot be accurately estimated,
but neither risk is larser than the fatal
cancer risk. EPA considers all these    .
risks when it makes regul, atory decisions
on limiting emissi.ons by ras~icting dose
rates or exposures to radionuclide
concentrations.

As used in this notice, the term "dose
to population" means an estimate of the
summed dose received by all persons in
a population living within a given
distance of the soume, typically within
80 ki.’lometers, due to a one year release
of radionuclides (person-rein per year of
operations). A person-ram is a total
amount of exposure received by a large
group equivalent to one pez~on receivirt8
an exposure of one ram. The term "risk
to population" means an estimate of the
number of potential fetal cancers that

might occur in the population living
within a gi~,qn distance of the emission
source, typically within 80 kilometers.
The risk is related to the amount of
radionuclides that are emitted during a
year of operation. Part of the population
risk is likely to occur some time after the
radionuciides are emitted because:
There is a delay between release and
exposure as the radionuclides move
through environmental pathways and {2}
there is a latent period between
exposure and the~ onset of the disease.
The dose to populations for a specific
organ is related to, although not directly
proportional to, the risks of fatal cancer,
nonfatal cancer, and serious genetic
effects. EPA considers all falal and
nonfatal risks in making regulatory
decisions on whether standards are
needed to protect the general public. As
used in this notice, the term "health
effect" means potential fatal cancers.
Additional information on risk can be
found in the Draft Background
Information Document.

EPA must make numerous
assumptions when estim~ting~the
radiation dose to individuals and
population groups ~nd the likely risk
this might present to health. The
assumptions introduce uncertainties in
the estimates of radiation doses and
health risks. All individual risk
calculations assume that individuals
reside at a single location for a 70 year
life and are exposed to a constant
source of radionuclide emissions for the
entire time. factors such as radionuclide
uptake by vegetation, consumption of
locally produced crops and milk, and
meteorology are quite site specific and
can influence the actual risk to any
given individual. Individual
characteristics such as age, physiology,
physical activity level, .amount of time
spent indoors, and eating habits can
influence the rate and amount of
radionuclides affecting the individual
and. thus,, the risk of that person.

EPA’s risk estimates are "best
estimates", considering the above
factors. EPA believes that the estimates
are within a factor of ten of the actual
health .risks to individuals if the
assumptions are valid for the parti~ulur
situation under consideration.

D. SummazT of t~e Proposed Stand,otis

EPA is proposing specific standards
for sources in four categories: (1) DOE
facilities, (2) NRC-licansed facilities and
non-DOE Federal facilities,
underground uranium mines and (4)
elemental phosphorous plants.

-An indirect emission standard is
proposed for all DOE facilities that will
restrict emissions from each site to the
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amount that would cause an annual
dose equivalent to 10 millirem’(mrem) to
the whole body and 30 mrem to any
organ of any individual. This emission
.standard will keep the radiation doses
relatively low both to nearby
individuals and to populations living
around the sites. In addition, EPA
expects these facilities to continue to
comply with the current Federal
Guidance requirement that emissions be
limited to as low as practicable levels
and has proposed a reporting
requirement to describe emission
control technology.

An indirect emission standard is
proposed for NRC licensees and non-
DOE Federal facilities that will restrict
emissions from each site to the amount
that would cause an annual dose
equivalent of 10 mrem to any organ of
any Individual. This .emission standard
will keep radiation doses relatively low
to nearby individuals and populations in
the vicinity of the site. The term "NRC
licensees" includes those facilities
licensed by the NRC and by States ’
under agreement with the NRC.

An indirect emission standard is
proposed for underground uranium
mines that will restrict the increhse in
annual average concentration of.radon-
222 at places people can-live to 0.2
picocurie per liter (pCi/1). A person
living in a house for a long time in an
area exposed to this concentration might
still be subject to a significant estimated
level of risk. However, neither control
technology nor other methods to reduce
reded emissions from these mines ere
available at reasonable cost; thus, more
restrictive controls are not reasonable.
The proposed standard will reduce risk
to people living closest to the mines;

¯ protection of the health of regional and
more distant populations is of less
concern because most mines are located"
In remote areas. -

An emission standard is proposed for
elemental phosphorous plants that will
limit annual emissions of poloniumo210
from each site to I curie. While other
radionuclides are emitted from these
plants, polonium-.210 is the major
contributor to the maximum individual
risk. Limiting polonium-ZlOwili control
the others. Such a standard will keep
radiation doses relatively low to both
individuals and populations;-

While one of the above standards
limits stack emissions directly, the other
three limit stack emissions indirectly by
specifying dose or concentration limits
to be achieved. EPA believes this is a
reasonable approach, given the extreme
diversity of DOE facilities and N-RC .
licensees end the fact that tendon-222
en~issions from u~anlum mines are not
amenable to controls. The form of the

proposed standards follows well
developed and widely accepted
practices in radiation protection. The
use of procedures developed primarily
to control chemicals would, in this
context, be unworkable.

E. Basis for the Proposed Standard~

in the Federal Register of May 18,
1960, President Eisenhower directed
Federal agencies to follow the Radiation
Protection Guidance of the Federal
Radiation Council (FRC}. When
was established, the Federal Radiation
Council was abolished, and its
responsibilities were transfurred to EPA.
EPA has considered this Guidance in
establishing emission standards under
Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, and the
Agency’s approach is compatible with it,
For the purposes of this rulemaking, key
elements of the Guidance are: .

1. There should not be any mac-made
radiation exposure without the
expectation of benefit resulting from
such exposure.

2. The term "Radiation Protection
Guide" should be adopted for Federal
use. This term is defined as the radiation
dose which should not be exceeded
without careful consideration of the
reasons for doing so; every effort should
be made to encourage the maintenance
of radiation doses as far below this
guide as practicable.

3. For the individual in the population,
the basic Radiation Protection Guide for
annual whole body dose in 0.5 ram. This
Guide applies when the individual
whole body.doses are known. As an
Operational technique, where the
individual whole body doses are not
known, a suitable sample of the exposed
pop.ulation should be developed whose
Protection Guide for annual whole body
dose will be 0.17 ram per capita per
year.

4. There can be no single permissible
or acceptable level of exposure without
regard to the reason for permitting the
exposure. It should be general practice
to reduce exposure to radiation, and
positive efforts should be carried out to
fulfill the sense of these
recommendations. It is basic that
exposure to radiation should result from-
a real determination of its necessity.

5. There can be different Radiation
Protection Guides with different
numerical values, depending upon the
circumstances.

6. The Federal agencies shall ep~ly
these’Radiation Protection Cuides With
judgment and discretion to assure that
reasonable probability is achiev.ed in
the attainment of the desired goal of
protecting man from the undesirable
effects of radiation. The Radiation
Protection Guides provide a general

framework for the radiation pro. tection
requirements. It is expected that each
Federal agency, by virtue of its
immediate knowledge of its operating
problems, will use these Guides as a
basis upon which to develop detailed
standards tailored to meet its particular
requirements.

EPA believes that the followIng points
¯ in these guides are of particular
¯ importance: (1] There should be benefits
from exposure to radiation; (2)
E~posures should be kept as low as
practicable; and (3) It is appropriate to
have different standards with different
values, depending on the circumstances.

These Guides apply to Federal
agencies to the extent that they are not
lmcompatible with more specific
legislative directives. The Clean Air Act
directs EPA to establish emission
standards for hazardous pollutants and
directs EPA to propose these standards
at a level which, in the Administrator’s
judgment, will protect the public health
with an ample margin of safety.
Congress did not describe the degree of
protection that provides an ample
margin of safety, nor did it describe
what factors the Administrator should
consider in making these judgments.
Therefore, EPA considers those factors
it believes are necessary to make
reasonable judgments on whether
standards are needed and, if so, at what
level they shouldbe established.

If a hazardous pollutant under review
has been shown to possess a threshold
level below which no detertmantal
health effects are likely, it might be
relatively easy to establish an emission
standard. For example, the Agency
might select an appropriate safety
factor, divide the threshold level by this
factor,.and establish an emission
standard that corresponds to the
reduced level. This regulatory strategy

¯ would provide reasonable assurance
that no detrimental effects Would result
from exposure to the hazardous
pollutant.

This approach is not feasible or
reasonable for radionuclides. This is
.because the risk of cancer from
exposure to radiation has not been
shown to have a threshold level.
Consequently, if EPA applied the
approach previously described, the
Agency would likely conclude that the
standard should be established at zero
emissions. They only way to meet such
a standard would be to close all
facilities emitting radionuclides because
it is impossible to reduce radionuclide
emissions to zero through control
technology~ If this approach were
adopted, society would be harmed
greatly since it would have to forgo the
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benefits of industries that emit
radionuclides. Therefore, to allow
society to continue to benefit from these
9ctivities, EPA must establish emission
standards for radionuclides at a level
that may present some human health
risk. The Agency is not aware of any
.single level of risk that would be
generally acceptable or consititute an
ample margin of health protection~ Some
argue that an increase in cancer risk not
exceeding one in 1000 due to a specific
cause is acceptable, whereas others.
~rgne that an increase in risk of one in
one million is unacceptable. EPA
believes it should adopt an approach
¯ that will allow those various factors that
influence society’s health and well being
to be weighed in assessing each source
category. To accomplish this, EPA has
decided to consider the following factors
in making its judgments:

1. The radiation dose and risk to
nearby individuals;

2. The cumulative radiation dose and
risk to populations in the vicinity of the
source;

3. The potential for radiation
emissions and risk to increase in the
future;

4. The availability, practicality, and
cost of control technology to reduce
emissions; and

5. The effect of current standards
under the Act or other applicable
legislative authorities.
¯ By considering these fucturs,.EPA will

be able to provide.public health
protection that is consistent with the
intent of the Federal Radiation
Protection Guides and Clean Air Act.

The first three factors are used to
assess the likely impact of emissions on
the health of individuals and large
populations and to estimate the
potential for significant emissions in the
future. The fourth factor enables EPA to
assess whether state-of-the-art control
technologies are CUiTantly in use and
whether there are any practical means
of reducing emissions through control
technology or other control strategies.
The last factor allows EPA to assess"
whether regulations or standards that
have been established to control
particulates or other pollutants are also
minimizing releases of radi’onuclides.

The dose and risk to the individuals
nearest a site are often the primary
considerations when evaluatingthe
need to control emissions of
radionuclides. Controlling maximum
individual dose assures that people
living nearest a source are not subjected
to unreasonably high risk. Further,
protecting individuals usually provides
an adequate level of protection to
populations living further away from the
source. Estimating the maximum

individual dose and risk allows a.
comparison of the potential impact of
one source to other sources.
¯ EPA believes that cumulative
population dose and risk also need to be
examined. The cumulative radiation
dose and risk to surrounding
populations are" determined by adding
together all of the individual doses and
risks that everyone within a certain
radius (usually 80 kin) of an emission
source receives. This factor can
sometimes be more important than the
maximum individual risk, in deciding
whether controls are needed,
particularly if an extremely large
population may be exposed. The
aggregate dose and population risk can
be of such magnitude that it would be
reasonable to require a reduction in the
total risk even though, if the maximum
individual dose were considered alone,
on~ might conclude that no further
controls are needed.

in addition, EPA believes that the
potential for emissions and risk to
increase in the future needs to be
considered even though .the current
projected maximum individual and
population risks are very low. An
emission standard might be appropriate
because the facilities now, or may in the
future, handle large quantities of
radionuclides that could escape into the
air if improperly controlled.
Alternatively, when the amount handled
by a facility is small or is decreasing,
and there is" no potential for large
releases now or in the future, standards
may not be needed.

The availability and practicality of
control technology are important in
¯ judging how much control of emissions
is warranted. For this rulemaking, EPA
believes that .the standard should-be

¯ established at a level that will require
best available technology with
allowance for variation in emissions, "

once a determination is made that
additional controls .are necessary.
Additional actions, such as requiting
deve!opment of new technology, closure
of a facility, or other extreme measures
may be considered if significant
emissions remain after best available
technology is in place or if there are
significant emissions and there is no

"-applicable control technology. EPA is
defining best available technology as
that which, in the judgment of the
Administrator, is the most advanced
level of controls adequately
demonstrated, considering economic,
energy, and environmental impacts, The
technological and economic impacts
associated with retrofits are considered

¯ when determining best available
technology for existing sources.

Finally, E~.A believes it is reasonable
to consider whether other EPA
standards are achieving approximately
the same goal as the Act, i.e., protecting
public health with an ample margin of
safety. In cases where other standards
are providing comparable control for
radionuclides, EPA believes it is
appropriate not to propose redundant"
standards under the Act. There would
be no benefits because the public health
would already be protected with an
ample margin of safety, but there could
be unnecessary costs associated with
implementing an’additional standard.

EPA considered each of the relevant
factors in making determinations for
each so .urce category that was reviewed.
These factors were not quantitatively
balanced through the use of formulas to
derive emission limits. Rather, they were.
qualitatively weighed before deciding
whether a standard was needed and, if
so, what level of control was suitable.
The co~nsideratibn of these factors as
they apply to each source category is
detailed in the portion of this preamble
devoted to that source category.

EPA requests comments on the
appropriateness of the factors it has
selected for consideration. Should some
factors be added or deleted? Should
more emphasis be placed on some
factors than others? How should the
cost-effectiveness, cost-benefits, or
affordabillty of controls be considered
when establishing appropriate emission
standards to provide an ample margin of
safety? EPA a.l~o requests comments on
whether the factors were appropriately
applied to the nine source categories
that were reviewed.

It is the intent of the Act that control
technolqgy or operational practices be
used to control emissions. Buying land
to expand the size of the site or building
higher stacks to reduce exposure-~to
nearby individuals may not be used
where other emission control devices or
operational procedures are reasonably
available. However, there are
radionuclides, principally radon, which
present significant risks and for which
emission controls may not always be
reasonably available. As a last resort in
such cases, EPA has decided to propose
standards achievable through d!spersion
techniques.

II. Department of Energy Facilities
(DOE)

A. Ge~e.~l DescWption

DOE administers many facilities that
emit radlonuclides to air. These facilities
are Government owned but are
managed and.operated for DOE by
private contractors. Operations at these
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facilities.include research and
development, production and testing of
nuclear weapons, enrichment of
uranium and production of plutonium
and other fissile materials for nuclear .
weapons, reactors, and other purposes,
and processing, storing, and disposing of
radioactive wastes. These facilities are
on large sites, some of which cover
hundreds of square miles in mostly
remote locations, and are located in
about 20 different states. Some 6f the
smaller facilities resemble typical
industrial sites and are located in
suburban areas.

Each facility differs in emission rates,
Site size, nearby population densities,
and other parameters that directly affect
the dose from radionuclide emissions.
Many different kinds of radionuclldes
are emitted to air. Six sites have
multipurpose operations spread over
very large areas. About a dozen sites
are primarily research and development
facilities, located in more populated
areas, Reactor and accelerator
operations at these sites may release
radioactive noble gases and tritium;
other operations may release small
amounts of other radionuclides. Several
facilities dre primarily engaged in
weapons development and production
and may release small amounts of
tritium and cretain long-lived
radionuclides. Finally, two sites are
dedicated entirely to gaseous diffusion
plants that enrich uranium for use in
utility electric power reactors and for
defense purposes. They primarily emit
uranium.

B. Estimates of Dose o~d Risk
At 15 of the 25 DOE facilities, which

are considered as a group In the "
Back.ground Information Document     ,
because of their relatively small health
impact, the doses to the nearby
individuals ar estimated to be
considerably less than I millirem per
year (totem/y). The collecti~;e dose to
the populations liVing around the sites is
also low, no higher than about 10
person-ram as the result of I year of site
operation. The health risk associated
with this group is correspondingly low.
The maximum lifetime risk to the most
exposed individual is estimated to be
less than 10 in 1,000,.000 and the impact
on the population is .estimated to be less
than I potential health effect per 100
years of operation. These estimates
were developed using methods and
assumptions discussed in Unit I.C, of
this notice.

A second group of 13 facilities, those
with the largest emissions of
radionuclides, were studied in more
detail. ~’hey included the following
i~ajor sites: Argonne National

Laboratory, Brookhaven National.
Laboratory, Feed Materiels Production.
Center, Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory, Hanford Reservation, Idaho.
National Engineering LaboratOry,
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, Oak Ridge
Reservation, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, Rocky Flats Plant, and the
Savannah River Plant.

The highest doses to individuals are
projected for Los A]amos national
Laboratory {about 9 mrem/y to all
organs}, Oak Ridge Reservation {about
50 mrem/y to lung and 8 mrem/y to the
bone} the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant {about 7 mrem/y to bone and 5
mrem/y to the lung}, the Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant ~about 11
mrem/y to bone, 7 mrem/y tb lung and 2
mrem/y to thyroid}, Feed Materials
Production Center {about 88 mrem/y to
lung and 26 mrem/y to bone}, and
Savannah River Plant {about 2 mrem/y
to most organs and 5 mrem/y to the
thyroid}. The corresponding doses to
large populations’ranged up to about 200
person-ram to the lung per year of site
operations. The c.orresponding
maximum lifetime risk to the most
exposed individual is estimated to be
less than about 2 in 10,000, while the
total risk to populations surrounding all
13 sites is esUmated to be less than 1
potential health effect per 15 years of
operation.

All risk estimates for DOE facilitie~
were developed using methods and
assumption discussed in Unit I.C. of this
notice. It is important to recognize that
the actual risk to specific in’dividuals
may differ greatly from these estimates
because the circumstances involving the
actual exposure may differ significantly
from the ass.umptionb used to make the
estimates.

C. Emission Control Technology
Emission, s from DOE facilities are, th

general well controlled as part of a long-
standing DOE program of systematically
upgrading emission controls when
practical. High-efficiency filters, usually
in series when large amounts of
radionuclides are processed, are used to
control particulate emissions. At some
facilities, there are processes that
discharg.e radioactive noble gases and
tritium mixed with large volumes of air.
For these cases, control technologies to
remove the boble 8aces and tritium are
usually not feasible.

At the Oak Ridge site, the highest
doses to nearby individuals are mostly
caused by uranium-234 and uranium-238
emissions from the Y-12 plant, a facility
that has fabrication operations usin8
em’iched Uranium, Particulate emissions

from this facility are controlled by
scrubbers, prefilters, cloth bag filters, or.
.high-efficiency particulate filters. At the
Feed Materials Production Center, the
highest projected doses to nearby
individuals are due to emissions of
uranium-234 and uranium-238 from
fabrication operations using uranium. -
There is also high exposure to radon
decay products due to wastes containing
rsdium-220 that are stored on this site.
Particulate emissions are controlled by
cloth bag filters or scrubbers but can be
reduced further by additional high-
efficiency filters or improved scrubbers.
Waste tanks can be sealed to prevent
the escape of radon.

D. The Proposed Standard

EPA is proposing that emissions of
radionuclides from DOE Facilities be
restricted to the amount that would
cause a dose equivalent rate of 1.0
mr~m/y to the whole body and 30
mrem/y to any organ of any individual
living dearby. For most practical
purposes, compliance with this standard
would be determined by calculating the
doese to persons assumed to be living at
the site boundary.

Consistent with the principles
embodi.ed in Federal Radiation
Guidance to keep exposure to radiation
as low as practical, it is EPA’s intent
that facilities subject to the DOE

¯ standard shall use best available
technology even if compliance is
possible with a le.sser degree of control.
This means that operators should
periodically evaluate radionuclide
emissions to air and reduce them to as
low a level below the standard as is.
reasonably possible. This also means
that the facilities now well controlled to
levels considerably below the proposed
standard should not relax their emission
controls and that new facilities should
use best available emission controls.

To determine if the standard is being
implement,.ed in a manner that keeps "
exposure as low as practicable. EPA is
proposing a reporting requirement. DOE
shall submit to EPA a concise annual
report which includes the results of
monitoring emissions, dose calculations,
and discussions of DOE’s programs for "
maintaining airborne releases of
radionuclides as low as practicable.
Much of this information is currently
being collected; for example, emission
data are reported by DOE’s effluent
information systems, and aanual site
reports describe recent and planned
improvements in emission controls.
Therefore, EPA believes’the burden of
this reporting is reasonable. This
informaLion will be reviewed by EPA in
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carrying out its compliance
responsibilities.

The proposed emission standards of
-10 mrem/y whole body and 30 mrem/~
to any organ were selected by
considering highest existing emissions"
from those major DOE facilities where
best available technology is used and
considering the level to which emissions"
would be reduced by applying
additional controls to other facilities.
Uniform standards for DOE facilities
could not be set lower than these values
because emissions from some major
DOE facilities cannot, as a practical
matter, be reduced further without
closing major operations at the facilities.
These DOE facilities provide substantial
benefits in the areas of electrical power
generation and national defense. The
consequence of a more restrictive
standard would be to eliminate some of
these beneficial activities.
Consequently, the risks associated with
the proposed standard ar~ not
unreasonable. Those few DOE facilities,
tending to have emissions greater than
this proposed limit can, in EPA’s
judgment, reduce their emissions using
available technology or work practices.
EPA believes that the proposed
standard would be met if the following
plants upgraded their control
technology: (1) Oak Ridge Y-12 pla~t
($10 million capital costs) {2} Feed
Materials Production Center ($15 million
capital costs). .

The dose allowed by the proposed
standard is a factor of 50 lower than the
current upper limits now used by DOE.
These current upper limits are based on
the 1960 recommendations of the
Federal Radiation Council, although the
Federal Radiation Council admonished
Federal agencies to establish standards
that would reduce emissions to as low
as practical below the upper limits.
Actual public exposure to radiation due
to releases from. DOE facilities has been
far below the 1960 Federal Guidance
levels because of the DOE practice of
limiting emissions to as low as
practicable levels. Since the proposed
standard is much more restrictive than
the 1960 guidance, it will limit radiation
do§es t# low levels. In practice, EPA
expects that most DOE facilities will
operate well below the proposed
standard.

EPA estimates the actual lifetime
individual risk associated with the
proposed standard to be at the most
about 2 in 50,000 when facilities are
complying with the standard. EPA
believes that the proposed standard and
the reporting requirement will protect
the public living around DOE facilities
with an ample margin of safety. The

uncertainty associated with estimates of
radiation does and risk is discussed in
Unit I.C. and II.B of this notice.

EPA requests comments on the
proposed values and the methodology
used in arriving at them.

E. AJternutives to the Proposed
Stundard

EPA considered proposing emission
limits in units of curies per year (Ci/y)
for each radionuclide, with secondary
corrections for particle size, lung
clearance class, and other such factors.
This approach was rejected because it
would require very detailed and
complex emission limits for each DOE
facility to be as protective of public
health as the proposed standard. In
EPA’S |udgment, this would be so
complex and difficult as to be infeasible.

The Agency considered proposing
higher values than .the proposed dose
limit, We believe that many of these
f~cilities are achieving the proposed
standard at current operating levels. For
the few cases where additional controls
are needed to meet the standard, the
technology appears available and
effective and is not unreasonably
expensive to purchase or operate. The
protection offered by the proposed
standard appears achievable, and we
have not identified any good reason for
accepting a lesser degree of protection.

Lower values were considered. Such
limits, would be extremely cosily or
could force the closure of major .
operations of benefit to the counhT,
possibly at several sites. The possible
small additional reduction of dose and
risk to a few individuals is not sufficient
to justify such severe action.

Emission limits that would control
dose to the general population rather
than individuals were considered. In
particular, EPA considered emission
limits for long-half-life radionuclides
such as tritium, carbon-14, krypton-85,
and iodine-129. These kinds of
radionuctides may cause population
doses that are more significant than the
doses these radionuclides cause to
nearby individuals. EPA decided not to
propose this kind of standard. For DOE
facilities, population doses from these
radionuclides are small; the highest of
these small, doses are caused by
emissions of tritium for which control
technologies are not effective.
Consequently, proposing emission
standards for lobs-half-life
radionuclides at existing DOE facilities
would not serve a useful purpose.

Different emission limits were
considered for existing and new DOE
facilities and for specific groups of DOE
facilities, rather than setting uniform
standards tor all DOE facilities. Such a

strategy would permit more restrictive
standards for certain DOE facilities,
although not for all of them, at the cost
of having to develop a much more
complex standard. Rather than do this,
EPA will rely on existing Federal
Guidance to all Federal agencies to
ensure that exposures are kept as far
below the proposed standard as
practicable and has added a reporting
requirement to this end. This should
provide, in practice, the same measure
of emission control. EPA requests
comments on the desirability of Setting
separate standards for-different
categories of DOE facilities.

EPA considered the alternative of
proposing the standard in the form of a
risk-equivalent, whole-body dose, using
methodology similar to that recently
recommended by the International
Commission on Radiation Protection.
The principal advantage is one of equity;
that is, the emissions from each facility
are limited bn the basis of causing
equivalent levels of risk. A disadvantage
of this alternative is that the proposed
standard’would have to be reduced from
lO mrem/y to about 5.mrem/y to
maintain a comparable degree of
protection with the 30 mrem/y limit to
any organ. Some sources could not meet
such a standard using currently
available technology. The Agency
particularly requests comment on the
use of the whole-body, risk-equivalent
dose method as an approach to selecting
emission standards.

EPA cohsidered requiring the
prbposed standard to be met at a site
boundary in all cases, even if there are
good reasons why people are not likely
to be at that location, but decided not to
because this would be unrealistic, EPA
requests comments on where the
standard should apply.
F. Imp/ementotion of the Proposed
Standards

The standards will be implemented by
DOE pursuant to the Memorandum of
Understanding between EPA and DOE.
EPA will provide oversight to ensure
that implementation procedures are
appropriate. The standard should be
imp.lemented using pathway and dose
calculations based On.EPA’s codes or,
alternatively, on modeling techniques
which, in EPA’s-iudgment~ are as
suitable for particular applications as
the EPA codes.

II. NRC Licensed Facilities and Non-
DOE Federal Facilities

A. General Description

This category of facilities
encompasses a wide range of activities
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including research and test reactors,
shipyards, the r.adiopharmaceutical
industry, and other industrial facilities.
For purposes of this proposed rule, EPA
excludes facilities that are part of the
uranium fuel cycle. The category
includes both facilities licensed by NRC
and facilities licensed by a State under
an agreement with NRC. These facilities
number in the tens of thousands and are
located in all 50 states. The principal
differences among these various types of
activities are their emission
characteristics and t:ates, their sizes,
and the population densities of the
surrounding areas. The following
discussion provides illustrative
examples.

Them are a wide variety of designs of
research and test reactors, and they
operate over u range of power levels
from near zero to app.roxlmately 10
megnwatts: They emit primarily argnn-
41 and tritium at rates ranging from less
than 1 Ci/y of each radionuclide up to
several thousand Ci]y of argdn-41 and
several hundred Ci/y of tritium. They
are most oftdn located at or neat
universities.

The radiophurmaceutical industry
~urrently produces about 05 different
radionculides for a variety of uses in
hospitals and clinics. In most cases,
emissions of iodine--125 and iodine-131
cause the highest organ {thyroid} doses
to nearby individuals because: {1} They
are emitted in the largest quantities,
environmental pathways bring them into
contact with man, and {3} the thyroid
concentrates iodine, Emissions occur at
radiopharmaceutical manufacturing
sites, hospitals,- and sewage treatment
plants receiving hospital wastewater.

There are many other industrial uses
of a number of different radionuclides
that result in emissions to air, including
the manufacture of industrial gauges,
static eliminators, radiographic devices,
and certain commercial products {e.g.,"
self-illuminating watches and smoke
detectors}. Most of the industrial uses of
radionuclides involve production of
sealed {encapsulated} sources. Once
their manufacture is completed, these
sealed sources do not emit .
radionuclides.

B. Estimotes of Dose and Risk
The vast majority of NRC licensed

facilities and non-DOE Federal facilities
emit relatively small quantities of
radionuclides, which cause
correspondingly low doses to people
living nearby. Most such facilities cause
maximum radiation doses of less than
torero/y; the total dose to the population
living around a site rarely exceeds I or 2
person-ram per year of operations. The
maximum corresponding lifetime risks

of such exposures at~e estimated to be
less than 1 in 50,000 for the individuals
receiving the highest doses, and the total
risk to the population surrounding a
typical facility should be less than about
I health effect per 500 years of
operation.

These estimates were developed by.
using methods and assumptions
discussed in Unit 1.C. of this notice. It is
important to recognize that the actual
risk to specific individuals may differ
greatly from these estimates because the
circumstances involving the actual
exposure may differ significantly from
the assumptions used to make the
estimates.

C. Control Technology
Some NRCdicensed facilities emit

argon--41 and tritium mixed with large
volumes of ate For this type of facility,
virtually all of the dose is caused by
argon-41. Demonstrated treatment
technology to reduce argon--41 emls~ions
is not available because argon is a noble
gas and cannot be filtered or easily
trapped. However, design features, "
operating procedures, and equipment
maintenance can be used to minimize
formation of argon-41 in these reactors.
For example, since air contains a small

percentage of argon-40, areas in which
air is exposed to neutrons generated by
the reactor are sources of argon--41
when argnn-40 absorbs a neutron during
reactor operation. In some situations,
these areas can be purged with an inert
gas to reduce the amount of argon-40
available before starting up the reactor.
In other.cases, sealing air leaks will
reduce the amount of argon-41 that
would be produced.

Most facilities emitting dust to which
radionuolides are attached, use
conventional particulate removal

. technology, such as fabric filters,
electrostatic precipitators, scrubbers, or
high-efficiency particulate air filters.

D. The Proposed Standards

EPA is proposing that emissions of
radionuelides from NRC-licensed
facilities and non-DOE Federal facilities"
be limited to that amo6nt that would
cause a dose equivalent of lO mrem/y to
any organ of any individual living
nearby. Uranium fuel cycle facilities and
all partials accelerators are specifically
hot covered by this standard for reasons
discussed Unit VII of this notice.

In proposing this standard. EPA
examined emission levels from facilities
in this category and estimated the dose
these emissions cause for people living
nearby. The highest doses are caused by
research and test reactors emitting
principally argnn-41. The dose
associated with the operation of these

facilities is low and cannot be
significantly reduced without majoi"
redes.ign and and reengineering of these
facilities. Therefore, EPA had decided to
proposed a standard at a level.that can
be met by existing facilities if they
continue to use good management and
operational controls to limit their
emissions.

EPA believes that the proposed
standard protects public health with an
ample margin of safety. EPA estimates
the risk associated with the proposed
standard to be the same as for current
practice for the individual receiving the
highest dose, The uncertainty associated
with estimates of risk is discussed in
Units. I.C, and M. B. of this notice.

EPA requests comments on the
prdposed standards and the
methodology used in deriving it.

E. Alternatives to the Proposed
Standard

The Agency considered highei" and
lower dose limits than the one being
proposed. Higher values were rejected
because the proposed standard is
carretRly being met by all facilities in
this group. A lower limit was reiected
because the dose associated with these
emissions is very low and EPA does not
believe it is reasonable to set a lower
standard and force these facilities to
close or reduce their hours of
operations.

EPA considered not proposing a
standard for this category of facility
5ecause the dose from the operations is
generally very low. The Agency rejected
this alternative because of the potential
impact of new facilities or modifications
to existing facilities; a standard will"
ensure that no facilities will emit
radionuelides at unreasonably high
levels.

EPA also considered requiring that
these facilities submit reports
documenting that their emissions are as
low as practicable, as is being proposed
for DOE facilities. Such a requirement
would impose a very large paperwork
burden on government and industry.
Favil.ities in this category number in the
tens of thousands. For EPA to implement
such a requirement for this category ¯
would require monitoring and reporting
by thousands of facilities and a
substantial effort on the part of NRC or
EPA to review the reports. This
considerable effort would help ensure
that emissions remain very low.
However, because the risk associated
with the proposed standard is already
low. EPA does not believe the
paperwork burden on government and
industry is iustified. Furthermore. EP.A
expects that facilities in this category
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will, in practice, keep emission levels as
low as practicable, both to ensure
compliance with the proposed standard
and as a ~alter of good radiatio~
protection principles when dealing with
hazardous materials.
F. Implementation of the Proposed \.
Standards

For NRC licensed facilities, N’RC will
implement the standards subject to EPA
oversight to ensure there is compliance
with the standard, as is speoified in a
Memorandum o| Understanding
between EPA and NRC {45 FR 72980}..
Implementation will follow the
established NRC practice, which is
based on a review of control measures
used by licensees and their effectiveness
as determined by generic assessments.

For non-DOE Federal facilities, EPA
will ensure compliance with the
standards. EPA’s implementation will
use the models AIRDOS-EPA and
RADRISK to perform pathway analysis
and to calculate dose equivalents.

IV. Underground Uranium Mines

A. Cenerol Description
Uranium mining involves the handling

of large quantities of ore containing
uranium-238 and its decay products. The
concentrations of these radionuclides in
ore .may be up to 1,000 times their
concentration in other rocks and soils.
After mining, the ore is shipped to a
uranium mill where the uranium is
separated for subsequent use in nuclear
power reactors.

Uranium mining is g~nerally carried
out by either surface {open pit} or
underground mining methods, depending
bn the depth of the ore deposit. In 1981,
there were 167 underground mines and
50 open pit mines in operation in the
United States. These mines accounted
for about ~0 percent of theuranium
produced in this country.

All uranium mining in the United
States now takes place in western
States. In general, the mines are located
in relatively remote, ,low population
areas. In 1981, about 70 percent of
domestic uranium ore production took
place in New Mexico. Wyoming. and
Texas.

EPA h~s evaluated radionucl/de
emissions from uranium mining
activities. These evaluations show that
radon-222 is the most significant
radionuclide emitted to air. Radon-222 is
released to air from underground mines
in relatively high concentration through
a series of ventilation shafts installed at
appropriate locations alor~g the mine
haulage ways. These ventilation shafts
provide sufficient air ’ "exchange in the
working areas of the mine to keep the

miners’ exposures to radon decay.
products below the permissible limits. A
recent study of 27 underground mines
showed that radon-222 emissions to air
from individual vents ranged from 2 to
9,000 Ci/y with an average of 900 Ci[y.
The number of vents per mine ranged
from 2 to 15 with an average of 6 vents
per mine. The radon-F2,2 released
through these ventilation shafts can
cause significant increases in the radon-
2F2 concentration in ambient air in the
vicinity of the mine vents.

EPA’s evaluation of releases of radon-
222 from uranium mines shows that
radon-222 is released from surface ’
mines in considerably smaller quantities
and in more dilute concentrations than
from underground .mines. Therefore,
radon-222 emissions from surface mines
causes only small increases in the
radon-F22, concentrations in ambient air
near the mines and concerns for the
health of people near uranium mines is
greatest for people living near
underground mines.

B. Estimates o[ Exposure and Risk

Individuals living near underground
uranium mines cdn be exposed.to high
levels of radon-222. This exposure
generally occurs in structures built
around the mines. Radon-222 enters the
building and decays into other
radionuclides which become attached to
dust particles in the air. The
concentration of these radionuclides
build up in the air within the structures.
EPA estLmated the potential detrime.nt to
human health because of radon-222
emissions from uranium mines us’,mg thb
general assumptions discussed in Unit
I.C. of this notice. It is important to
recognize that the actual risk to
individuals may differ greatly from these
estimates because the circumstances
involving the exposure may differ ¯
significantly from the assumptions used
to make the estimates. Further, people
need to be occupying a structure and not
iust standing outdoors for these
estimates to’be applicable.

It is estimated that an individual
living 500 meters in the predominant
wind direction from a large underground
uranium mine will be exposed to a
radon-222 concentration of 1 to 2
picocuries per liter (pCi/1} above
background. Continuous exposure to
indoor radon decay product
concentrations {0.007--0.014 working
level {V~L, }} produced by this radon-222
level might result in an increased
lifetime risk of I to 2 in 100, although in
areas where there are many mine vents
clustered relatively close together, the
risks could be as high as an order of
magnitude greater. {A working level is a

unit used to measure exposure to radon
decay products}.

Collective exposures for populations
living near uranium mines are relatively
low because these mines generally are
located in low population areas. For
example, the population risk due to
radon’.222 emissions from a large
underground mine is’estimated to be
extremely small {about I health effect
per 30 years of. operation of the mine).
Consequently, for dnderground uranium
mines, the exposure to the general
population is of considerably less public
health concern than the exposure for the
people that live very close to the mine
vents.

C. Control Technology

There are no radon-222 emission
control systems now in use in
underground uranium mines. However,
several methods for reducing the radon-
222 concentration in mine air are
available and have been used or tested
for controlling radon-222 decay product
concentrations in the mine itself. These
methods, which primarily involve
preventing radon-222 from entering the

amine air through the use of sealants on
the mine walls, bulkheading or
backfilling the mined-out stapes, and"
mine pressurization can also reduce the
radon-Z22 emissions to the outside air.
EPA has carried out engineering
evaluatimis of the cost and effectiveness
of some of these methods in a
hypothetical mine. These ev.aluations
showed that such control methods
would be relatively costly and not very
effective. The study predicted radom222
emission reductions from 14 to. 4.9
percent at costs from $0.30 to $4.70
dollars per ton of ore mined.

Based on available information, EPA
has concluded that no practical
technology now exists for achieving
satisfactory reductions in radon-222 -
emissions to air from underground
uranium mines. The’most effective
procedure for limiting exposure to
individuals is to provide for greater
dispersion of the released radon-222.
The Act indicates a preference for
avoiding this type of control action to
reduce health risks. However, in this
situation, traditional emission control
methods do not appear to be sufficiently
effective in reducing the human health
risks paged by release of radon-222 from
underground uranium mine vents.

D. Th.e Proposed Standard.

EPA is proposing a standard that will
limit the annual average radon-222
concentration in air due to emissions
from an underground mine to 0.2 pCi]l
above background in any unrestricted
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area. An unrestricted area is defined to
be any area not under the control of the
mine owner or a government agency.
Under this proposed standard, for a
typical, targe underground mine using
the modeling assumptions previously
described, we estimate the lifetime risk
to an individual will be on the order of
about I in 500. For a case in which many
mines are locate~i close together, studies
which estimate the hazard based on a
lifetime exposure show that the
potential risks would be higher.
However, uranium mines have a limited
useful lifetime, usually 5 to 15 years,
which limits the period when radon-222
would be released. Further, several
¯ other assumptions used in these studies,
such as the period of occupancy of the
structure, are likely to be less severe in
real cases. These factors are expected to
make the actual remaining risk to
individuals ~ess than I in 500, possibly
by one or two orders of magnitude.
depending on the specific
circumstances.

EPA chose a standard of 0.2 pCi/1
because higher values did not provide
sufficient protection of public health,
particularly when many mines are
located close together. Values lower
than the proposed standard were judged
to be impractical because of the cost
and difficulty in controlling additional
land and the expense associated with
other control measures compared to
their effectivenss. EPA believes that the
risks associated with the proposed
standard are’not unreasonable in
comparison to the cost of additional
control.

The standard can be met by one of the
following procedures: (1} Reducing the
percentage of time the mine operates,
increasing the effective height of the
release, and (3} controllin8 additional
land. F-.PA expects that the least
expansive way to meet the standard is
for. the the mine operator to control the
land around the mine ~o that people do
not live in houses on the land. EPA
believes that, on the average,
compliance with the proposed standard
can be achieved by controlling land
.within 2 kilometers of the mine vents.
The cost to meet the standard by
purchasing surrounding land and
structures is estimated to be about 4
million dollars per year. This estimate
was determined from an evaluation of
the cost to control land within 2
kilometers of 29 large mines
representing about 90% of the
underground uranium mine or
production

Based on 1981 production vulues,’this
cost represents a $0.30 per pound
increase in the cost of pro.ducing

uranium. This represents ~ 1% increase
in production costs. Although the costs
for the smaller mines accounting for the
remaining ore production are not
included in the estimate~ these costs will
be relatively small because the radon-
222 emissions from these mines are
expected to be small.

Owners and operators of underground
uranium mines will be required to keep
records of radon-222 emissions and
radon-222 concentration projections
consistent with other actions under the
Act.

EPA requests comments on the
proposed concentration limit of 0.2 pCi/
1. EPA believes that the proposed
standard is the most practical and
effective way to limit the potential risk
to individuals due to radon-222
emissions from underground uranium
mines.

E. Alternati~’e Stondords-
The development of standards for

uranium mines is more difficult and
complicated than for other sources
emitting radionuc]ides into air.
Therefore, the Agency requests public
comment on other pOssible options .for
standards. In particular, comments are
requested on appropriate limits, cost,
feasibility, and significance for public
health for the following options:

Option 1: land Control Standord. This
type of standard would establish an
exclusion area of fixed distance from a
mine vent. This area would be under the
control of the mine owner or a
government aRency to prevent excessive
exposure to individuals.

Option 2: Wo~’k Practice Standord.
This standard would include
requirements for use of one or more of
the following techniques to reduce radon
emissions: bulkheading worked-out
stopes (i~c]uding the use of charcoal -
absorbers on bleeder pipes), backfilling
worked-out stopes, and using sealants
on mine walls.

Option 3: Emission Stondord. This
type of standard would establish an
emission limit in curies per year of
radun-222 from a min~ vent as a
function of the distance from the vent to
the nearest unrestricted area, The
emission ]Lmit would be set at a value
that would keep the radon-~-2g
concentration in ambient air in
unrestricted areas below some
predetermined value above background.

V. EIo. mental Phoephonm Plants
A. General Description

About 10 percent of the phosphate
rock mined in the United States is used
to produce elemental phosphorus.
Elemental phosphorus is used primarily

for the production of high-grade
phosphoric acid, phosl~hate based
detergents, and organic chemic.Ms. In
1977, approximately 285,000 metric tons
of elemental phosphorus were produced
from 4 million metric tons of phosphate
rock.

Phosphate rock contains appreciable
quantities of uranium and its decay
products. The uranium concentration of
phosphate rock ranges .from about 20 to
200 parts per million [ppm}, which is 10
to 100 times higher than the uranium
concentration in most natural rocks and
soil (2 ppm). The significant
radionuclides present in phosphate rock
are uraniun~-238, uranium-34, thorium- "
230, radi .um-226, radon-222, lead-210,
and polonium-Z10. Because phosphate
rock contains elevated concentrations of
these radionuclides, handling and
processing this material can, via dust
particles, release radionuclides into the
air. More importantly for ele/nental
phosphorus plants, heating the
phosphate rock to high temperatures in
calciners and electric furnaces Can
volatilize lead-210 and polonium-210,
resulting in the release of large
quantities of these radionuclides i~ to
the air.

There are eight elemental phosphorus
plants in the United States; these plants
are located in Florida, Idaho, Montana,
and Tennessee. EPA measurements at
three of these plants show that
polonium-2~.0 and lead-210 are the
radionuclides released from these plants
in largest quantities. Most of these
emissions occur in calci~er stack
exha.usts. Based on these measurements,
it is estimated that a large plant
processin8 phosphate rock containing 25
picocuries per gram of uranium-238 and
its decay products and using low energy
scrubbers on its calciner exhausts would
release about 4 curies of polonium-glO
and 2 curies of lead-g10 per year into the
air. Several of the presently operating
elemental phosphorus plants may be
releasing comparable quantities of ’
polonium-210 and lead-210, and these
emissions would represent the largest
quantity of alpha-emitting radionuclides
released as particulates into the air by
any type of facility in the United States.

B. Estimotes of Dose und Risk
The most significant hazard

associated with radionuclide emissions
to air from elemental phosphorus plants
is the radiation dose received by
individuals livin8 near those plants. EPA
estimates that the radionuclide
emssions, primarily polonium-210 and
lead-Z10, from a large elemental
phosphorus plant will cause radiation
doses of 45 mrem/y to the kidney and 36
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mrem/y to the lung of the most exposed
individual living near the plant. The
lifetime risk to the maximally exposed
individual associated with these doses
is estimated to be about I in 10,000,

The risks to the populations Hvin8
near elemental phosphorus plants are
relatively low. EPA estimates that the ¯
potential health risk to the popula~an
living around a large plant is about 1
health effect per 100 years of plant
operation and that the total risk from
radionuclide emissions from all
elemental phosphorus plants is about 1
health effect per 20 years of operation.

These estimates were developed using
.metho~is and assumptions discussed .in
Unit LC. of this notice. It is important to
recognize that the acutal risk to specifi.c
individuals ma~ differ greatly from these
estimates because .the circumstances
invulving the exposure may differ
significantly from the assumptions used
to make the estimates.

C. Control Technology
Particulate emissions from calciaer

exhausts at elemental phosphorus plants
are controlled thruugh the use of wet
scrubbers. Most plants Use either spray
towers or low-energy venturi scrubbers.
Such systems are estimated to control
particulate emissions to about 0.5 to 1.0
pound per ton of rock processed and are
about 80 to 90 percent efficient for

radionucllda emissions in the calciner
off-gases, this standard will keep the
radiation doses to individuals living
near these plants to less than 10 mrem/y
to the lung and to less than 15 mrem/y
to the kidney. The lifetime risk
associated with these doses is less than
3 in 100,000. EPA believes this will
protect the individuals living nearby
with an ample margin of safety. The
assumptions and uncertainties
associated with estimates of risk are
discussed.in Units I.C. and V.B. of this
notice.

Complete information is not available
on the polonim’n-210 emissions from all
elemental phosphorous plants. " ¯
Therefore, some uncertainty exists
regarding the number of plants that
would-need to retrofit emission control
systems. However, based On presently
available information, EPA estimates
that no more than two plants would
need to install additional control
systems to meet the proposed standard.
These would be the large-capacity
plants processing high-radinnuclide-
content phosphate rock. Installation of
high-energy venturi scrubbers on the
calciner exhausts of two plants would
result in a capital expenditure of about
$6 million and annual operating costs of
$3 million per year.

Under the proposed standard, owners
~r operators of elemental phosphorus

removal of polonium-210. One plant plants will be re.quired to (a) measure
operates with two venturi-like scrubbers. the polohium-210 emissions from their
in series. Such a system should control calciner stacks and to report the’results
particulate emissions to about 0.1 pound
per ton of rock processed and is about
98 percent efficient for removal of
polonium-210.

EPA has estimated the cost of
installing high-energy venturi scrubbers
on calciner stacks at lapse elemental
phosphorus plants now operating with
spray towers or low-energy scrubbers.
The capital cost per plant for instslling
these scrubbers is about $3 million, and
the annual ~perating cost is $1.5 million.
A high-energy venturi scrubber is
expected to be at least 98 percent
efficient for polonium-Zl0removal and
to reduce the emissions of this
radionuclide for a large plant to less
than I Ci/y. Lead-210 will be controlled
at least as well because the scrubbers
will remove lead with at least equal
efficiency.

D. The Proposed Standard

EPA is proposing that the emissions of
polonium-210 in the calciner off-gases at
elemental phosphorus plants be limited
to I Ci/y. EPA believes theuse of best
available technology at these facilities
can achieve this standard. Limiting the
polonium-Z10 emissions also effectively
limits the lead-210 and other

of these tests to EPA and {b}
continuously monitor the pressure drop
across their calciner scrubbers and to
maintain records of these measurements
for a minimum of two years.

EPA requests comments on the
proposed values and the methodology
used in arriving at them.

E. Alternatives to the Proposed
Standard

The Agent-considered proposing
higher or lower values then I Ci/y.
Higher values did.not seem justified
because they would either not
significantly reduce the radiation doses
to ,individuals living near these plants or
would cost just as much to implement as
the proposed standard. Lower values
were also considered, but available
information indicates that additional
control technology is not feasible to
meet lower levels.

The Asency also considered a
standard expressed as curies/metric ton
of phosphate rock processed. However.
this type of standard may require
emmission control retrofit by one or
more additional plants even though their
emissions of polonium-Z10 would be
significunfly less than I Ci/y. Since the

primary purpose of the standard .is to
limit the annual radiation doses to the
most exposed individual living near
these plants, the Agency concluded that
an annual emission limit, rather than an
emission limit per unit of rack
processed, is the more appropriate form
of the standard.

Vi. Sources for Which Standards Are
Not Proposed

EPA has identified sevbral source
categories that emit radionuclides to air
for which standards are not being .
proposed. These emissions comprise
radionuclides that occur naturally in the
.environment but are released to air due
to inddstriai processes. In addition to
these sources, EPA is .not proposing
emission standards for uranium fuel
cycle facilities, uranium mill railings,
management of high level radioactive
wastes, and low energy a~celaraturs,
The reasons for these decisions are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Additional supporting information may
be found in the Docket and in the
Bac~ronnd Information Document.

Estimates of risk used in this analysis
were developed using methods and
assumptions discussed in Unit I.C. of
this notice, It is important to recognize
that the actual risk to specific
individuals may differ greatly from the
estimates because the circumstances ¯
involving the actual exposure may differ
greatly from the assumptions used to
make the estimates.

A. Coal-Fired Boilers

Large, coal-fired boilers are used by
utilities and industry to generate
electricity and by industry to make
process steam and to heat water for
space heaters and industrial processes.
When these boilers are operating, trace
amounts of uranium, radium, thorium,
and d.ecay products of these
radionuclides that are present in coal-
become incorporated into the fly ash.
and are emitted along with the
particulates into the air. Technology that
removes particulates will, therefore, also
limit radionuclide emissions.

Particulate emissions from new utility
boilers are controlled under Section M
of the Act (43 FR 42154, September 19,
1978, revised by 44 FR 33613, June 11,
1979}. These New Source Pedormance
Standards (NSPS) require utility boilers
constructed after September 19,1978, to
have best available technology that
limits particulate emissions to 13
nanograms per Joule {ng/]) {0.03 pound/
million Btu}. To meet this emission
standard, electrostatic precipitatfrs
(ESPs} or fabric filter systems are
usually installed. Doses from utility
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boiler radionuclide emissions under.
NSPS are low, less than I mrem/y to
any organ, and there is no practical way
to reduce them further since best

¯ available technology is already being
used. Further reduction in emissions
would require a second fabric filter or
ESP in series with the Fast; this would
be unreasonably expensive for the
emission reduction achieved. Thus,
radionuclide emission standards for new
utility boilers would be either redundant
or, if more restrictive, prohibitively
expensive.

Particulate. emissions from new large
industrial boilers are controlled by
NSPS that limit particulate matter to 43
ng/] (0.1 pound/million Btu). EPA plans
to props.as NSPS for smaller industrial
boilers also; draft proposed limits have
been circulated for comment. These
standards should reduce particulate
emissions to low levels and should
correspondingly reduce doses to nearby
individuals from radionuclide emissions
to less than I mrem/y to any organ.
With NSPS in place, radionuclide
standards for industrial boilers would’
be redundant.

¯ Existing Utility and industrial boilers
are regulated for particulate emissions
by State Implementation Plans (SIPs)
required by the Act. Limits vary for
specific plants, but, in-general, SIPs
require large boilers located in
populated areas to be well controlled
with ESPs. Preliminary information
indicates that retrofitting existing utility
boilers to further reduce radionuclide
emissions would cost approximately $15
billion for capital improvements and $3
billion a year to operate them. Total .
retrofitting of the industry with best
available technology would reduce the
estimated potential health effects by
about I to 2 per year. For industrial
boilers, the costs are about $3 billion for
capital improvements and $0.7 billion to
operate them. Total retrofitting of the
industry with best available technology
would reduce the estimated potentikl
health effects by about 1every three
years. For both utility and industrial
boilers, the costs are judged to be
unreasonable in comparison to the
reduction in dose and risk that would
result.

The amount of radionuclides that
could potentially be emitted by coal-
fired boilers is strictly limited by the
amount of uranium and thorium in the
incoming coal. EPA has no reasons,
therefo{e, to expect that massive
releases of radionuclides will occur or
that current emission rate~ will increase
significantly. Under the current Federal
and State regulatory programs,

emissions should slowly decrease as old
boilers are replaced,

In summary, EPA is not proposing
standards for coal-fired boilers because
existing emission controls that limit
particulate releases .also limit
radionuclide releases. The risks to
nearby individuals and the total risks to
populations after application of controls
already required are not large when
compared to the cost of additional
control technology. There is no potential
for emissions to increase due to the
limited amounts or radionuclides within
the coal; rather, overall emissions will
decrease with time as old plants are
repla,ced with new.ones with improved
emission controls ~/s required by the
NSPS for particulate emissions.

EPA did consider the possibility that
boilers may be using coal with
radionuclide content that is significantly
above average or that existing boilers.
may be operating in a manner that
causes elevated emissions of
radionuclides. If this is the case, there
could be a subcategory of coal-fired
boilers for which it would be
appropriate to issue an emission ¯
standard. EPA requests comments and
information on whether these situations
do exist, their causes, their significance
to.public health, whether ~mission
standards are needed, and what
emission levels would be appropriate.

B, Phoaph~te Induatry

The phosphate industry processes
phosphate rock to produce fertilizers,
detergents, animal feeds and other
products. The production of fertilizer
uses approximately 80 percent of the
phosphate rock mined in the United
States. Diammonium phosphate a~d
triple superphosphhte are the phosphate
fertilizers produced ih the largest
quantities. Phosphate deposits contain
large quantities of natural radioactivity,
principally uranlum-Z38 and members of
its decay series. Uranium concentrations
in phosphate deposits range from 10 to
100 times the "concentration of uranium
in other natural rocks and softs.

The processing of phosphate rock in
dryers, grinders, and fertilizer plants
results in the release of radionuclides
into the air. As with coal-fired boilers,
control techniques that remove
particulates will also control
radionuclide emissions and risks.
Particulate emissions from the process
’exhausts of’these plants are already
well controlled, and the doses to
individuals and populations from the
radionuclides contained in the
particulates are leas than 15 mrem/y to
any organ.

Particulate emissions from new or
modified phosphate rock dryer and

grinder facilities are already regulated
by NSPS under Section 111 of the Act
(47 FR 16582, April 16, 1982). To meet
these standards, high-energy scrubbers
of high-energy ESPs are usuall~ installed
on dryers, and fabric filters are installed
on grinders. Particulate emissions from
existing dryers and grinders are
resulatsd under SIPs. About 20 percent
st the existing dryers already have
controls equivalent to NSPS; the
remaining dryers either employ low-
energy or medium-energy scrubbers.
About 75 percent of the existin8 grinders
hlready have controls equivalent to
NSPS;.the remaining grinders use the
equivalent of medium-energy scrubbers.

To retrofit all existing phosphate rock
dryers with best available technology
would require a capital expenditure of
$44 million and an increase of $3 million
in annual operating costs. This would
reduce the maximum individual bone
dose from 15 mrem/y to 3 mrem/y and
avoid I health effect in 50 years of.
operations. To retrofit all existing
phosphate grinders with best available
technology would require a capital
expenditure of $4 million but would not
increase the annual operating cost. This
would reduce the maximum individual
bone dose from I mrem/y to 0.2 mrem/y
and avoid I health effect in 500 years of
operations.

Phosphate fertilizer plants use wet-
scrubber systems on their process
exhausts. These controls are needed to
comply with NSPS (40 CFR Part 60,
Subparts T through X) or SIPs for
fluoride emissions. About 75 percent of
the existing industry production
capacity is controiled by both primary
and’secondary scrubbers, Scrubbers
used to control fluoride emissions are
also effdctive controls for particulate
emissions.

To retrofit all existing fertilizer plants
with secondary scrubbers on their
diemmoninm phosphate and triple
superphosphate process stacks would
require capital costs of $14 million and
would result in an increase of $1.5
million in annual operating costs. This
would reduce the maximum individual
bone dose from 2 mrem/y to I mrem/y
and would avoid I health effect in 500 ,
years of operations.

In summary, EPA is not proposing
standards for phosphate rock dryers and
grinders or phosphate fertilizer plants,
becahse (I) the bone dose to individuals
represent a small hazard to health
compared to a similar dose to most
bther organs, (2} the potential for
increased emissions is not present due
to the limited amount of radionuelides in
the phosphate rock, (3) other Clean Air
Act standards require consols that also
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reduce radionuclide emissions, and |4)
the cost to further reduce radionuclide
emissions is unreasonably large
compared to the additional protection
achieved.

About 25 percent of the phosphate
rock used for fertilizer production is
treated in calciners rather than dryers to
remove organic matter prior to
processing. Since calciners operate at
significantly higher temperatures than
dryers, this may result in the
volatilization and release t6 air of
significant quantities of poloninm-210,
similar to the emissions from elemental
phosphorus plants. Radionuclide
emission studies are being planned for
phosphate rock calciner plants.
However, no radionuclide emission data
are available for calciners, and,
therefore, F_,PA is unable to determine at
this time that standards are needed for
these facilities. EPA requests comments
and information on these emissions,
their significance to public health,
whether emission standards are needed,
and what limits would be appropriate.

C. O~er Extraction Industries
Almost all industrial operations

involving removal and. processing o|
soils and rocks to recover valuable
commodities release some radionuclides
into the air. EPA has carried out studies
of airborne radioactive emissions from
such mining, ~nilling, and smelting
operations.

The industries studied include iron,
copper, zinc, clay, limestone, fluorspar,
and bauxite. These are relatively large
industries and are, therefore, considered
to have the greatest potential for
emitting radioactive materials into the
air.

Although the analysis of data from ¯
these stidies is not complete’, the ¯
information available to the Agency at
the present time shows that the
radiation doses to individuals and
populations from radionuclide emissions
¯ from these types of facilities are small
and would not be reduced at reason.able
cost. Therefore, EPA is not proposing
standards for these parts of the
extraction industry.

D. Uranium Fuel Cycle Facilities,
U~nium Mill Tailings, and
Management #High Level Waste

The Uranium Fuel Cycle {UFC}
consists of operations associatd with
production of electric power for public
use by light-we.tar-cooled reactors using
uranium fuel. It includes light-water-
cooled nuclear power plants and
facilities that mill the uranium ore, ’ "

.enrich uranium, and fabricate and
reprocess uranium fuel. EPA has
promulgated emission standards for

normal operations of theUFC under the
Atomic Energy Act {40 CFR Part 190}.
These standards limit the annual dose.
equivalent to body organs of nearby
individuals to 25 mrem]y (75 rnrem/y for
the thyroid} and limit the emissions of
krypton-65, iodine-12g, and other long-
half-life, alpha-emitting, transuranium
radionuclides. As a practical matter, the
EPA standards and their.implementation
by the NRC require the use of best "
available technology, which keeps doses
to individuals and populations to low
levels. The estimated individual risk
associated with 25 mrem/y to all organs
for a lifetime is about 1 in 2000.

Uranium mill tailings remain after
uranium ore is processed to remove the
uranium. Altogether, there are many
thousands of acres of these taillngs at
both inactive and active uranium mill
sites, mosely in the Southwest. Large
amounts of radon-222 are emitted to air
from the piles due to the radium-220
remainin.g.in the tellings after th~
uranium is removed. Congress
addressed this problem through the    ¯
Uranium Ivlill Tellings Radiation Control
Act of :1.978 {Pub. L. 95--604}. Under this
authority, EPA has active programs to
pro~anlgate standards requiring remedial
actions that will, among other
objectives, prevent these taillngs from
being moved and prevent radon from
escaping after the piles become Inactive.
Standards have been promulgated for
inactive mill sites and will soon be
proposed for active mill sites.

The highly radioactive liquid or solid
wastes from reprocessing spent nuclear
fuel, or the spent fuel elements ¯
themselves if they are disposed of
without reprocessing, are called "high
level wastes". Over the last several
years, the Federal government has
intensified its program to develop and
demonstrate a permanent disposal
method for high level waste. As part of
this effort, EPA has proposed standards
to limit radiation exposure of members
of the public from management of this
waste prior to disposal {47 FR 58196,
December 29,198Z}. These proposed
standards would limit the annual dose
equivalent to any member of the public
to 25 mrem/y to thd whole body, 75
mrem/y to the thyroid, or 25 mrem/y to
any other organ. Waste managment
operations are also to be conducted so
as to reduce exposures below these
levels to the extent that this is
reasonably achievable;

EPA is not proposing additional
mdionuclide standards for UFC
facilities, uranium mill tai.lings, and high
level wastes because the Agency
believes that EPA standards established
[or to be established}’under other
applicable authorities will protect public

health with an ample margin of safety in
the same way as an e~zission standard
established under Section 112 of the Act.

E. Low Energy Accelerators
Accelerators, which impart energy to

charged particles such as electrons,
alpha particles, and protons, are used
for a wide variety of applications,
including radiography, activation
analysis, food sterilizati6n and
preservation, radiation therapy, and
research. There are over 1,2o0
accelerators in use in the United States,
not inclu .din8 accelerators owned by
DOE. This number has been growing at
a ~ate of approximately 65 machines per
year.

Accelerators other than those-owned
by the DOE oparat~ at low energy levels
(i.e., less energy is imparted to the
particl~s}. These machines emit very
small quantities of radionuclides
(speciFically, carbon-f1, carbon-14,
nitrogen-13, oxygen-15, and argon-,ll}

¯ because they operate at relatively low
energies. In addition, those accelerators
using tritium targets may emit a small .
quantity of tritium, typically less than 1
Ci/y. The quantity of radionuclides
produced is so small that the doses and
health risks associated wi~ those
emissions are extremely low, generally
several orders of magnitude less than
other sources discussed in the proposed
rule. Further, there is no practical way to
reduce them. EPA is not proposing
standards for accelerators because of
the low doses, less than I microrem/y to
nearby individuals, and because there is
no potential forthe doses from existing
or new facilities to exceed this level

¯ significantly.
F. Request j~or Comments

EPA requests eomrnents on its.
proposed decisions not to issue "
standards for radionuclide emissions
from the categories of sources just
described. These decisions will be
reconsidered if additional informatibn
becomes available indicating that doses
and risks are significantly greater, costs
are significantly lowe~, or controls are
more available than those on which EPA
ba~ed its decisions.

If the Administrator ~lecides not to
issue standards for particular source
categories, such decisions are likely to
be accompanied by determinations that
these d~cisions are of nationwide scope
and effect under the terms of section
307(b} of the Act.

VIII. Miscellaneous

A. Docket
The Docket i~ an organized and

complete file of all information
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considered by EPA in the development
of these proposed ~tandards. The
Docket allows interested persons to
identify and locate documents so that
they can effectively participate in the
rulemaking process. It also serves as the
record for ju.dicial review.

A transcript of the hearing and all
written statements will be placed in the
Docket and will be available for
inspection and copying during normal
working hours.

B. ~.’xecutive Order 12291
Under Executive Order 12291, issued

February.17, 1981, EPA must judge
whether a rule is a "major rule" and,
therefore, subject to the requirement
that a Regulatory Impact Analysis be
prepared. EPA has detemined that this
rule is not a major rule as that term is
defined in Section l(b} of the Executive
Order,

EPA concluded that the rule is not.
major under the criteria of section l(b}
because the ann~ual effect of the rule on
the economy will be less than $100
million. It will not cause a major
increase in costs or prices for any sector
of the economy or for any geographic
region. Also, it will not result in any
significant adverse effects on.
competitiovi, employment, investment,
productivity, innovation, or on the
ability of United States enterprises to
compete with foreign enterprises in
domestic or foreign markets.

This proposed rule was submitted to
the Office of Management and Budget
lOMB} prior to publication, as required
by the Executive Order,

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 61
Air pollution contr~l, Asbestos,

Beryllium, Hazardous materials, -
Mercury, Vinyl chloride, Radinnuclides.

C. Paperwork Reduction Act
The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980

(Pub. L. 96-511} (PRA) requires that the
Office of Management and Budget
review reporting and recordkeeping
requirements that constitute
"information collection" as defined.
Assuming, without deciding, that some
dr all of the proposed reporting and
recordkeeping requirements constitute
information collection within the
meaning of the PRA, the PRA requires
the Office of Management and Budget to
review information collection activities
to determine whether they are
"n.ecessary for the proper performance
of the functions of the Agency" {section
3so8}.

This proposal, if promulgated, would
impose reporting and recordkeeping
requirements for one Federal agency
and on owners and operators of

elemental phosphoru.4 plants and
underground uranium mines.

EPA requests comments on the
reasonableness of the information
collection requirements and on the cOsts
involved as compared to other means of
compliance determinations. "

D. Regulatory Flexibility Analysis
Section 603 of the Regulatory

Flexib.ility Act, S U.$.C. 603, requires
EPA to prepare and ma.k. e available for
comment an "initial regulatory
flexibility analysis" in connection with
any rulemaking for which there i~ a
statutory requirement that a general
notice of proposed rulemaking be
published. The "initial regulatory
analysis" describes the effect of the
proposed rule on small business entiti.es.

However, Section 604(b} of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act provides that
Section 603 "shall not apply to any
proposed ° ¯ ¯ rule if the head of the
Agency certifies that the rule will not, if
promulgated, have a significant ’ .
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities."

EPA believes that virtually all small.
businesses covered by this proposed
rule are already meeting the proposed
standards, Therefore, this rule will have
little or no impact on small businesses.

For the preceding reasons, I certify
that this rule, if promulgated, will not
have significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small, entities.

Dated: March 29,1683.
l~e Thomas,
Acting Administrator.

It is proposed to amend Part 61 of
chapter rot title 40 of the Code of
Federal Regulations as follows:

1. By adding to the table of sections
the following items:
8ubpart K-National Emission Standards
for Radlonucilde Emissions from
Department of Energy Facilities .
Sac.
61.120 Designation of facilities.
61.121 Definitions.
61.122 Standard.
61.123 Emission monitoring and test

procedures.
61.124 Compliance and reporting.

¯ Subpart L--National Emission Standard for
Radlonucllde Emissions From Facilities
Ucensed by ~he Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and Federal Faclil~las Not
Covered by Subpart K
61.130 Applicability.
61.131 Definitions.
61.132 Standard.

Subpart M--National Emission Standard for
Radionucllde Enflsslons Prom Underground
Uranium Mines
ez.140 Applicability.
61.141 - Definitions.

61.142 S~andard.
61.143 Emission tests.
61.144 Reporting. -
Subpart N--National Emission Standard for
Radlonucllde Emissions From Elemental
P.hosphorous Plants
61.J50 Applicability.
61.151 Definitions.
61.152 Standard.
61.153 Emission tests.
61.154 Test methods and procedures.
61.155 Monitoring of Operations,

Appendix B--Test Methods

Method 111--Determination of polonium-210
emissions ~rom stationary sources.
Authority: Sec. 112 and 301(a), Clean Air

Act, as amended [42 U.S.C. 7412, 7601(a)].

2. By adding the followin8 Subpart K:

Subpart K--NaUonal Emission
Standards for Radlonucllde Emissions
From Oepartment of Energy Facilities

§ 61.120 Oeslgnation of facilities.
The provisions of this subpart apply to

radiation dose equivalent values received by
members of the public as the result of
operations at facilities that are owned or
operated by the Department of Energy and
that emit radionuclides to air.

§ 61.121 Definitions.
(a) ."~A~nole body" means all human

organs, organ systems, and tissues
exclusive of the integumentary system
(skin) and cornea.

(b) "Organ" means any human organ
or tissue exclusive of the integumentary
system {skin} and the cornea.

{c} "Radionuclide" means any nuclide
that emits radiation.

{d} "Dose equivalent" means the
product of absorbed dose and
appropriate factors to account for
differences in biological effectiveness
due to the quality of radiation and its
distribution in the body. The unit of the
dose e/luivalant is the ram.

§ 61.122 Standard.
Emissions of radionuclidea to air from

operations of Department of Ene~T
facilities shall not exceed those amounts
that cause a dose equivalent rate of 10
mrem/y to whole body 0r~ 30 mrem/y to
any organ of any member of the public.

§ 61.123 Emission monitoflng and test
procedures.

To determine compliance with the
standard, tadionuclide emissions shall
be determined and dose equivalent
values to members of the public
calculated using EPA approved
sampling procedures, codes AIRDOSE-
EPA and RADRISK, or other procedures
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which EPA has determined to be
suitable.

§ 61.124 Compliance end reporting.
DOE shall submit to EPA an annual

report which includes the results of
monitorin8 emissions from points
subject to this standard and dose
calculations for each site. The report
shall also describe the DOE program for
maintaining airborne radionuclide
releases as low as practicable below the
standard, including a discussion of
current controls, new control equipment
installed during the year, and a
discussion of new controls that are
under consideration.

3. By adding the following Subpart L:

Subpart L--National Endsslon
Standards for Radlonucllde Emissions
From facilities Ucenaed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and Federal
Facilities Not Covered by Subpart K

§ Sl.lS0 Ap~cab.ny.
The provisions of this subpart apply

to NRC-llcensed facilities and to
facilities owned or operated by any
Federal agency other than the
Department of Energy, except that this
subpart does not apply to’facillties
regulated under 40 CFR Part 190 or to
any accelerator.

§ 61.131 OMin[tions.
(a) "Agreement State" means and

State with which the Atomic Energy
Commission or the Nuclear Regulatary
Commission has entered into an
effective agreement under subsectin
274Co) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended.

(b) "Dose equivalent" means the
¯ product of absorbed dose and

appropriate [actors to account for
differences in biological effectiveness
due to the quality of radiation and its
distribution in the body. The unit of the
dose equivalent is the rein.

(c) "NRC/llcenesd facility" means any
facility licensed by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission or any
A~reement State to receive title to,
receive, possess, use, transfer, or deliver
any source, by-product, Or special
nuclear material.

(d) "Organ" means any hum.an organ
or tissueexclusive of the Intei~mentary
system (skin) and the cornea.

(e) "Radionucllde" means any nuclide
that emits rediatio~L

§ $t.132 Standard.
(a) Emissions of radlonuclides to air

from facilities subject to this subpart
shall not exceed those amounts that
cause a dose equivalent rate of 10
mrem/y to any organ of any member of
the public,

(b) This standard shall be
implemented using pathway and dose
equivalent calcuations based on EPA’s
codes AIRDOSE-EPA and RADRISK or
modeling teclmlques which, in EPA’s
-judgn~ent, are as suitable for particular
appliGatious as the EPA cedes.

4. By adding the following Subpart M:

Subpart M’-National Emission
Standard for Radlonucllde Emission
From Underground Uranium Mines

0 61.140 Applicability.
The provisions of this subpart are

applicable to owners or operators of
underground uranium mines.

§ 61.141 Deflnltlone.
(a) "Unrestricted area," as used in this

subpart, means an area not under the
control of the mine owner or operator or
a 8overnmental asency for the purpose
of restricting the use or establishment of
structures for residential purposes.

(b) "Mine vent" means a shaft
extending fro~i the working areas of an
underground uranium mine to the earth’s
surface for the purpose of discharging
ventilation air from the mine to the
earth’s atmosphere.

(c) "Curie" is a unit of radioacitivity
equal to 37 billion nuclear
transformations (decays) per second. ¯

§ 61.142 Standard.
The radon-222 emissions to air from

the mine vents of an underground
uranium mine shall not result in an
increase in the annual average randon--
222 concentration in air in an
unrestricted area in excess of 0.2 pCi/l.

§ 61.143 Emission tests.
(a) Unless a waiver of.emission

testing is obta’med under 61.13, each
¯ mine owner or operator subject to 61.142

shall measure the radon-222.emissions
from each of his mine v~nts:
¯ (1) Within 90 days of the effective
date of this rule, and 6nnually
thereafter, in the case of an existing
source o~ a new source which has an
.̄initial startup date preceding the
effective date of this rule; or

(2) Within 9o days of startup, and
annually thereafter, in the case of a new
source that did not have an initial
startup date proceding the effective
date.

{b) The Administrato~ shall be
notified at least 30 days prior to an
emission test so that EPA may, at its
option, observe the test.

(c) Each emission test shall consist of
three runs. The. tests shall be conducted
during normal operating and ventilation
conditions. The average of all three runs
shall apply in computing the emission
rate.

(d) For use i~. calculating radon-222 ¯
concentrations in unrestricted areas
under § 61.144, the annual emissions
from each mine vent shah be determined
by multiplying the radon-222
concentration measured in the air
emitted from the mine vent by the total
volume of air discharged through the
vent over a one year period based on
continuous operation of the ventilation
system.

(e) Records of emission test results
and other data needed to determine
total" emissions shall be retained at the
source and made available for
inspection by the Administrator for a
minminm of 2 years.

§ 61.144 Reporting.
(a) Each owner or operator of a source

subject to the requirements of § 61.142
shall calculat~ the average annual
radon-222 concentration in air at the
nearest unrestricted area to each of the
mine vents from his mine using the
followin~ equation:

c,=o.~Z~ Q, (x,~ .....

Where
C~= radoa-222 concentxation in picocudes

per liter (pCi/1) at location | due to all
vents from the mine,

0~= radon emission rote in kilocuries per
year from vent L

X.= distance in kilometers from mine vent i
to location J.

(b) Rather than use the method
prescribed in paragraph (a), an owner or
operator of a mine may, subject to the
approval of t~e Administrator, use
dispersion factors based on site specific
meteorology.

(c) The calculations pedormed under
paragraph (a) or (b) shall be reported to
the Administrator within 30 days of
completion of the emission tests
required under § 01.143.

5. By adding the following Subpart N:

Subpart N--National Emission
Standard for Radlonucllde Emission
From Elemental Phosphorus Plants .

§61.150 Applicability.
The provisions of this subpart are

applicable to owners and operators of
nodnlizh~ kilns and electric furnaces at
elemental phosphorus plants.

§ 61.151 Definitions.
¯ (a) "Elemental phosphorus plant"

means any facility that processes
phosphate rock to produce elemental
phosphorus using p~’romet .allurgical
techniques.

{b} "Nodulizing kiln" means a unit m
which phosphate rock is heated to
convert it to a n.odnlar form.
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(c) "Electric furnace" means a unit in
which the phosphate rock is heated with
silica and coke to reduce the phosphate
to elemental phosphorus. ,

(d) "Curie" is a unit of radioactivity
equal to 37 billion nuclear
transformations (decays} per second.

§ 61.152 Standard.
Emissions of p0]onium-210 to air from

sources subject to this subpart shall not
exceed I curie in a calendar year.

§ 51.153 Emission tests.
(a) Unless a waiver of emission

testing is obtained under § 61.13, each
owner or operator required to comply
with § 61.152 shall test emissions from
his source within the following time
limits:

(1) Within 90 days of the effective
date of this rule in the case of an
existing source or a new source that has
an initial startup date preceding the
effective date of this rule; or

(2) Within 90 days of startup inthe
case of a new source that did not have
an initial startup date preceding the
effective date of "this rule.

(b} The Administrator shall be
notified at least 30 days prior to an
emission test so that EPA may, at its
option, observe the test.

(o) Each emission test shall consist of
three runs. The phosphate rock
procassinR rate during each test shall be
recorded. The averge of all three runs
shall apply in computing the emission
rate. For determining compliance with
the emission standard of § 61.152, the
annual polonium-210 emissions shall be
determined by multiplying the polonium-
210 emission rate in curies per metric
ton of phosphate rock processed by the
annual phosphate rock processing rate
in metric tons. In detsrminin8 the annual
phosphate rock processing rate, the
values used for operating hours and
operating capacity shall be values that
will maximize the expected production
rate. If the owner or operator of a source
subject to this subpart changes his
operation in a way that could change his
emissions of polonium-210, he may
determine his compliancewith the
requirements of this subpart on the basis
of calculations using data from previous
.emission tests.

(d} All samples shall be analyzed, and
polonium-210 emissions shall be
determined within 30 days after the
source test. All determinations shall be
reported to the Administrator by a
registered letter dispatched before the
close of the next business day following
such determination.

(el Records of emission test results
and other data needed to determine
total emissions shall be retained at the

¯ source and made available for
inspection by the Administrator for a
minimum of 2 years.

§ 61.t54 Test methods and procedures.
(a) Each owner or operator of a source

required to test emissions under "
§ 61.153, unless an eqivalent or altsrnaie
method has been approved by the
Administrator, shall use the following
test methods:

1. Test Method I of Appendix A to
Part 60 shall be used to determine
sample and velocity traverses;

2. Test Method 2 of Appendix A to
Part ~0 shall be used’to determine
velocity and volumetric flow rate;

3. TestMethod 5 of Appendix A to
Part 60 shall be used to collect ’
particulate matter containing the
polonium-210;

4. Test Method 11i of Appendix B to
this part shall be used to determine the"
polonium-210 emissions.

§ 61.155 Monitoring of operations.
(a) Theowne/" or operator of any

source subject to this subpart using a
wet scrubbing emission control device
shall install, calibrate, maintain, ¯and
operate a monitoring device for the
continuous measurement of the pressure
loss of the gas stream through the
scrubber: The monitoring device must be
certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate within ± 250 pascals {± I inch
of water), Records of these
measurements shall be maintained at
the source and made available for
, inspection by the Administrator for a
minimum of two years.

(b} For the purpose of conducting an
emission test under § 61.153, the owner
or operator of any source subject to the
provisions of this subpart shall install,
calibrate, maintain, and operate a
device for meas@ri~, the phosphate rock
feed to any affected nodulizing kiln. Th.e
measuring device used must be accurate "
to within ± 5 percent of the mass rate
over its operating range.

Appendix B--[Ame.nd~d]

e. By adding the following test method
of Appendix B:
Method 111--Determination of Polbnium-210

Emissions From Stationary Sources

Performance of this method should
not be attempted by persons unfamiliar
with the use of e4nipment for measuring
radioactive disintegration rates.

1.0 Applicability and Principle

1.1 Applicability. This method is ¯
applicable to the determination of
poloninm-Zl0 emissions in particulate
samples collected in stack gases,

1.2 Principle. A particulate sample is
collected from stack gases as described
in Method 5 of Appendix A to 40 CFR

Part 60. The polonium-210 in the sample
is put in solution, deposited on a metal
disc and the radioactive disintegration
rate measured. Polonium in acid solution
spontaneously deposits on surfaces of
metals which are more electropositive~
than polonium. This principle is
routinely used in the radiochemical
analyses of polunium-210 (reference

2.0 Apparatus

2,1 Alpha-counter photomultiplier
tuba, {5 cm), with associated electronics
to record pulses.

2.2 Constant temperature bath at
65"C.

2.3 Polished nickel discs, 3.6 cm
diameter, 0.6 mm thick.

2,4 Silver activated zinc sulfide
screen.

2,5 Beakers, 40Oml, 150ml.
2.6 Hot plate, electric,
2.7 .Fume hood.
2,8 Teflon beakers, 150
Teflon is a registered ~ademark of

DuPont Co.

3,0 Reagents

3.1 Analysis.
3.1.1 Asoorbic acid, reagent grade.
3.~.2 Distilled water.
3.1.3 Hydrochloric acid 12M,

concentrated reagent grade.
3.1.4 Hydrofluoric acid 28M, reagent

grade.
3.1.5 Nitric acid 1tiM, concentrated

renge.nt grade..
3.1.6 Perchloric acid 12M, 72 percent

reagent grade.
3.1.7 Sodium hydroxide 18M,

Dissolve 720. g of sodium hydroxide
pellets in distilled water and dilute to 1
liter.

3.1.8. Trichloroethylene.
3.2. Standard solution. Prepara

calibrated solution-of polonium-Z10 from
supplier of this radionuclide. Known
aliquots are to be used to establish
efficiency of deposition.

4.0 Procedure

4.1 Sample Preparation.
4.1.1 Place filter collected by EPA

Method 5 Part 60 in Teflon beaker, add
30 ml hydrofluoric acid and evaporate to
dryness on hot plate in hood.

4.1.2 Repeat step 4.1.1 until glass
fiber filter has been digested.

4.1.3 Add 100 ml.16M nitric acid to
residue in Teflon beaker and evaporate
to dryness. Do not overheat.

4.1.4 Add 5Oral lflMnitric acid to
residue from step 4.1.3 and heat to 60°C.

4.1.5 Decant acid solution into glass
beaker and add 10 m112Mperchloric
acid.

4,1.6 Heat acid mixture to perchloric
acid fumes.
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4.1.7 Adjust volume to 60 ml with
distilled water and neutralize with 18M
sodium hydroxide.

4.1.8 Dilute to 100 ml with distilled
water and adjust solution to 0.SMin HCI
by adding 4 m112~ hydrochloric acid.

4.2 Somple Ana/ysis. Analyze hhe
solution for polonium-210 using any
published method which involves the
spontaneous electrodeposition of
polonium-210, includin~ the method
described below:

4.2.1 Add 200 ml of ascorbic acid
and heat sol~tion to 85°C in constant
temperature bath.

4.2.2 Melt a thin coath~ of
polyethylene on the unpolished side of
disc to prevent deposition. Adhesion of
the polyethylene to the disc is enhanced
by sand~ the nickel surface with
garnet paper.

4.2.3 Clean polished side with
trichloroethylene, hydrochloric acid, and
distilled water.

4.2.4 Suspended nickel disc in the
solution usir~ glass or plastic hook.

4.2.5 Maintain disc in solution for 3
hours while stirrin~ the solution.

4.2.6 Remove nickel disc, rinse with
distilled water and dry at room
temperature.

4.3 l~eos~rement of ~olonium-210.
4.3.1 Position deposition side of

nickel disc adjacent to zinc sulfide
screen on photomultiplier tube and
count pulses.

4.3.2 Establish background count
rate by measuring counts over clean
nickel disck..

4.3.3 Determine procedure efficiency
by addin~ calibrated aliquots of
polonium-210 to acid so]uti0n with clean
filter and following procedure through
radioassay step.

4.3.4 Determine counter efficiency by
carefully evaporating known allquots of
polonium-Z10 on nickel disc and
measuring count rate, comparing count
rate to known disintegration rate as
fraction.

5.0 Calculations
5.1 ¯ Calculate the curies of’polonium-

210 in the sample using the followir~
equation:

z.2zx10÷,~

A = Curies of polonium-210 in sample.
CT=. total sample counts for counting
¯ period.
Cn=background counts for counting

period.          .
Ep= procedure efficiency.
Ecfficounting efficiency.
T" counting time in minutes.
D = decay correction.
5.1.1 Decay Correction

Oece/~:~(O} fie - ~

T=time in days ~-om midpoint of
collection time to the counttn8 time.

t~ =radiologica] half life of polonium-
210,138.4 days.

5.2 Procedu~’e for Calculating
Emissions.

Calculate the polonium-210 emiss.ion
per metflc ton of rock processed using
the following equation:

V~M

E = Curies of polonium-210 per metric
ton of rock processed.

A=Curies of polonium-210 in sample
from 5.1.

O~--Vo]umetric flow rate of effluent
stream in m3~h.

V,=Total volume of air sampled in m’.
M :- Rock processin8 rate during

sampling in metric tons/hr.

6.0 References
1. Blanchard, Richard L., RaI~id

Determination of Lead-210 and
Polonium-210 in Environmental Samples
by Deposition on Nickel, Anal. Chem.,
Se, ~9 ~1950].

[FR Doc. 83-~Z6 Filed 4-~-83:8:45

D~LL.IN@ CODE 6640-50-M
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ENylRONMENTAL PROTEGTION
AGENCY .....

40 CFR Part 61

" [A.D~.FRL-3072-7]

National Emission Standards for
Hazardous Airpollutants; ,Review and
ReVision otthe Standards for Mercury

AOrd~Y: Enviromnental Protection
" Agency (EPA).

acno~t Final RuI~;. Review.

SUtmAHV: Today’s action promulgates
mvisiorm to the national emission..
standarda for the hnzardoua air
pollutant mercury [Chemical Abstract
Service |CAS) RegistryNumber 7430-
9~’--6]. Revisions were proposed in the
Federal Register on December 26,1984.
These revisio,ne add monitoring,
reporting, and one-time emission testing
requirements to the standards for
mercury-call chief-alkaliplants and
allow an owner or operator the option of
developing and submitting for approval
a plant-specific monitoring plan. The
revisions also allow the owner or
operator of any facility affected by 40
CFR Part ~, Subpart E. up to15 days to
verify the validity of source test data¯

prior to r~portin8 the results to the
Administratbr. ’ ’ - :"
¯ l~’ecvwe o~tw:: March 19,1987. These.
revikiorm become effectiv.e upon     .

¯ prQmulgation and apply to’all new.and
¯ existing, affected faciUtiea.

Under sg{~tion 307(b)(1) of the Clean
Air Act,’judid~! review of the actions .. , mercury-cell ch]or-alkali plants. During
|aked by this notice is available.onty by its-review of the standa~’ds, the EPA
the filing.of.~i petition for review in the ¯ ...identified two areas in which revisions
U.S. Court of’App~al~ for the Di.strict of were.warranted. The fast area pertains
C̄ol/m~bia Cir~git within eo days:of .
today’s publication. Under section. ’

" ~07{b){z) of the Clean Air .Act. ~he
require.e/eats that are the subject o!
today’s noti~e may not b.e challenged
¯ later in civil or criminal proceediags
5̄roughs b’y EPA to enforce these"
requirements,

. number (703) 487-4650 {NTIS Stock
number PB-85-1239ZS).,Refer to
"Mercury Health Effects Update," EPA-
.600/8-84-019F, August 1984. The price of
.the document, including shipping, is
$z9.05.

DockeL Docket No. A--82-41,
containing information considered by
EPA in developing the revisions, is
available for pu.b]ic inspection and
copying between 8:00 a.m. and 4.00 p,m.
Monday threu8h Friday, at
Central Docket Section, West Tower
Lobby, Gallery 1, Waterside Mall; 40~ M
Street, SW. Washington, DC’20460, A
reasonable fee may be charged for
copying,
FOR F’I~I~ER INFORM./&TION
Policy issues: Ms. Dianne Byme or Mr.
Gil Wood, Standards Development
Branch, Emission St.andards and
Engineering Division [MD-13}, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Researclz Triangle Park, North Care]ida
277~’1, telephone number (9~9] .541-5578
Technical issues: ]Mr. John Cope]and or
Dr. James Crowder, Industrial Studies "
Branch, Emission Standards and
Engineering Division (M~-. 13), U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency,
Research Triangle Park, ]Worth Carolina
2?~Z1, telephone number (9~9}
gUPPL~M~ql’ARY INFORMATION~

L Summa~ of Review and Revisions
The national emission standards for

mercmry limit emissinna from mercury
¯ ore processing facilities, sludge¯
incineration and chqjin8 plants, and

’ to the appropriate ampunt of time,
following completion of performance
,testa, that should be provided for
reporting the results of those tests to the

¯ ¯ Administrator. The standards allowed¯
30 days following completion of the
performance testa for the samples to be
analyzed and emissions to be

AvomeS~S~Review, Documents. The , ,. determined and required that the resuhs
document.summarizing emissions. -      ,bereported oil.the, day-after the

" information gathered du~ng the review ¯ determination was made. These ¯
of the standards may.be obtained from .-
the EPA Library {MD-aS), Research

, Triangle Park, North Carolina ZTTll,
telephone number {9~9} 54:1-2777. Please
refer to "Review of National Emission
Standards for M,ercury,’: F_,PA-4. 50/3--84-
014b.

The document summarizing curt’eat
information on the potential hedlth    ".
effects associated with mbrcury
exposttres may be obtained from the
Natiunel Technical lnforrqation Service,

¯ U.S, Department of Commerce, . .
¯ ¯Springfield, Virgini~ 22161~ telephcme

revisions change that requirement. An
¯ owner or operator is now allowed 15

days after the determination of
emissions to notify the Administrator of
the test results. The additional Z weeks
are to’provide tim~ fur the results to be
reviewed and verified at the source
before they are sent to the
Administrator.

The second area in which ~visio~s to
the standards were warrarited pertains
t6 the monitorin8 and recordkeepln8
requirements for chlor-~lkali plants. ,
Cpmpliance da~e for the hydrogen and

end. box ventilation streams at mercury-
cell chlor-alkali plants indicated that,
while many plants emit at levels just.
below the staridard during normal
operations, excess emissions have
occurred during periods of control
systems failures, To ensure that control
systems are properly operated and ¯
maintained on a continuous, basis,
specific monitoring, recordkeeping, and
reporting requirements have beenadded
to the standards as well as a
requirement for a one-time performance
test. These reqdirements were fully
describe’d in the preamble to the
proposed revisions ~49 FR 50146,
December 20, 2904).

In response to commepts’received on
the proposed requirements, an
alternative monitoring/recordkeeping/
reporting provision has been added to
the standards, This alternative allows
each owner or operator o! a mere~ry-
cell chlor-alkali plant the option of
developing and submitting for approval
a plant-specific monitoring plan. T6 be
approved, an alternative monitoring
plan must adhere to the guidelines that
are provided td the regulation.

.The proposed standards required each
owner .or operator of a mercury-cell.
chief-alkali plant thnt~Us~s
housekeeping practices to comply with
the standard for cell room ventilation
systems to maintain daily records of all
leaks.or spills of mercury in ihe cell
room.¯These requirements have not
changed.
¯ ¯ As explained :in the preamble to the "
proposed revisions and in the
background document for the . .
prom/flgated standards, the review
the stsndards, did not indicate a need to
revise the emission limits for the three"
source .categories that are covered by
the standards or to regulate additional
.sources of mercury emissions under
these standards at this time.
11. Summary of Impacts ofthe ReP’s|one

’Extending the time limit for the"     ¯
submission of test data is intended to
improve the quality of test results that
are submitted and should have no
environmental, economic, cost or energy"
impacts.

The addition of monitoring,
recordkeeping, .and reporting
requirements for mercury-cell chlo.r-
alkali plants will benefit the

¯ environment by encouraging plant
operators to adopt the best practices for
operating and maintaining process
equipment and control devices. The
additional reduction in mercury : .
emissions has not been quantified. Ti~e
overage’yearly cos.t to each. plant during
the fimt 3 years that the revisions are in
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effect would be approximately $9,000.
Most of this cost is attributable to the
one-time performance test.

!!!. Public Participation

Prior to proposal of the revisions,
interested parties were advised by
public notice in the Federal Register
FR 50606, November 2, 1983) of a
meeting of the National Air Pollution
Control Techniques Advisor~
Committee to discuss recommended
revisions to the mercury standard. This
meeting was held on November 29; 1983.
The meeting was open to the public, and
each attendee was given an opportunity
to comment on the standards
recommended for proposal.

The proposed revisions were .
published in the Federal Register on
December 26, 1084 (49 FR 50146). The
preamble Io the proposed revisions
discussed the availability of the review
document, which summarized the
emissions information gathered during
the review, and of the health effects
document, which summarized current
information on potential health effects
associated with mercury exposures.
Public comments were solicited at the
time of proposal, and copies of the
documents were distributed to
interested parties.

To provide interested persons the
oppOrtunity for oral presentation of
data, views, or arguments concerning
the proposed standards, the opportunity
for a public hearing was provided.
However. a public hearing was not
requested. The public comment period
was from December 26, 1984, to March
13, "1985. Ten comment letters were
received concerning issues relative to
the proposed revisions and to the
conclusions drawn as a result of the
review. The comments have been
carefully considered and, where
determined to be appropriate by the
Administrator, changes have been made
in the proposed revisions.
IV. Major Comments Received and
Changes to the Proposed Revisions
" The Agency received two maior
comments on the proposed monitoring
and recordkeeping requirements for
mercury-cell chlor-alkali plants. Chlor-
alkali plant representatives commented
that the standards should allow
submittal {to the Administrator) or
plant-specific compliance plans as an.
alternative to the proposed monitoring "
requirements. Various reasons
supporting such a provision were
provided by the commenters {and are
summarized in section Z.1 of the review
document). In response to these

¯ comments, the standards were rqvised
to provide for the option of submittal of

.alternative plant-specific monitoring
plans. Owners and operators who elect
to submit such plans must adhere to the
seven guidelines stated in | 01.55{c) of
the regulation. The monitoring plan must
ensure not only compliance with the
emission limits but also proper
operation and maintenance of emissions
control systems.

Several commenters believed that the
requirement to record all incidences of
mercury leaks or spills should be

¯ changed to require recording only.
incidences of unpredictable or -
significant leaks" or spills that require
immediate corrective actions. While the
Agency agrees that the leaks or spills of-
primary interest are those that are      ,
"significant," neither the Agency nor
representatives from several chlor-alkalt
companies could offer an acceptable
definition of a "significant" leak or spill.
Without such a definition, the
commenters’ request could not be .
adopted.

One ~ajor comment was received in
the area of EPA’s evaluation of indirect
exposures to mercury emissions. The
commenter claimed that the Agency’s
ambient air guideline of 1.0 microgram
of mercury’ per cubic meter of air WaS
based solely on the health effects of
inhaled mercury and ignored exposures
to mercury emissions that are deposited
on land, water, or other surfaces. This
cam’reenter believed a re-evaluation of
the ambient guideline level was

’warranted and that the re-evaluation
should take into account total human
exposures to mercury, including
deposited mercury in its more toxic
methylated forms.

As stated in section 2.5 of the review
document, the Agency considered
mercury exposures from dietary
ingestion as well as from inhalation in
setting the ambient air guideline level.
The guideline level also includes a
safety factor of ten. However, the effects
of mercury emissions on other
"environments (such as drinking water)
and the accumulation o! methyl mercury
in food (primarily fish) were not fully
addressed in the NESHAP review. The
EPA is presently reviewing available
information concerning these effects,
and studies are currently underway to
gather the necessary data. These include
studies of biochemical mechanisms (for.
example, the biochemical cycling of .

¯ mercury) and health and environmental
effects tfor example, the
bioaccumulation of methylmercury in
fish) from the deposltioh of mercury. A
preliminary report of the results of
studies addressing the bioaccumulation
of mercury in fish (the primary source of
ingested mercury) is scheduled for 1989
with an integrated report on mercury

bioaccumulation scheduled for 1992. As
the results of these studies become
available, the Agency will take action as
appropriate. However, at this time, the
Agency does not have a sufficient basis
for revising the ambient guideline level..
¯ One commenter believed the Agency
should re-evaluate its decision not to
regulate mercury emissions from power
plants. This commenter belie~,ed the
Agency should revise its calculations of
mercury emissions to include coals with
higher mercury contents than those
assumed in the calculations. The
commenter referred to reports of
mercury concentrations in some
American coals as high as 1.6 parts per
million {ppm}, a level four times higher
than the concentration that was used in

. the Agency’s analysis. He stated that
the Agency cannot conclude that the
ambient guideline will not be exceeded
until an analysis of the ambient
concentrations expected from plants
burning high-mei’cury coals is
completed.

The commenter also obiected to EPA’s
approach to regulating toxic emissions
from coal-fired boilers. He stated that by
analyzing toxic components of boiler
emissions one-by-one, there is a strong
bias age!nat control since only a fraction
of the total health risk is compared with
the total control cost. The .commenter
believed that EPA should abandon this
approach and should require the use of
particulate control techniques to Capture
all toxic emissions, including mercury.

To examine .the potential for mercury
emissions from coal-fired power plants
to exceed the ambient air guideline, the
Agency reviewed the data on the
merou~ content of coals.available in
the United States [D.ocket it.era IV-B--1)~
The highest mercury level reported for
the 48 contiguous states is 8 parts per
million (ppm)-for subbituminous coal
and 3.3 ppm for bituminous coal with ~n
average of 0.1 ppm for subbituminous
coal and 0.21 ppm for bituminous coal.
The worst case estimates for a large
4000 meguwatt {MW) coal-fired power
plant firing 8 ppm subbituminous Coal is
87O pounds of mercury per day.
According to dispersion estimates, a
4000 MW plant emitting 790 pounds of
mercury per day would cause a
maximum ground level concentration of
1.0 Fg/ms. This indicates that in the
extreme case a large coal-fired power
plant could emit mercury at levels high
enough to exceed the ambient guideline.
-However, typically, mercury emissions
from coal-fired power plants are
expected to be well below the ambient
guideline level.

The Agency is currently studying the.
combined effect of identified trace
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element (including mercury) emissions
from fossil-f~el combustion. For
mercury, estimates are being made of
nationwide emissions and .of maximum
concentrations ~ssociated with four
sectors of coal burning: utility,
industrial,-commercial, and residential
combustore. The results of this.study
will be used to determine the need and
appmprla te .mechanism for regulating
merc~y err~seions from fossil-fuel
combustion.

Another rosier commen.t received
pertained to mevzury emissions from
synthetic fuel processes. The commenter
stated that there ere data indicating that.
mercury erotssions from oilshale retort
operations can equal or exceed .
emissions from the currently regulated
source categories. He believed these
data demonstrate the need to set.a
national emission standard for mercury
emissions from oil shale retorting and.
the need to examine the potential for
mercury emissions from other synthetic
fuel processes that are under active
consideration.
¯ At the.present time there is only one

retort plant in operation in the United
States that is capable of processing
more than 100 tons per day of raw shale
to produce crude oil. Estimates of
mercury emissions from this operation
indicate that ambient mercury levels
would’be less than 0.04pg/ms

well below the ambient guideline level
of 1.0 ~8/ms {Docket item IV-A-2).

Construction of new retort .operations
or startup of existin8 plants that have
been shut down is not anticipated in’the
near future. Furthermore, projections of
mercury stallionsirate hypothetical
commercial-scale operations indicate
that emissions from a large size facility
would still be below the ambient
guideline level {Docket item IV-A-2).

In view of the low level of emissions
from the oil shale retort that is currently
in operation and the lack of anticipated
growth in this industry in the near
future, oil shale retorting operations are
not being added as a source ~ategory to
be regulated by the current mercury
NESHA~. If o~ Shale retort operations
become economically feasible, the
Agency will review its decision not to
regulate mercury emissions from these
operations under these standards.

V. Administrative

The docket is an organized and
complete file of all the information
considered by EPA in the development
of this ruleroaking. The docket is a
dynamic file, since material is added
throughout the eulemaking development.
The docketing system is intended to
kllow members of the public and
industries involved to readily identify

end l~cate documents so that they can upon a substantial number of small    ¯
effectively participate in the rulemaking business.entities. The Act specifically
process. Along with the statement of requires the completion of’a Regulatory
basis and purpose of the proposed and Flexibility Analysis in those instances.
¯ promulgated standards knd EPA where small busiriess impacts are
responses to significant comments,.the possible. None of the companies
contents of.the docket, except for . affected by these revisions meets the
interagency review materials, will serveSmall Business Administration
as the record in case of judicial review definition of a small business, and thus.
[section S07(dXT)(A)]. no regulatory flexibility analysis was

Asprescribed by section 112, the required. " "
promulgation of these standards was Pursuant’to the provisions Of 5 U.S.C.
preceded by the Administrator’s earlier605{b), 1 hereby certify that this rule will
determination that mercury is a not have a significant economic impact
hazardous air pollutant. This on a substantial number of small
determination was based on the findingentities.
that previously unregulated mercury
emissions might cause or contribute to List of Subjects in 40.CFR Part 61
an increase in serious Irreversible, or Air pollution control, Asbestos,
incapacitating reversible, illness. The Beryllium, Hazardous substances.
intent of the standards is to protect the Mercury, Radienuclides, Reportkt8 and
public health with an ample margin of recordkeepin8 requirements,Vinyl
safety. In accordance with section 117 ofChloride.
the Act. publication of these
promulgated standards was pret:eded by Dated: March 11,1987.

consultation with appropriate advisory Lee M.
committees, independent experts, and Administrator.
Federal departments and agencies.

¯ This regulation will .be reviewed againPART 61--NATIONAL EMISSION

5years from the date of this STANDARDS FOR HAZARDQUS AIR
promulgation. This .review w.ill include POLLUTANTS
an assessment .of such factors as.the For reasons set out in the preamble, 40
need for integration with other . CFR Part 61, Subpart E, is amended as
programs, the exibtence of aiternative set forth below.
control methods, enforceability, 1. The authority citation for Part 61
improvements in emission control . continues to read as follows:technology, and reportin~ req~drements.

Information collection requirements, Authority: 42 U.S~C. 7412, 7414, and
associated with this regulation (those 2. Section 61.53 is amended by
included in 40 CFR Part 61, Subpart A revising paragraphs (s)[4), (b}(4), (c)(4),
and Subpart E} have been approved by and [d)[5) to read as follows:

¯ the Office of Management and Budget
{OMB} under the provisions of the § ,61.,$3 Slack sampling.
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, 44 (a] * " "
U.S.C. 3501 et seq. and have been (4) All samples shall be analyzed and
assigned OMB control nt~mhar 2060- mercury emissions shall be determined
0097. within 30days after the stack test. Each

Under Executive Order 12291, EPA is determination shall be reported to the
required to judge whether k regulation is . Administrator by a registered letter
a "major rule" and therefore subject to dispatched within 15 calendar days
the requirements of a regulatory impaCt following the date such determiuati.on is
analysis (RIA}. The Agency has completed.
determined that this regulation would o . . . .
result in none ofthe adverse economic
effects s.et forth in Section I of the Order (b)" " *
as 8rounds forfmding a regulation to be {4} All samples shall be analyzed and

a ’~najor rule." This regulation will not mercury emissions shall be determined

have an annual effect on the economy ofwithin 30 days after the stack test. Each

$100 million or more. result in a major determination shall be reported to the

increase/n costs or prices, or have Administrator by a registered letter

significant adverse effects on dispatched within 15 calendar days

competition, employment, investment following the date such determination is

productivity, or innovation. The Agency completed.

has, therefore, concluded that this ’
regulation is not a "m~jor rule" under {c)" ""
Executive Order 12201. [4) An owner or operator may carry

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of1980 out approved design, maintenance, end
requires the identification of potentially housekeeping practices. A list of.
adverse impacts of Federal regulations approv ~ed practi~es is provided in
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Appendix A of *’Review of National (2) During tests specified in paragraph
Emission Standards for Mercury," EPA- . [b}{1} of this section, the following
45013-84-Ot4a, December 1984. Copies
are available from EPA’s Central Docket

-Section, Docket item number A-84-41.
|ll-B-1.

(d}" * "
{5) All samples shall be analyz~.d and

mercury emissions shall be determined
within 30 days after the stack teal Each
determination shall be reported to the
Administra’~or by a registered letter
dispatched within 15 calendar days
following the date such determination is
completed. "

3. Section 51.54 is amended by
revising paragraph (i~ to read as follows:

§ 51.54 Sludge ~amp~ing.

(r) All sludge samples shall be
analyzed for mercury content within 30
days after the sludge sample is
collected. Each determination shall be
reported to the Administrator by s
registered letter dispatched within 15
calendar days following the date such
determination is completed.

4. Section 61.55 is amended by
revising the title and paragraph {a} and-
by adding paragraphs (b}, {c), and (d} as
follows:

§ 51.55 Monitoring of emissions and
opersUons.

(a) Wastewater treatment plant
sludge incineration and drying plants.
All the sources for which mercury" .
emissions exceed 1,600 g per 24-hour
period, demonstrated either by stack
sampling according to | 61.53 or sludge
sampling according to § 61.54, shall
monitor mercury emissions at intervals
of at least once per year by use of
Method 105 of Appendix B or the
procedures specified in §. 61:53. (d)
and (4). The results of monitoring shall
be reported and retained according to
§ 61.53{d) {5) and (6) or § 51.M if) and

{b) Mercury cell chief-alkali plan.re---
hydrogen and end-box ventilation gas
streams.

{’t} The owner or operator of each
mercury cell chlor-alkali plant shall,
within I year of the date of publication
of these amendments or within I year of
startup for a plant with initial atsrtup.
after the date of publication, perform a
mercury emission test that demonstrates
compliance with the emission limits in.
§ 01.SZ, on the hydrogen stream by
Reference Method 102 and on the end-. "
box .stream by Reference Method 101 for
the purpose of establishing limits for.
parameters to be monitored.

control device parameters shall be
monitored, except as provided in
paragraph {c) of this section, and
recorded manually or automatically at
least once eve~j 15 minutes:

(i} The exit gas temperature from
uncontrolled streams:

{it) The outlet tentperature of the gas
stream for the final {i.e., the farthest
.downstream) cooling system when no
control devices other than coolers and
demist.ers are used:        .

(iii} The outlet temperature of the gas
stream from the final cooling system
when the cooling system is followedby
a molecular sieve or carbon adsorber;

(iv) Outlet concentration of available
chlorine, pH, liquid flow rate, and inlet
8as temperature of chlorinated brine
s.crubbers and hypochlorite scrubbers;

|v} The liquid flow rate and exit gas
temperature for water scrubbers;

{vi) The inlet gas temperature of
carbon adsorption systems; and

{vii} The temperature during the
heating phase of the regeneration cycle
for carbon adsorbers or molecular
sieves.

[3} The recorded parameters in
paragraphs (b)(2){i) through (b)(2}(vi) of
this section shall be averaged over the.
test period (a minimum of 6 hours}, to
provide an average number. The’ highest
temperature readin8 that is measured in
paragraph {b}(2){vii} of this section is to
be identified as the reference
temperature for use in paragraph
(b}(6}(ii} of this section.

{4){i} Immediately following
completiod of the emission tests
specified in paragraph (b){1) of this
section, the owner or operator of a
mercury cell chl0r-alkali plant shall
monitor and record manually or
automalically at least once per hour the
same parameters specified in
paragraphs (b)(2}|i} through {b}{2){vi) of
this section.

{it} Immediately following completion
of’the emission tests specified in
paragraph {b){1) of this sect!on, the
owner or ’operator shall monitor and
record manuallyor eutomatlc~dly.
during each heating phase of th~
regeneration cycle, the temperature
specified in paragraph {b){2}{vii} of this
section.

{5} Monitoring devices used in
accordance with paragraphs {b}{2) and
{b}{4} of this section shall be certified by
their ma.nufacturer to be accurate to
within 10 percent, and shall be operated,
maintained, and calibrated according:to
the manufacturer’s instructions. Records

¯ of the certifications and cdlibrations

the Administrator as follows:
Certification, for as long as the device .is
used for this purpose; calibration for a
/~inimum of 2 years.

[6}{i) When the hourly value of a
parameter monitored in accordance with
paragraph (b)(4](i) of this section
exceeds, or in the case of liquid flow
rate and available chlorine falls below
the value of that same parameter
determined in paragraph {b}{Z] of this
section for 24 consecutive hours, the
Administrator is to be notified within
the next 10 days.

{ii} When the maximum hourly value
of the temperature measured in
accordance with paragraph |b)|4)|ii} of
this section is below the reference
temperature recorded according .to
paragraph {.b)(3) of thissection for three
consecutive regeneration cycles, the
Administrator is to be notified within
the next 10 days.

{7} Semiannual reports shall be
submitted to the Admit~istrator
indicating the time and date on which
the hourly value Of each parameter
monitored according to paragraphs
(b}[4}(i} and (b){4)(ii} of t.his section fell
outside the value of that same
parameter determined under paragraph
(b}(3} of this section; and corrective
action taken, and the time and date of
the corrective action. Parameter
excursions will be considered.
unacceptable operation and
maintenance of the emission control
system. In addition, while compliance
with the’emission limits is determined
primarily by conducting a performance
test according to the procedures in
§ 61.53(b}, reports of parameter
excursions may’be used as evidence in
judging the duration of a violation that is
determined by a performance test.

(8} Semiannual reports required in
paragraph |b}(7) of this section shall be
submitted to the Administratoron
September 15 and March 15 of each
year. The first semiannual report is’to be "
submitted following the first full 6 month.
reporting period. The semiannual report
dueon September 15 {March 15} shall
include all excursions monitored
through August 31 {February 28} of the -
same calendar year. ’

{c} As an alternative to’the
monitoring, recordkeepin~, and reporting
requirements.in paragraphs (b)(2).
through {8} of this section, an owner or
operator m/,y develop and submit for the
Administrator’s review and approval a
plant-specific monitoring plan. To be
approved, such a plan must ensure’not
only compliance with the emission limits
of § 61.52{a} but also proper operation-

shallbe retained at the chlor-alksli plant- and maintenance of emissions control
hnd made available for inspection by    ¯ systems; Any site-specific monitoring "
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plan submitted must, at a minimum,
include the following:

{1} Identification of the critical
parameter or parameters for the
hydrogen stream and for the end-box
ventilation stream that are to be
monitored and an explanation of why
the critical parameter(s) selected is the
besJt iQdlcator of proper control syste~
performance and of mercury emission
rates.

(2) Identification of the maximum or
minimum value of each parameter (e.g.,
degi’ees temperature, concentration of
mercury) that is not to be exceeded..Tbe
level(s) is to be directly correlated to the
results of a performance test, conducted
no more than .180 days prior to submittal
of the plan, when the facility was in "
compliance with the emissiod limits of
§ m.52(a).

{3) Designation bf the frequency f~r
recording ~e parameter measurements,
with justification if the frequency is less
tha.n hourly, A longer recording
frequency must be justified on the basis
of the amount of time tha.t could elapse ¯
during periods of process or control
system upsets before the emission limits
would be exceeded, and consideration is

to be given to the time that would be
necessary to repair the failure.

{4) Designation of the immediate
actions to be taken in the event of an
ex~rsion beyond the value of the
parameter established In 2.

{5) Provisions for reporting,
semiannually, parameter excursions and
the corrective actions taken, and
provisions for reporting within Io days
any .significant excursion.

{6) Identification of the a’ccuracy of
the monitoring devlce(s) or of the
re.adings obtained.

{7) Recordkeepin~ requirements for
certifications and calibrations..

(d) Mercury cell chlor-alkali plants--
cell room ventilation System.

(1) Stationary sources determining cell
room emissions in accordance with
§ .61.53(c)(4) shall maintain daily records
of all leaks or spills of mercury. The
records shall indicate the amount,
location, time, and date the leaks or
spills occurred, identify the cause of the
leak or spill, state the immediate ste~s
taken to minimize mercury emissions
and steps taken to prevent future
occ.urrences, and provide the time and

dat~ on which corrective steps were
taken.

(2) The results of monitoring shall be
recorded, retained at the source, and
made available for inspection by the
Administrator for a minimum of 2 years."
{Approved by the Office o~ Management and
Budget under control number 20eO-0097}

5. Section~61.56 is added to Subpart E
to read as follows:

§ 61.5~ Delegation Of euthorl~.
(a) In delegating implementation and

enforcement authority to a State’under
¯ section 112(d) of the Act, the authorities"
contained in paragraph CO) of this
section shall be retained by the
Administrator and not transferred to a "
State.

Co) "Authorities Which will not be
delega.ted to States: Sections 61.53{ci{4)"
and 61.55(d). The authorities not’
delegated to States listed are in addition
to the’authorities in the General
Provisions, Subpart A of 40 CFR Part 61,
that will not be delegated.to States’
(§§ 61.04(b), 61.12(d)(1), and
6L13(h)(~){ii)).      ..

[FR Doc’.’ e~-,5~. 3 i~iled 3.-1~87.; ~45 am] =
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Pennsylvania has made significant st~des in controlling utility emissions of sulfur dioxide,
Of the 9 scrubbers in Pennsylvania, 6 are within 25 miles of downtown Pittsburgh. Yet with
all this behind us, the State as.a whole is still one of the top 5 emitters of SO3 in the Nation.

Because of the unique character of the State we had a number of problems with the
President’s bill. Some utilities that had already installed scrubbers were not given credit for
previous efforts, or worse, dueto the economic conditions for previous efforts, or worse, due
to the economic conditions in the baseline years, they would not be given enough credit to
run their dean plants. In addition, a utility that had hoped to shut down several old small
units as a part of its complianc~e realized that it would not be able to use the. allowances
generated by the shutdown, and ~he plants that did need to do more to dean their emissions
found that the bill’s date and reduction targets limited their options in a way that would cost
their customers much more money.

Each of these problems is now addressed. The provisions on baselines-and credits for
clean utilities will enable clean plants to run effectively. The trading and allowance
provisions adopted in the committee will allow more flexibility for dirty plants. And many
of the technical problems with the bill have been cleaned up including the removal of one
-clean plant in Pennsylvania that had mistakenly been added to the list of 107 plants for first
phase reductions.

I would especially like to thank the conference committee for adopting several
amendments, amendments I offered to promote development and use of clean coal
technologies. With these additions, cleaning up the air and developing our Nation’s most
abundant form of domestic fossil .energy are compatFole. One amendment expanded the
number of technologies eligible for special incentives from the five in the President’s bill to
any other boiler technology that achieves better pollution control of more than one pollutant
and is more efficient than conventional boilers with a conventional scrubber.

My second amendment would allow a utility to comply using clean coal technology at a
new site ff the old plant is retired. This provision prevents the locking in of a utility at a
site that should be abandoned or is too small when it repowess. Without this flexibility, the
bill may discourage what is a commonsense compfiance option.

Third, I offered an amendment that allows a utility which has tried and failed to comply
with a clean coal technology to switch to another technology without penalty.

Finally, I want to thank the conference committee and particularly Mr. Dingell and Mr.
Sharp for assisting my local utility, Duquesne Light and General Public Utilities costing
western Pennsylvania 2,000 jobs.

It is a real tribute to many Members of Congress and to the Pres/dent that this Clean Air
Act bill is before the House after a 10-year stalemate. As a 12-year member of a core
group that pressed to strengthen the law, I am pleased to have been a part of this historic
effort to give us, our children, and our grandchildren cleaner air. There could hardly be a
more basic commodity than the air we breathe. This is a big step toward preserving it-and
preserving the planet..

Mr. OXLEY. Mr. Speaker, after more than a year of debate which culminates over a
decade of work, we are about to cast the final vote on a major rewr/te of the Clean Air Act:
In 1977 when the Clean Air Act was last amended, it was assumed that Congress would



amend tliis measure on.~.a.regular basis.. However, for over 10years, we could ,not,narrow
oar~differences~ find m~ome ground, and pass a comprehensive clean air bill.
. Last July, President Bush helped;break the stalemate when he introduced the ;bill before

us which includes provisions addressing industrial .and automobile emissions, air toxics, and
acid rai~ Few environmental bilis.-have been this complex~r, have the .potential-. for
disruption-~o.:our economy as thisone~. It pitted the environment against the economy, the
East against the West, and 0ne.indnstry. against another. To-reconcile.~these issues, the

-conference committee had to make many?difficultdecisions~. ~;~.. ~-. ........
I have been among the mostskeptical about this bill becauset~wanted to ensure fairness

to my ~home State of Ohio, pa/ticularly regarding~he.need for further acid rain controls and
the benefits,of~ those~ controls.--~Further, I wanted~toprovide clarity with. the American
people a~ to the costs of the bill. Conservative estimates indicate Americans wilt pay
between $2~and:$50.billion a year.for cleaner air.- To achieve this goal of improved health
andwelfare.for our consti~uen~ we will be asking them to pay the~price through job losses,
higher consumer product prices; high utility rates; in oth~ words through changed life styles.

While this final bill is far~rom,peffect, ] believe We,.have come a long way toward the
President’s. goal of bal~nce and reasonableness. Underlying President Bush’s clean air
legislation was the desire to not only protect human health but to improve the quality .of life
’of all Americans. It is.my belief thatthis landmark legislation~represents our best effort to
negotiate a balance between the .multitude -of interests we represent and ensure.~that as a
result, Americans will. be better~ off, not worse off. "

I am particularly pleased that we could blunt the impact on Ohio by including in-the final
agreement a provision which gives 200,000 additional allowances ~to Ohio, Indiana,: and
Illinois.in phase I, and 50,000 new.allowances~o nine Midwesteru States in phase It....We
were also able to provide some assistance for two unique problems in my home State, the
Zimmer~ plant, currently, under construction, and Ohio. Edison’s small units..which are the
most costly and .:difficult to retrofit.with scrubbers.

One of-the key components of.President Bnsh’s.bill was~the concept 0f allowing the
market to encourage reductions in pollution. This provision, also canseddivisions between
the Midwest:and the other States’~. To eliminate, the argument .that theMidwest would hoard
allowances,:.and not give access to utilities in othe~States;.Iam happy tosay that my
proposal for.~auctioning allowances which-was a part. of ~theacid rain compromise adopted
during consideration by. the.Energy and ~Commerce Committee ~has .been retained by the
conference. This mechanism witl provide money, to Midwest Utilities faster and will also

he~rt.O ensure that allowances are available to utilities across,[sic] .... .¯ Speaker,~throughout the development of.this legislatio~ we have worked to ensure
that.environmental progress does not jeopardize, economic growth. We have added, new
environmental:.control requirement~but we ~have also tried to maintain flexibility in the
-permitting and review provisions of.the bill, so that needed indnstrialmodernization projects
do not langnish through months or years of permitting delay.
-..Of necessity, manyof these issues:have been left to EPA’s discretion in implementing the

legislation-:ThiS ~istrae .for such significant issues as the. modification/de~minimls, provisions
of :section 182(c) (6)~(8) in rifle I; modification permit procedure~ provisions .in ~section
112(g)(3); the so-called WEPCo issue in the acid rain title; .and the permit flexibility
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~.~ovision of section 502. We fully anticipate that in addressing these issues after enactment,
EPA will recognize the need for flexibility. This is not only a matter of economic
i~p~rtance; it serves important environmental purposes. We have presented industry with
’~’"~tremendous challenge; we cannot-take away from them the tools in terms of
moder~zation and processchanges, that will allow them to meet the challenge.
~ We have been careful to provide this flexibility in each of the title relating to stationary

In title I, we have left the current netting and bubbling provisions unaffected in all but
serious, severe and extreme areas. And even in those areas while we have lowered the de
~ threshold to 25 tons, we have tied the de ~ provisions of section 182(c)(6)
to the modification provisions of Section 182(c) (7) and (8).

In title HI, we have included modifications as a separate category for review purposes,
~th~ ensuring that existing sources can modify without triggering new source MACT. Just
asin~l~brtantly, w~e have structured the modification provisions so that sources need not
a~vait lengthy permit revisions or modifications before undertaking plant modifications.

In title IV, we have deleted all general provisions relating to the W~PCO modification
issue. We did not in the contemplation that EPA will develop reasonable, revised Wepco
regulations that will allow plants to add pollution control equipment, switch to cleaner fuels,
and refurbish old facilities without running afoul of NSPS or PSD modifications issues.

In title V, we have explicitly provided permitting authorities with broad discretion to allow
. plant revisions without requiring permit modifications or revisions.

Mr. Speaker, following President Bush’s lead, the final bill includes provisions which will
require the use of clean fuels. Cleaner fuels will provide significantenvironmental benefit
without putting even more stringent controls on automobiles. I am particularly pleased by
the clean fuels program that struck a balance between oil and gas refiners, farme~, and the
environment. The oxygenated fuels program will allow for the use of MTBE and ethanol
as additives to achieve the required level of oxygen. The program will result in an increased-
demand of 600 million gallons of ethanol, creating a market for some 240 million bushels
~’0f corn. In turn, increased demand for corn will increase farm income and lower Federal
farm program costs.

While title Ill addresses 189 toxic air pollutants and the control of those pollutants, I wish
to focus on the provisions of the utility air toxics study, section 1 !2(n) of the act as added
by the conference agreement. With respect to air toxics generally, the Senate and House
bills included provisions that differed substantially with respect to scientific studies, timing,
and regulatory requirements. The House. provision required that the EPA Adm/m~" trator
perform a 3-year study of the hazards to pubfic health reasonably anticipated to occur as a
result of emissions by electric ulRity steam generating units and report the results of that

- itudy to the Congress.
On the other hand. the Senate provision Was the result of a complex, and Ultimately

unsatisfactory, set of negotiations. Unlike the House provision, scientific studies were not
to-serve as the basis for regulation, but simply were to be included in the docket of the
regulato~ process leading to regulations. Under the Senate provision, regulations for the
control of particulates and mercury would have had to be promulgated no sooner or later
than 5 years after enactment.
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Rather than accept the Senate provision, the conference favored an approach that
adopted the basic House pr6vision. The provision did contain two constructive ei~ment~
found in the Senate provision; a direction to the National Institute of Envirbnmental Health
Sciences to conduct a study on a mercury threshold below which adverse.effects on human
health are not expected to occur and the :~equirement that EPA study mercury emissions
from all sources. The conferees agreed to the-House provisions because of the iogic of
basing any decision to regulate on the results of scientific study and because of thh emission
reductions that will be achieved and the extremely high.costs that electric utilities will face
under other provisions of the new Clean Air Act amendments.

As we all know, the utility ifidustry has been singled.out for regulation under the acid rain
provisions. The utility industry m~y als0 fa~ additional controls for NO~ emissions for
:ozone control, and revised PM-10 ~0ntr01s. AJl of ~se pr0gLams will:res~i in substantial
reductions in emissions off,conventional and potentially hazardous air pollutants. Even
without all of these reductions in,air p~ilution, the health risks from emissions of hazardous
air pollutants from powerplants~e vanishingly small, as EPA has repeatedly recognized:

Under the existing section l12~of the Clean Air Act, EPA has addressed- the question
whether additional regulation of powerplants is necessary to control air toxic emissions to
protect the public health. EPA, thus far, has studied several substances for which.emissions
data and some indicator oftoxicity exist: arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, hexav~l~ chromium,
formaldehyde, and radionuclides. EPA found that additional regulation of emissions of
these substances from powerplants was unnecessary. For some other substances listed in
S. 1630, such as mercury and other volatile substances, little scientific evidence exists about
either emissions rates or effects on public health or welfare. Under the conference
agreement adopting the approach that the House included in its bill, th.ese and other
scientificissues will be examined, ands. regulations will be imposed only if ~arranted by the
scientific .evidence.

As l-noted, the conferees changed only. slightly the p~:ovisi.0n approved by the House. The
changes to.this provision, and other parts of the bill, clarified the nature of the studies to
be conducted on emissions from powerplants and specifically exempted utility units from the
provisions of section 112(c)(6), which addresses regulation of seven specified categories of
substances.

In addition,, section 112(n) provides that the Administrator shall regulate electric utility
steam generating units if he finds, based on the studies, that regulation is appropriate and
necessary. Under the conference agreement, if the Administrator regulates fossil fuel fired
electric utility steam generating units by adopting any major source standard or any area
source standard under section 112 for those units, he may do so only in compliance with
subsection (n).

Pursuant to section 112(n), the Administratormay regulate fossil fuel fired electric utility
steam generating units only if the studies described in section 112(n) dearly establish that
eniissions of any pollutant, or aggregate of pollutants, from such units cause a significant risk
of serious adverse effects on the public.health. Thus, if the Administrator regulates any of
these units, he may regulate only. those units that he determines-after taking into account
compliance with all provisions of the act and any other Federal, State, or local regulation



~nd VoluntmT emission reductions-have been demonstrated to cause a significant threat of
~~eriou~-adverse effects on the public health.
~: ~ In~sun~ I believe thatthe conference committee produced a utility air toxics.provision that
:~provide amply protection of the public health-while avoiding the imposition of excessive
and unnecessary.coS~ on residential, industrial, and commercial .cousumers of electricity.
"My next points, are directed at title IV, the acid rain provisions. The conferees have
~:declded tO add 200,000 phase I and phase H allowances to the .acid .rain rifle, reflecting
~methodological errors by EPA. These additional allowances are a result of three basic
errors that were made in calculating the emission reductions which would occur under the
legislation. These mistakes are summarized below.
~: ~First, EPA underestimated 1980 utility emissions by failing to use the currently applicable
¯ ~bulfur-to-SO2 conversion factor during coal combustion. In 1980, EPA assumed that 95
percent of the sulfur was emitted as SO2, while the balance was retained in bottom ash,
:rejected in pulverizers, or captured by precipitators. In .1982, EPA revised its. "Compilation
.of Air Pollutant Emission Factors (AP-42)" to indicate it estimated that 97_~ percent of the
’sulfur in boilers is emitted as SO2. "The 97_~ percent conversion factor was used in the 1985
emissions inventory. Had 97_~ percent been used in 1980, as advocated by NAPAP and
DOE, emissions-in 1980 would have been at least 180,000 tons higher.

Second, EPA, DOE, and NAPAP underestimated 1980 utility emissions by failing to
a~count fox" scrubber operability in 1980. Each agency implicitly assumed that at scrubbed
units, 31 GW in 1980, the scrubber operated 100 percent of the time that boilers operated,
even though contemporaneous EPA contractor reports show that this was not-the case.
¯ Scrubbers averaged only 80 percent operability in 1980, meaning that 20 percent of the time
the’boiler operated with uncontrolledemissions. This situation reflected the immaturity of

’scrubber technology. Had EPA accounted for this fact, EPA’s emission estimate would have
been 370,000 tons higher than it was.

Third, EPA underestimated 1980 nonutility emissions through reliance on a faulty data
base. Using NAPA data-which is supported by DOE, was thoroughly peer reviewed, and
conforms to the 1985 NAPAP emissions inventory-it is clear that actual 1980 nonufility
emission were 400,000 tons greater in 1980 than EPA has acknowledged.

While these errors in aggregate represent nearly 1 million tons, it was a political decision
to limit the size ofadditional allowance to 200,000 tons. It is important to remember that
these extra allowances do not breach the goal set forth in the acid rain title to achieve a
10-million-ton reduction in SO2 emissions from 1980 levels by the year 2000.

To achieve the most cost-effective SO2 reductions, the bill contains a market based sulfur
dioxide allowance trading system I wish to address for a moment the importance of this
system.. If implemented as intend~ed, these provisions can result in savings for electric utility
customers while helping attain a"~ubstantial reduction of SO2 by utilities. It has been
estimated that 20 to 40 percent of the costs incurred under the traditional command and
control approach to regulation, will be saved under the allowance system.The range of
savings, however, depends upon the freedom granted utilities to buy and sell allowances.
It is essential that we not stifle this new form of market with excessive or variable regulatory
controls.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit 1..) [Exhibit 1 appears on p. 785.]
Mr. BURDICK. Mr. President, we agree that the utilization of a multipollutant, control

technology, should not necessarily include replacement of the boiler to.qualify as repowering
technology.

Section 402(1) is intended to make dear that technologies elig~’~le for repowering need
not necessitate the replacement of the boiler. However, it is intended that all of the criteria
are met, that "improvements in efficiency" not necessarily be equivalent to increases in
efficiency, and the "multiple combustion emissions" to be controlledextend beyond the add
rain precursors and address other pollutions regulated under the act. Control approaches
which string together othen~ise separate processes-for instance scrubbers and electrostatic
precipitators-should not qualify ~under the criteria of "controlling multiple combustion.
emissions simultaneously."

During the Senate consideration of S. 1630, the committee accepted an amendment to the
definition of the term "repowering."

The amendment added a set of decision criteria so technologies other than those
originally listed could qualify for the phase H time extension. This amendment is intended
to encourage innovative technologies that can prevent or otherwise address many
combustion pollutants (SOz, NO= and trace elements) simultaneously and in an integrated
manner.                                                                                            ~

The intent of adding the criteria was to allow innovative technology, which may or may
not require boiler replacement, to qualify if the criteria were met.

The House committee amended H.R. 3030 in a similar manner.
I am pleased the conference report carries this pro~sion, based on the Senate language,

and I .am confident that new technology will be developed. This is particularly important
to me for the future of the lignite coal mining industry in .my State.

The conference report includes a number of provisions that will assure that industry and
the Government, through the Federal Clean Coal Program, continue to move these
technologies into the commercial marketplace as quickly as feasible.

Under section 112(n) utility emissions are exempt from air toxics regulation until studies ¯
are completed and the Administrator .determines, based on the studie~, that air toxics
regulation is warranted. The hazardous substance of greatest concern here is mercury. The
Senate bill¯ required mercury reductions from coal-fired units. The Senate provision could
not be sustained by the sdentific facts. What little¯is known of mercury movement in the

¯ biosphere, suggests that its long residence time makes it a long-range transport problem of
international or worldwide dimensions. Thus, a full control program in the United States
requiring dry scrubbers and baghouses to control mercury emissions from coal-fired power
plants would double the costs of acid rain control, with no expectation of perceptible
improvement in public health in the United States.

I am pleased the conferees adopted the House provision on hazardous air pollutants with
respect to utility units.
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Section 112 of the Clean Air Act adopted in 1970 requires EPA to
list each hazardous air pollutant which is likely to cause an in-
crease in death or serious illness. Within a year after listing EPA
is to establish emissions standards which would apply to sources of
the listed pollutant "providing an ample margin of safety to pro-
tect public health."

In the 18 years of administering section 112, EPA has listed only
8 pollutants: mercury, beryllium, asbestos, vinyl chloride, benezene,
radionuclides, inorganic arsenic and coke oven emissions. No stand-
ard has been promulgated for coke oven emissions and for many of
the other pollutants only a few of the source categories emitting
the substance are actually regulated. For instance, mercury is a
listed substance, but mercury emissions from powerplant boilers
(exempt from standards) are contributing to high mercury levels in
the flesh of fish taken in the Great Lakes region.

While EPA has listed only eight substances for regulation, a
handful of States with active air toxics programs developed on
their own have set standards for 708 substances. In 1983 and upon
his return to EPA, William Ruckelshaus Committed to make deci-
sions within one year on approximately 25 toxic air pollutants that
had been under review since 1977. Subsequently EPA decided that
14 of the substances did not require regulation, that 10 may be
listed at some point in the future, and that 1 (coke oven emissions)
was to be listed.

In 1985 EPA announced a new air toxics strategy shifting the
focus from the regulation of hazardous air pollutants under section
112, to actions under other laws and by the States. The 1985 strate-
gy elevated concern for emissions from the small, area sources like
automobiles, dry cleaners, and small combustion units. One action
announced in the strategy has been completed--a new source per-
formance standard for wood stoves, but few of the other elements
proposed have been implemented.

In 1987 the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia re-
viewed decisions made by EPA with respect to vinyl chloride emis-
sions. As with actions on other standards, EPA had considered cost
in a decision to withdraw vinyl chloride standards that had been
proposed during the later 1970s. The Court found that cost cannot
be considered when establishing a safe level of exposure to toxic air
pollutants. It is only in determining the margin of safety that EPA
is authorized to consider cost and other factors. Because cost had

[page 132]

been considered in several of the other hazardous air pollutant
standards established by the Agency, five of the seven standards
that had been issued may be reconsidered. The first proposed revi-
sions for radionuclides were issued in the fall of 1989.

Recently, EPA began consideration of a new air toxica strategy
that would again shift the focus of the program, this time from in-
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dividual polllutants to source categories. The Agency has screened
some 900 pollutants and 360 source categories to establish prior-
ities for regulation, identifying 27 source categories as high-prior-
ities for review. But the legal status of such a policy is in doubt,
since the current law requires pollutants rather than source cate~

~uOries to be listed and also requires all sources of every listed pol-
tant to be controlled. Regulation of high priority source catego-

ries would necessarily trigger actions on other sources of lower pri-
ority hampering the efficiency of a program already short on re-
sources.

Considering this record of false starts and failed opportunities,
several conclusions are warranted:

I. Routine and episodic releases of hundreds of noncriteria
air pollutants pose a significant threat to public health in the
United States.

H. The risk of adverse health effects, principally excess can-
cers, from exposurse to toxic air pollutants is not distributed
evenly across the population. Americans living within the vi-
cinity of concentrated industrial activity or in heavily polluted
urban areas may face relatively high risks.

l:II. Air toxics may also be causing significant environmental
damage through deposition and run-off to surface waters,
bioaccumulation in the food chain, or disruption of climatic or
atmospheric processes.

IV. The Environmental Protection Agency has not made suf-
ficient use of the existing authorities available under section
112 of the Clean Air Act to protect public health.

V. To some extent the statutory langu,age itself may be re-
sponsible for the slow paceof the Nation s air toxics program
as it requires emissions standards which provide an ample
margin of safety to protect public health even for carcinogenic

¯ air pollutants where no level of exposure may be considered
safe. If interpreted to require standards prohibiting emissions,
regulations under section 112 would be potentially very costly
for some source categories or pollutants.

VI. The regulatory time frames included in the existing law
requiring the proposal of emissions standards within 180 days
of listing a pollutant as hazardous and promulgation of stand-
ards 180 days later are unrealistic.

VII. A recent court decision nullified basic premises used by
the Agency in the standard-setting process for hazardous air
pollutants. Although listing and regulatory decisions had been
scheduled for several other pollutants in the near-term, this
decision is likely to cause additional significant delay as the
Agency reassesses its basic policies.

VlII. Some measures proposed by the Agency in its 1985 air
toxics strategy offer promise for addressing non-traditional
sources of toxic air emissions. However, those proposals are not
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currently recognized within the structure of section 112 and
have no other statutory authorization.

There is now a broad consensus that the program to regulate.
hazardous air pollutants under section 11.2 of the Clean Air Act
should be restructured .to provide EPA with authority tO regulate
industrial and area source categories of air pollution (rather than
the pollutants) with technology-based standards in the near term.

In light of these~ conclusions, the reportbd legislation makesfun-
damental changes in the basic provisions of section 112 of the
Clean Air Act. The bill establishes a list of 191 air pollutants and a
mandatory schedule for issuing emissions standards for the major
sources of these pollutants..The standards are to be based on the
maximum reduct,!on in emissions which can be achieved by applica-
tion of best available control technology, These new, technology-
based standards will become the principal focus of activity under
section 112. Authority to issue health-based standards is preserved
in modified form to be used for especially serious pollution prob-
lems, " "

This approach to regulation of toxic pollutants is not withou~
precedent. It follows the general model which has been employed
since the mid-1970’s to control toxic effluents discharged to surface
waters by major industrial point sources.

Under the 1972 amendments to the Clean Water Act, industrial
dischargers were given two deadlines to control conventional pol-
lutants (biological oxygen demand, suspended solids, and acidity): 1)
by July 1, 1977 each facility was required to meet emissions limita-_
tions reflecting "best practicable control technology currently
available" (so-called BPT limits); and 2) by July 1, 1983 each facili-
ty was to meet emi~. ions limitations set according-to "best avail-
able technology economically achievable" (BAT).

Toxic pollutants under the 1972 Act were to be treated different-
ly. The Administrator was to publish a list Of toxic pollutants
within 90 days and within a year promulgate effluent standards
that would provide an "ample margin of safetf’ to protect the
most affected (aquatic) organisms: Thus, the Structure of this au-
thority to regulate toxic discharges to surface waters was very
similar to the current structure of section 112 of the Clean Air Act.

During the five-year period following passage of the 1972 Clean
Water Act, EPA promulgated standards for only six toxic pollut-
ants. In 1975 the Environmental Defense Fund and the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council brought suit against the Agency for failure
to list more toxics and to promulgate standards as mandated by the
ACt. In June 1976, EPA and the plantiffs entered into a consent
decree that established a new formula for the development of efflu~
ent standards for toxic water pollutants. This agreement created a
list of 120 priority pollutants and required EPA to promulgate ef-
fluent guidelines based on best available control technology for
each pollutant and each industrial category not later than Decem-
ber 31, 1980. Industrial dischargers were to be in compliance with
these standards by July 1, 1983, the same deadline as established
by the Act for BAT control of conventional pollutants. There were
14,000 dischargers divided into 21 industrial categories and 399 sub-
categories potentially subject to these new toxics standards.
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